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MSU marks sagging enrollment for fall
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although total enrollment is
down from last year at Murray
State University, the decline wasnot unexpected.
"There are minuses where we
thought they would be," said Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions and
records.
At the end of day five of
registration, the headcount was
7,638, down 57 from the 1993
fall enrollment.
"We've had the largest graduating classes in the last two
years so we've lost some numbers there," Bryan said. "Also,
we have lost 60 students from the
incentive grant counties because
the grants have become more
quality driven."

Although it seems as if the university lost 30 new freshmen,
Bryan said there were actually 28
new freshmen who came to the
university in the summer to take
classes. Because of standards set
by the Couacil on Higher Education (CHE), those students
couldn't be counted in the fall as
new freshmen.
"We have increased our international student enrollment by 61
students, which is because of the
various programs on campus.
They are really paying off,"
Bryan said. "The English Language Institute has brought about
30 students to the campus."
The university has experienced
a decline in enrollment since
1991, when the final enrollment
hit 8,328. Bryan said that the projected final enrollment for this

fall will be between 8,000 and
8,100.
In African-American enrollment, Bryan said this is the sec-

dents, up 50 from last year.
"It is such a shame that the
CUE report released last week
"I'm so excited was based on 1992 data," Bryan
about the board said. "We have made significant
meeting that I can't efforts to increase those
wait. Dr. Alexan- numbers."
Bryan attributed an increase in
der's presentation 1993 freshmen to football coach
will make a signific- Houston Nutt, who brought in
several new minority students
ant difference in from outside Kentucky.
"We are still making plans to
recruitment..."
\i icrease our .numbers," Bryan
Phil Bryan
aid.
(MSU dean)
A recruitment plan will be presented to the MSU board of
regents Friday by President Dr.
Kern Alexander.
ond year in a row that MSU has
"I'm so excited about the
experienced an increase.
board meeting that I can't wait,"
In total African-American Bryap said. "Dr. Alexander's preenrollment, MSU has 384 stu- sentation will make a significant
.0

difference in recruitment and the
plan is very' important to us."
Alexander's plan calls for a
university-wide effort for recruitment, as well as seeking help
from alumni.
"We have to activate our alumni and ask them to assist us with
student recruitment," Alexander
In addition to working with the
alumni, Alexander has suggested
that faculty members adopt one
of 60'designated high schools and
.work to develop relationships
with the teachers and students.
"This would help create a personal relationship with the students," Alexander said. "We need
to capture students in our region
by using our strength — our
II See Page 3A

TB! looking
for fugitive
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Tennessee authorities, who
have been looking for a federal
prison escapee for a month, have
sent agents to investigate,leads in
Kentucky.
Tennessee Bureau of-Investigation Special Agent Jeffery Kling
said Charles Gary Bruce, 39,
escaped from the McNairy County, Tenn. Jail -in Selmer, Tenn. at
approximately 8 p.m. on July 28.
Selmer is about 100 miles
south of Murray.
Bruce is charged on a federal
indictment with two counts of
murder, conspiracy and robbery
in connection with the Jan. 16,
1991 deaths of a Camden, Tenn.
couple, Danny Vine and Della
Thornton.
Kling, program director of
TBI's Most Wanted Program,
said Bruce, who was awaiting.
trial on those charges, is now

This photo of CHARLES GARY
BRUCE was reproduced from a
Wanted Poster that has been circulated In Calloway County.
being sought for escape.
"We have received leads
related to Mr. Bruce's whereab-

BERNARD KANE,Ledger & Times photo
Bridge improvements on Ky. 94 East near the Murray city limits has caused delays for motorists because one lane of the road has been closed.
Kentucky Department of Transportation district engineer John Puryear said the $134,000 project, which will widen three bridges on Ky. 94 in
Calloway County, should be completed in about two to three weeW He said additional supports are being added to the bridges to make them
safer.

See Page 3A

Woman surrenders to police

YMCA
•recruits
students
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Murray's family YMCA is
branching out in hopes of drawing more college students into
its ranks.
The-University Branch of the
YMCA opened last week in the
former Body Elite building on
'Chestnut Street at the Five
Points intersection.
Director Russell Wolff said
the fitness facility on 12th
Street is too small to accommodate the needs of the members.
"People were waiting in line
for the equipment," he said.
That center opened last year
and provides aerobic classes,
cardiovascular and muscle toning programs.
The YMCA currently has
approximately 300 members
who utilize the fitness center.
Now, Wolff said the university branch will take the load off

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo
Wayne Hart, a. Murray State student from Buchanan, Tenn., lifts
weights at the university branch of the Murray family YMCA.
the 12th facility, and he hopes
students will take advantage of
the new location.
"We'll definitely have more
university students," he said.
In fact, about 20 students
joined the YMCA during class
registration last week.
Wolff said the proximity to
campus should be a big bonus
for students, faculty and staff.
Individual attention and a personal training program will help
newcomers get into a healthy

exercise routine.
"We have qualified people
here;" he said. "And an educated clientele."
Wolff said mOst people who
use the fitness center already
understand the importance of
exercise and work out daily.
The university branch features more free weights, which
Wolff said should attract weight
lifting enthusiasts.
O See Page 3A

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The woman who authorities
say helped her boyfriend steal
thousands of dollars worth of
merchandise from Murray's WalMart turned herself in to Paducah
police Wednesday.'
Katherine P. Alexander, 21, of
Murray was charged on a warrant
with felony theft.
Her boyfriend, Peyton Austin
Jones, 22, of Paducah was
arrested Tuesday on the same
charge in connection with the
theft of a VCR from Paducah
Community College.

However, during an investigation by the McCracken County
Sherifrs Department, authorities
seized $10,000 to $15,000 worth
of merchandise they think was
stolen from the Murray WalMart, where Alexander was a
cashier.

tion with the Wal-Mart thefts are
expected.
Alexander and Jones are students at Murray State University.
Joe Hedges, manager of
MSU's ne‘ws bureau, said the
school will investigate the
incident.
"It will be looked at closely,"
he said. "There could be action
taken by the university. They
could be taken through the judicial process."
Hedges said the university can
review serious criminal charges
involving its students whether the

Police said Alexander would
scan some items and not others
that Jones had placed at the check
out. Then Jones would leave the
store with all the items.
Among the property recovered
were televisions, VCRs and
camcorders.
Additional charges in connec- • See Page 3A

Doctors dropping Medicaid
discounted care is implemented.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — At
That could jeopardize medical
least 16 doctors have pulled out
care for the state's 525,000 Mediof the state Medicaid program
over a plan to extend health care 'caid recipients, Kentucky's poorest 'residents.
access to poor people, and the
state has delayed implementing
Under the Discount Option
the program.
Program, doctors who are reimOther doctors, already upset
bursed for treating Medicaid
that the state plans to cut Medipatients would also be obligated
caid reimbursement rates, have
to care for people with income
vowed to stop treating Medicaid
less -than twice the poverty line
patients altogether if a section on
and charge- them no more than

Medicaid reimbursement rates.
Additionally, on Aug. 17, Gov.
firereton Jones gave his approval
to cutting reimbursements to
physicians by $50 million a year
as part of a larger savings
Human Resources Secretary
Mastin Childers II said Wednesday he has invited officials of the
Kentucky Medical Association to
II See Page 3A
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I Calloway County High School's
Site-Baud Council will meet Thursday
at 7 p.m. at the school to set up the
committee 'structure.
•Murray State University's board of
regents will meet Friday at 2 p.m. in the
boardroom located in Wells Hall. Committee meetings are scheduled from 10
a.m. to 11:15 a.m.

III With still no progress in sight, there is
now talk that the current Major League
Baseball strike could extend into 1995.

Page 12A

.

11 The Murray Planning Commission
will meet in special session at 5 p.m.
Thursday in the council Chambers Of City
Hall.
• Murray Board of Zoning Adjust.
morns will meet in special session at
noon Friday in the council chambers of
City Hall.
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About Drinking & Driving?

Because people like yourself can do a lot to prevent alcohol related traffic deaths.
You Need To Know The Facts...

Alcohol is a widely abused drug.
It's a powerful depressant that
slows down thinking and reactions,
making the drinker a hazard
on any roadway.

So You Can Avoid The Consequences...
Each year:
• About 45,000 people die in
motor vehicle, crashes.
• Alcohol is a factor in at least
,50% of those crashes, resulting in
about 22,500 deaths.
In addition, drinking and driving may cause disabling
injuries, legal probleins, financial difficulties and embarrassment.

Safe Drivers Must Be Able To...

• Concentrate Completely
• See Clearly
• Think Quickly
• React Immediately

and Always wear Safety Belts!!

Safe Labor Day Weekend.
Have a Safe Labor Day Weekend
and a Great School Year!
Ifid-duzs Dtth'i

Kick a Bad Habit,
Don't Drink
6 Drive.

vt.,

RESPECT
'Treating everybody
with respect is
the first line of
se(f• defense!"

I
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Your Community Bank
7th & Main Street • Murray • 753-7921
Hugh Roberts, Jr., Vice President • Member FDIC

Introductory Offer
V Free Tae Kwon Do
Uniform
V 3 Private Lessons

•

V White Belt Test
(A Total Value of $70)

Call Today 753-6111

MURRAY
TAE KWON
DO

Karen Feagin, Terri Walston, Mitzi Parker and A

DRUNK DRIVING DESTROYS DREAMS
Walk-Ins Welcome

1701 121 N. Bypass

•

Please Don't Drink & Drive...
BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUA TIRES.

753-3688

1413

Olive Blvd.

753-6111

Computerized Wheel Balancing
Computerized 2 & 4 Wheel Alignment

Carroll Tire 8
Wheel Alignment, Inc.
Franklin & Jason Carroll
0 Vial Ue
NSW ii -00Cm41Dn
1305 North 12th • Murray • 502-753-1489

StEraExt„,„ 4f-

Don't Drink
4( and Drive *
David Harrington
County Attorney
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Talks on refugee flood begin

kis

t
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NEW YORK (AP) — In an
effort to halt the flood of Cubao,s
trying to reach the United States,
U.S. officials and a Cuban delegation began talks today to discuss the exodus and the possibilities of legal migration.
The talks at the U.S. mission to
the United Nations came after
more than 19,000 Cubans fled
their homeland in the past month.
The exodus began when Cuba
President Fidel Castro responded
to Aug. 5 riots in Havana by suggesting he would no longer stop
those trying to leave.
Michael Skol, the chief U.S.
delegate at the talks, told reporters he expected serious talks on
migration.
"We know it is in their interest, as well as in the interest of
the United States, to establish a
firm system of legal, safe and
orderly migration from Cuba, to
replace what is happening now,
which is dangerous, chaotic and
unsafe migration," said Skol, a
deputy assistant secretary of
state.
On Wednesday, Coast Guard

spokesman at the U.S. mission.
Cuba has said the refugees are
fleeing for economic and not
political reasons, but U.S. officials have blamed Cuba's communist policies for the country's
economic hardships.
Alberto Gomes, a spokesman
at the Cuban mission, said Cuba
would welcome a U.S. proposal
to grant 20,000 visas a year to
Cubans. Douglas said he had no
information on such a proposal,
which has been reported in news
media.
"If they do so, that is a good
idea," Gomes said, "but it must
be implemented."
The Clinton administration
plans to ask Cuban officials about
indications that Cuba has been
releasing prisoners to join the

and U.S. Navy ships picked up
2,159 Cubans trying to reach the
United Stales in rickety rowboats,
homemade rafts and sailboats.
They will be taken to the Navy's
base at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba.
Cuba's delegate, Ricardo Marcon, had no comment as he
entered the U.S. mission, which
is across First Avenue from the
U.N. building protected by a
police booth and concrete barriers
to keep car bombers away.
As he left for the talks. Alarcon told Cuba's state radio Wednesday that the only way to stop
the exodus was for the United
States to end its 32-year economic embargo against Cuba.
"All they have to do is change
that basic issue," said Alarcon, a
former foreign minister. i!.nd- one
of Castro's most trusted foreign
policy advisers.
Washington has long rejected
that demand and U.S. officials
said today's talks would be limited to migration questions.
"No other topics will be discussed," said Walter Douglas, a

•Fugitive...

•Doctors...
FROM PAGE 1
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Dr. Robert Goodin, the KMA's
president-elect, said that when
the program was first proposed,
doctors thought they would have
the option of deciding whether to
see such patients.
Goodin also says doctors will
be getting less money because
Discount Option patients will pay
Medicaid rates, which the state
proposes to cut by about 35 percent. Medicaid now pays about
47 percent of the rates private
insurance pays, doctors note. The
KMA has not estimated how
much money would be lost, but
some doctors who have large
Medicaid practices say the cuts
could reduce their gross income
by half.
All that, Goodin said, could be
disastrous for doctors in some
rural areas where Medicaid and
Medicare patients already might
make up 75 percent of their medical practices.
"Physicians couldn't keep
their offices open on the kind of
reimbursement rate cuts being
proposed, and then you talk about
expanding that to cover maybe 90
percent of their practices," Goo-

phy

es.&iisestek

with him and the chairmen
of the House and Senate Health
and Welfare committees next
week in an attempt to defuse the
situation.
Childers said the Human
Resources Cabinet has no choice
but to enforce the law.
"The KMA shouldn't perceive
our willingness to continue the
dialogue as a weakness," he said.
"We'll do whatever we can to
get results for the people of this
state."
Childers said he hopes to have
the program going by the end of
the month. Officials had hoped to
have the health care reform law
implemented by today.

din said. "They're saying you
don't have an option; if you
accept Medicaid, you have to
accept DOP (Discount Option
Program). I think it will force a
lot of doctors to say 'I can't take
Medicaid anymore.' "
Some already have. Di. W.
Neville Caudill of Louisville
wrote Childers last week complaining about the situation.
"Mr. Childers," Caudill wrote,
"Go to Hell. Go directly to Hell.
Do not pass Go. Do not collect
$200. Consider this missive my
resignation as a Medicaid
provider."
Childers said 15 other doctors
have informed the Medicaid
program that they're pulling out.
The cabinet has not projected the
percentage of physicians it thinks
might leave the program, but it
does not consider the situation a
crisis.
Childers said his office has no
choice in requiring Medicaid providers to participate in the Discount Option Program since participation is demanded by the
reform law.
Dr. Ardis Hoven, the KMA
president, has written the organization's members urging them to
oppose the option program and
the cuts in Medicaid rates by contacting state legislators, members
of Congress and Gov. Brereton
Jones.
Childers wrote a reply Wednesday, noting among other
things that Kentucky Medicaid
rates are being reduced because
they are substantially higher than
those of neighboring states. He
also said that the reductions were
necessary to save Medicaid
money and meet state budget
appropriations, and that he had
publicly described the cutbacks in
legislative testimony as early as
February.

p.m. Saturday and 5 to 10 p.m.
Sunday.
Hours at the 12th Street
branch are from 5:30 a.m. to 10
p.m. Monday through Thursday;
5:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday; 7
a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and 1 to
5 p.m. Sunday.
In order to utilize the fitness
centers, a person must pay an
annual membership ($10 for
youths, $20 for teens and MSU
students, $25 for adults and $40
for families) plus a program fee
($28 per month for an adult or
$40 per month for a family).
Other extended-time fee schedules are available.
For more information, call
759-9622 (12th Street) or
753-4295 (university branch).

II Woman...
se.

FROM PAGE 1
alleged crime is committed on or
off campus.
"It has a lot to do with how
serious the crime is, and in this

case, the value of the goods," he
said.
Hedges said any action hinges
on what type of charges are filed
by law enforcement officers.

Read the classifieds

Aren't You
Glad There's

•••

FROM PAGE 1
faculty. I believe we can sew up
the region if we do."
Other suggestions include giving grants to children of MSU
alumni for coming to MSU, giving dorm scholarships and grants
to area superintendents to be
awarded on the school level and
extending the incentive grant

•-•

•A tobacco barn containing approximately 3,300 sticks of
tobacco caught fire Aug. 28 about 11 30 p m. The barn.
located in Coldwater on Ky. 121 North, was a total loss Four
trucks and 20 volunteers responded to the fire. The Farmington Fire Department assisted

CRIMESTOPPERS
. Cnmestoppers of Murray and Calloway County is offering
a $250 cash reward for information that leads to the arrest of
the person or persons involved in the vandalism of several
mailboxes located on Hwy. 464 and Hwy. 299. The mailboxes
were damaged after someone threw concrete blocks at them.
•A $250 cash reward is being offered for information concerning the theft of two newspaper machines from Martha's
and the Log Cabin restaurants in Murray. Sometime around 3
a.m. on Aug. 22, a small dark colored pickup truck was seen
leaving Martha's with a paper box in the bed of the truck.
'Sometime Aug. 26 or Aug. 27, unknown suspects stole
two bicycles from the yard of Teresa George, located on 011ie
Hale Road. The bicycles were later found burned at a
watershed. A $250 cash reward is also being offered for information on this crime.
•11 anyone has any information about these or other crimes, ,
call Crimestoppers at 753-9500 and remain anonymous.

Support our local community
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FOR THE GRILL

"Overall, I would say that we
are exactly where we said we
would be for enrollment," Bryan
said. "We are up a little in graduate enrollment and down a little
in undergraduates. I feel pretty
good about our figures."
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says.
Today, American leaders of the
Muslim and Catholic religions
jointly condemned any acceptance of abortion by the conference.
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U.S.D.A. Choice

Whole

T-BONE
STEAK
$559
lb.

CHICKEN
BREAST
$159
lb.
is

U.S.D.A. Choice

Thick Center Cut

FLANK
STEAK
$598

PORK
CHOPS
$2981b.

lb.
Country Style

Marinated Boneless

PORK
RIBS
$179
s
lb.
BEEF RIBS

CHICKEN
BREAST
89

$3

lb.

Marinated

1 YR. 957.00

PORK
CHOPS

Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton,
Hwcin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. and to Par*, Buchanan and
Purysar, Tenn. By mail to other destinations, price is $64.50 per year.

$298 lb

BY MAIL

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Sponsored by:

o.
P..

SUBSCRIBE

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Deipite a deep rift with the Vatican over abortion and opposition
from some Islamic countries,
U.S. officials are confident a
world conference next week will
make dramatic strides toward
curbing global population growth.
When the International Conference on Population and Development gets under way in Cairo on
Monday, participating countries
will be in agreement on 92 percent of a draft action plan that is
to serve as a blueprint for curbing
world population growth, Undersecretary of State Tim Wirth

Pick 3
9-0-0
Pick 4
4-8-9-2
Cash 5
4-22-23-27-30
Lotto
6-7-18-25-32-36

_

counties to Nashville and St.
Louis. '

U.S. to make
pitch to curb
global growth

Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays.
July 4,Thanksgiving Day, Christmas
Day and New Years Day_
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Call the circulation dept between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
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U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

Marlrtated
Pork, Beef or Chicken

LAMB LEG
89

K-BOBS
$389

$3

I

•Health & Beauty Items
•We Accept Most
Insurance Plans

4th St. Cowl Square

753-1462

lb.

lb.

/ii 1011/ fillininings.

PATIENT COUNSELING

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

•

CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE-RESCUE
Summary
.Firefighters responded to the following calls from Aug 16
to Aug. 28 vehicle accidents with injuries — 6; vehicle tires
2, brush or field fires — 2, ammonia leak — 1; structure fire —

$429 lb.

HOLLAND DRUGS

The Kentucky
Network

REPORTS

,

•15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
•Computerized Records
•Cards & Gift Items
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removing retaining devices from
FROM PAGE 1
a fence in the exercise yard.
outs that have led us to pursue
Kling said Bruce is considered
investigations in Kentucky," "extremely dangerous."
Kling said."He may have been or
According to the Camden
may be in the state of Kentucky (Tenn.) Chronicle, Vine and
and we are pursuing that."
Thorton, who were engaged, were
Kling would not confirm if shot in the head. Then Vine's
TBI agents have been in Callo- house was set on fire and the
way County.
bodies burned.
But Calloway County Chief
Camden is a rural community
Sheriff's Deputy Brian Wilburn about 50 miles south of Murray.
said agents were recently in the
Cypress Springs, New Concord
At the time of the killings,
and Missing Hills areas.
authorities suspected robbery was
"They were handing out some a motive for the crime because
fliers and talking to people," Wil- several hundred pounds of mussel
burn said. "But there is nothing shells were stolen, the Chronicle
concrete at all to indicate he reported.
(Bruce) is in Calloway County."
He said Tennessee authorities
In addition, the newspaper said
have asked the sheriff's office to Vine's truck was taken from the
be alert for any information it residence. It was recovered two
days later.
may receive about Bruce.
According to the TBI's wanted
"They believe he has left the
state (Tennessee)," Wilburn said. poster, a $1,000 reward is being
Bruce, a mussel diver, is offered for Bruce.
Anyone who has information
described as a six-foot tall white
male with brown hair and blue about Bruce's whereabouts is
eyes. He weighs approximately encouraged to call TBI's 24-hour
hotline at 1-800-TBI-FIND or the
170 pounds.
Bruce escaped from the jail Calloway County Sheriff's
with two other prisoners by Department at 753-3151.

•MSU...

•YMCA...
FROM PAGE 1
He said the equipment, which
is the same that Body Elite featured, is the finest he has seen
in any YMCA.
"This is top-notch," he said.
The only big difference
between the two locations is
that child-care is provided for
those working out at the 12th
Street facility.
Aerobics and other cardiovascular activities will also be
offered at the university branch.
Wolff said the aerobics center there will hold about 40
people.
The university branch is open
from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday; 10 a.m. to 8

boat people, U.S. officials in
Washington said Wednesday,
speaking on condition of
anonymity.
One official said there were
about "100 suspect cases"
among the refugees at Guantanamo Bay. However, the official
said they appeared to be prisoners
who served time for minor
offenses, such as trying to flee
the island or stealing food.
U.S. officials were outraged 14
years ago when Cuba allowed
thousands of pnsoners and mental patients to join the Mariel
boatlift in which 125,000 Cubans
fled to—the United States in five
months. Many of those prisoners
had been convicted of violent
crimes.
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FROM OUR READERS
Washington should teach by example

•

Dear Editor:
When I was a child. Mom used to say; "Son, you must set a good
i example for your younger brothers!"-Then, when Dad messed up it was;
"Jack, as a father you must set a good example for your children!" It
seems this is neither unusual nor unwise advice! However, politicians
are unaware of such sound practices.
History tells us that in the 1920s Puerto Rico was the "Poor house of
the Carribean," not Haiti! Then president, Woodrow Wilson, said to
congress; "Let us embrace these people with kindness, give them
citizenship, teach them Democracy, treat them as equals. By doing so,
with little cost, we can create a shining example of Democracy in the
Caribbean and fo the world." So it did and so it has!
Now,our government,instead of showing kindess to the poor people
of Haiti and embracing them with Democracy -- talks of embargoes,
isolation and invasion! Next,Cuba is a Problem! Again, poor people are
escaping their dying communist island in droves for the sanctuary of our
democratic shores! But, does Our government rejoice that Cuban
communism has also failed? With Castro on his knees,has the battle not
been virtually won? Apparently not! We must now squeeze the poor,
starving, people even more by tightening the embargo, tightening the
screws, squeezing the life from Castro! "We can not negotiate with a
dictator" we are told.
' Strange, we forgave the Japanese for the slaughter of half a million of
our sons? Strange, we embraced China, one of the last Communist
strongholds, as a "Most favored nation trading partner?" Even wierder,_
we entered into an unpopular trading agreement(NAFTA)with Mexico,
a country in the jaws of a dictatorship for over 65 years--and going
strong for another six years?
The sage advice of leading by example, teachingrnemocracy by
example,seems completely lost on Washington! I can feel Mom turning
in her grave!
J. Wilcox Miles
R # 6, Box 292K, Murray, Ky.

WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton lost early
health-care gamble
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gambling to get change, President
Clinton framed his health care reform strategy with a pair of bets,
and now he's losing them. What's ieft is an effort to cut his losses.
He upped his stakes at the start by having Hillary Rodham Clin-thn take charge of the drafting of the administration's health care
legislation. A year later to the day, he told Congress he'd veto any
reform , bill short of universal health insurance coverage.
Clinton's own bill is gone, to be replaced by more limited compromise, although even that could be beyond reach in Congress this
year. Writing off his proposal a month ago, the president said a
Senate Democratic fallback would be a less bureaucratic, improved
alternative to what he had offered.
By then; it was a matter of accepting the inevitable. At the same
time, Clinton hedged the second wager, saying 95 percent coverage
would come close enough to universal health insurance for him to
sign, not veto.
"Now he may have to decide as we get toward the end of the
session whether to accept some initial legislation that moves toward his goals and can be added to later," House Speaker Thomas
Foley said in a recent television interview.
Getting that much is questionable, since there it no consensus on
what to do, and Congress will have less than, a working month
remaining when it returns from recess Sept. 12.
Foley said that might be possible, with bipartisan support, but a
bill that could "be built upon later in the next Congress and
doesn't constitute something like a painkiller" that would stall
more meaningful reform later.
That has been an administration concern over proposals that
would make incremental, step by step health care change. Piecemeal reform wouldn't work, Clinton's people said at the outset. Now
they're saying that what the president intended to do with his intricate, 1,342-page proposal was to get everything onto the congressional operating table.
When it got there, six 'months after his initial target date, surgery
was the one certainty. The bill didn't survive the operation, in part,
the president says, because his opponents succeeded in depicting it
as the big government way, when it was designed to be moderate.
Time will be a major problem then. With adjournment and elections coming up fast, it's relatively easy for a handful of Senate
opponents to bar action on any issue, just by stalling.
Timing has been a problem all along, although it didn't seem that
way when Clinton first put his wife in charge of shaping his bill,
giving her a policy-making platform no first lady eyer had before.
"She's better at organizing and leading people from a complex
beginning to a wtain end than anybody I've ever worked with in
my life," Clinton said. That was Jan. 25, 1993, and the assignment
dramatized the commitment of the new president to take on health
care reform. Her task force was to write legislation Clinton meant
to get to Congress within his first hundred days, so the deadline'
was. April 30.
The complex beginning became even more complicated. Eventiv
ally, there were 500 people involved in health care bill. The administration bill wasn't ready until Oct. 27. By then, there wasn't
time to get started, let alone finished, in that session of Congress.
Still, there was ample time for the action"Clinton demanded,
**now, not next year or the year after," when he pressed his health
care case in his State of the Union address to Congress on Jan. 25.
That was the night he said he'd veto any bill that did not guarantee every American private health insurance that could never be
taken away. "And we'll come right back here and start all over
again," he said.

TVA needs facelift
It's not hard to have an uneasy
feeling about the future of Land
Between the Lakes. Most news‘
stories about the current budget
situation4re full of obvious holes
that TVA officials fill with vague
bureaucratic jargon.
Employee cuts have jumped
from below 30 to as many as 60.
It isn't clear where pieces of the
LBL budget pie will be cut but
the federal government's fiscal
year starts in October so I guess
we'll have the unveiling then.
Calls to TVA leave the
impression that no one wants to
take charge and the ones who
answer the telephone are too busy
passing the proverbial buck.
If that bouncing buck won't
stop on any desk, it certainly
stops at the door of Congress.
TVA's federally funded half
must answer to Congress and it is
time for our elected Officials to
demand some answers. ,
LBL was created from the life
blood of towns — communities
with histories.
The formation of LBL broke
tkQse communities forever. Some
to ns are now underwater.
Others are shells where people
gather once a year to semernber
that they once lived and worked
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SHOUT TAKES

Gina Hancock
Ledger tit, limes managing edttor
together.
TVA — and more importantly
the federal government — made a
commitment to those communities. That commitment was to
provide a place that future generations could share for education,
recreation, tourism and wildlife.
The area draws tourists — so
now there is an economic commitment. It also serves wildlife
and has become a_ . sanctuary for
bald eagles.
TVA has a responsibility here
— profitable or not. It became a
heavy one when the 170,000 acre
refuge uprooted thousands of
people.•
There is talk of making LBL
self-supporting, but before
addressing that issue, the TVA
board of directors needs to do
some fine tuning of their own.
Currently, the board presents

top management employees with
performance bonuses and supplemental retirement in order to
short circuit the federal salary
cap.
The TVA president receives
the government's cap salary of
$112,000 a year which is supplemented by a $150,000 performance bonus and $73,000 for
retirement.
With the padding, the president's wage power is now leveraged by $335,000. Not bad take
home pay, huh.
Add that figure to the news
that TVA wants to sink money
into a rural development self-help
center. This idea will "initially"
(watch out for that word) employ
and operate on a $600,000
budget.
The board of directors says it
is looking for ways to make LBL
more efficient, but it is going to

open a center like this.
e LBL has helped this area with
rural development and a center
located in Tennessee isn't going
to do the other six states in
TVA's service area any good.
The next step will then be to
open rural development centers in
all those states, as well.
. That kind of commitment
won't even last the 30 years that
LBL has existed.
Another housekeeping chore
facing the board is a recent ruling
requiring TVA to pay 2,600
union members back wages totaling $2.1 million.
That figure comes on top of
another ruling that requires TVA
to pay $2.5 million in back pay
for 1990. TVA is still in a labor
dispute with the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers over pay for 1992, 1993 and
1994.
There's no doubt things need
to change at TVA. The question
becomes: where will those
changes occur?
Even more importantly — who
will pay the price?
Figuratively, that's an open
ended question — literally we all
know who pays.
We do, of course.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Aug. 28 — Sunday Republican, Springfield, Mass., on ethnic
labels:
Many Americans believe it is time for the U.S. government to
drop all ethnic distinctions in everything — census, health data,
financial aid, civil rights enforcement, etc.
However, it is painfully clear that some racial and ethnic groups
are treated differently by certain ailments and viruses, as well as by
the diseases of the human spirit. It would be wonderful if "American" was the only distinction needed, but the time for that has not
yet come.
It was in 1977 that the government issued Directive 15, listing
17 racial and ethnic categories for all federal programs and records
— and it is time now for revisions__
Politicians, alert to the growth of ethnic consciousness, eschew
the -melting pot" analogy, as well they should. ...
When the melting-pot concept became popular in the United
States some 150 years ago, many writers assumed that all European
peoples would blend into an American people. ...
The More politically correct reference to the United States is as a
"mosaic," a decoration made up of many distinct parts of different
colors but forming a harmonious design.
The Office of Management and Budget will begin its labors
(soon) to determine new racial and ethnic identifications, and it
should eschew the various political agendas and make the designations which are unfortunately still needed.'o seek fair and equial
opportunity for all Americans — in disease control and in public,
social and economic life."
Aug. 28 — The Providence (R.I.) Sunday Journal on nuclear
proliferation:
Nuclear proliferation ...• has added a new wrinkle in recent weeks
with highly publicized accounts of attempts to smuggle weaponsgrade nuclear material stolen in Russia and intercepted in transit
through Germany.
It is, unfortunately, easier to say what should not be done about,
this problem than what should be done. For example, it is imPortant
not to sensationalize the situation.
Another thing that should not be done is to unnecessarily
enflame nationalistic passions. Also, this issue should not be turned
into a political football.

Everyone should recognize that, regardless of which countries'
nuclear materials are pilfered and which countries unwittingly serve
as transit points for the thievery, it is impossible to know for sure
which ones will end up being targeted by 'nuclear-armed regimes or
terrorists. So all countries have a stake in combatting nuclear smuggling. Those with responsible governments will cooperate.
Of course, that leaves irresponsible governments. The example of
North Korea's brazen disregard of its responsibilities under the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty ... underlines the fact that legal
documents are little more than scraps of paper in an international
community that is so weak and unstable that the law cannot be
enforced regularly.
So self-protection is often the only recourse. With regard to the
smuggling of clam- materials, that means beefing up security
against thefts — and, no less important, waving a very big stick at
any regime or group found willingly participating in this international black market.
Aug. 25 — Daily Jefferson County Union, Fort Atkinson,
Wis., on a fashion comeback:
Unfortunately, the rumors are true.
The Nehru jacket is making a comeback.
Some of the biggest design houses ... are among those with the
five-button, stand-up collar jacket in their menswear lines this fashion season.
The style originated with Jawaharlal Nehru, the stately prime
minister of India who wore the jacket on the international diplomatic scene in the 1950s and early '60s. Pierre Cardin put it in his
Paris shop in the mid-'60s, and it enjoyed fleeting fame in the
United States in 1968 on the backs of celebrities the likes of Johnny Carson and Sammy Davis Jr.
Like the elephant-leg bell bottoms, the Nehru didn't last too
long; Esquire magazine lists it under "fads and foibles." But now
it has returned.... in cognito, under the names of "band collar jacket" and "the Bombay." ...
Considering the reprise of the miniskirt, peace medallions, and
tie-die ties, though, it was inevitable the Nehru would resurface.
But if fashion history does repeat itself, does'that mean disco is
next?
Better go dig out our rayon shirts and platform shoes.

Shot at crime misses target
Watching and listening to the
unedited debate on C-SPAN concerning the proposals to reduce
crime makes one wish that the
truth-in-labeling law applied to legislation as well as food. Can those
making impassioned pleas to pass
the "crime bill" really believe its
programs will work?
If members of Congress are unaware of the facts, they are naive
and haven'tfay studied the issue. If
they know the facts and hold positions that contradict the evidence,
they are lying to us.
Supporters of the bill act as if the
billions of dollars in additional
spending for social programs,
which they call "crime prevention,"
is something new. It is no more new
than attempts by the federal government to end poverty by throwing
money at the poor without addressing the poverty of some of their
souls.
We have spent $3 trillion fighting
crime in our cities with social
programs. This approach has followed the liberal philosophy that
people commit crimes because their
material desires have not been sufficiently met. This is why we get
proposals like midnight basketball
and classes on self-esteem.
The Republican minority in the
Senate was right to take a principled
stand against the Democrats' shell
out of more money or programs

CAL'S TIIOUGI ITS

Cal:Thomas
Syndicated columnist
that, history, shows.just don't work.
UCLA professor James Q. Wilson offers- a reality check about
crime and our mostly failed responses to it in the September issue
of Commentary Magazine. Wilson
says that only about6 percent of the
young male population is responsible for more than half of all serious
crimes Committed by young men,so
proposals for reducing crime should
focus on that 6 percent. He also

asserts that the most frightening
change in criminality over the past
10 years is the growth of random
killings by young people, most of
them male.
Wilson also chantlenges widely accepted nostrums
and fads,such as "three strikes and
you're out"legislation, gun control,
fehabilitation and censorship of violent television programs because
of their negative influence on the
young.

Just drop us a line ...
.Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.0; Box 1040, Murray, r 42071.

Specifically, Wilson believes that
crime can be reduced by targeting
police deployment in neighborhoods with high rates of youth
violence, aggressive supervision of
the small percentage of people who
are responsible for serious violations of the law (he admits that will
be controversial and challenge to
civil libertarians), enforcement of
truancy and curfew laws, and wel_
fare reform.
He rejects the supposed causes of
crime, such as unemployment, racism, poor housing, too little schooling and lack ofself-esteem.The real
causes, he argues, are temperment,
early family experiences and the
disastrous effects the neighborhood
culture of violence can have on a
young person. To which I would
add the failure of society to instill a
moral compass and affirm a virtuous code for living..
Republicans should do more than
play defense against the Democrats'
allegations of callousness about the
poor and deprived. They whould
begin an offensive against failixl
and morally and financially bankrupt liberal policies.
The entire Great Society rested
on the premise that government
could "buy out" the evil that lurks in
some souls. The evidence Shows
how wrong this thinking was. Ii
didn't work„it has been incredibly
expensive, and now the Democrats
,
want to up the ante
•••
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Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Callowa)
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Aug. 30, have been released as
Iollows
Nowborn admissions
Penner baby girl, parents, Shannoo
and Kevin, Rt. 7, Box 220, Murray:
Carver twin baby girls, parents, Lisa
and Adam, 814 South Ninth StMurray,
Parker baby boy, mother. Leigh
Ann, Rt. 7, Box 716, Murray.
Robertson baby boy, parents. Karen
and Mark, 106 Fairview Pt, Paris.

i•
CCHS Council meeting Thursday
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council'
will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the school. Agenda items
include setting up committees for budget, professional development,
transformation plan, curriculum, assessment, discipline, restructuring,
technology, public relations and extra-curricular. All interested persons are invited to attend.
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Camping club plans special dinner
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A special reunion dinner of all persons who were ever members of
Good Sam and Twin Lakes Camping Clubs in this area will be Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Persons can have
the grand buffet or order from the menu. For more information call
tLarue Wallace, 753-1353, or Dortha Jones, 753-4580.
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Fishing Folklore event at Kenlake
Mrs. Glenda Holycross, professional fishing guide, will present a
program on "The Fish of the Surrounding Waters" on Saturday, Sept.
, 3, at 10 a.m. in the back lobby of Kenlake State Park Hotel. The presentation will involve discussion of the types of fish in Kentucky and
,Barkley Lakes, casting demonstrations, and folklore of the fish of the
area. This is open to all interested persons.
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Attending the First Baptist Church Day Camp for 4 to 6 year-olds were pictured, not In order, Abby Kelly,
Joseph Kelly, Jessica Jetton, Wesley Jetton, Elizabeth Jetton, Brittany Cunningham, Alex Wellinghurst, Travis Taylor, Christopher Roberts, Maggie Tate, Catherine Noland, Clifford Cheng, Shannon Elias, DeAndra
Heskett, Adam Heskett, Sarah Hines, D.J. Huffine, Sarah Doran, Halley Dean, Alex Farris, Halley Haverstock,
Carlin Courtney, Addle Courtney, Hope Travis, Ashley Winkler, Amy Winkler, Amy_Futrell, Brent White, Amy
White, Daniel White, Bradley Cobb, Jamie eavitt, Luke Stinnett, Luke Welch, Joshua Hale, Melody Hale, LeAnna Strickland, Matthew Moore, Richie Harper, Nicole Darnall, LeAnna Paschall, Randy Finch, Christopher
Inman', Russell Meade, Will Pittman and Madeline Trevathan.

Barnes reunion planned Sunday
, Descendants of Doug and Della Carr Barnes will have a reunion on
Sunday, Sept. 4, at Vacation Club International at Canton. A potluck
, meal will be served about 1 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited
' to attend.
_•
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Dismissals
Mrs. Martha Roach and baby boy
1675 Oak Valley, Calvert City, Clarence Norman, 2435 • Tavenner St .
Springfield, Ohio,
Franklin D. Walker, Rt 8. Box 970,
Murray, Michael S. Mott, E6 Coach
Estates, Murray; Mrs. Kristina McKinney.
Box 407, Mayfield
Jay M. McKendree, P0 Box 223
Hardin; Mrs Lula Dell Roberts. Rt 4,
Box 22, Murray, Wayne Henderson,
808 Main Si, Murray;
Mrs. Nellie F. Smithson. 1806A
Ridgewood Dr., Murray, Mrs. Mildred
K. Scarbrough, Rt. 1, Box 144, Hazel
Buford Miller, 1804 Sherry Lane
Murray:
Miss Dellarose . J. Dowler, 2203
Quail Creek Dr., Murray, Mrs. Mary K
Burkett, 1706 Holiday, Murray.
• • • •
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Charlton reunion on Saturday

APIEIUCAN LUNG ASSOCIATION*

Descendants of Grover Charlton and Beatrice Orr Charlton will
have a reunion on Saturday, Sept. 3, at Puryear Community Center,
• Puryear, Tenn. A potluck meal will be served about 12:30 p.m. All
relatives and friends are invited. For more information call Oyna
Charlton Reeves, 492-8454.
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'Cavitt reunion will be Saturday

3ge1ections

Descendants of Moses Cavitt who migrated from Ireland to America in 1750 will have a reunion on Saturday, Sept. 3, from 11 a.m. to 5
'p.m. at Courthouse Pavilion at Murray-Calloway County Park. All
family members and interested persons are invited to attend and to
bring finger foods to be served.
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Dick reunion planned Sunday
Descendants of Dallas (Dal) Dick and Idell Hutson Dick will have a
reunion on Sunday, Sept. 4, at the home of Glenda Jennings at
Puryear, Tenn. A potluck meal will be served about 1 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited. For information call 1-901-247-5804.
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Cochrum reunion on Saturday
Descendants- of Duke and Sebina Page Cochrum, Samuel and
Frances Cochrum Pogue, William H.-and Eliza Hunter Cochrum, and
Andrew Jack and Ellen Galloway Cochrum will meet Saturday, Sept.
3, at 10 a.m, at Farmington Community Building. For more information call 1-502-247-4960.
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Grogan reunion will be Sunday
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The annual Grogan family reunion will be Sunday, Sept. 4, in the
basement of University Church of Christ. A 'potluck meal will be
N erved at 11:30 a.m.
.
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Scherffius reunion on Saturday
The family of William and Lenora Scherffius will hold a reunion on
Saturday, Sept. 3. The reunion has been changed to a one-day event
on Saturday. This will be a potluck meal at noon to be served in the
Activity Room of George Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray. Family members may USe the south entrance of the building.
All family members _ are urged to attend and bring any family photos
to share.
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Brown family reunion Sunday
Descendants of Thomas (Link) and Scmphronia Williams Brown
will have a family reunion on Sunday, Sept. 4, at 12:30 p.m. at Marshall County Senior Citizens' Center, Benton. A catered meal will be
Nerved. For information call 75377836, 437-4310 or 437-4628.

?Ig

" ahr Attending the First Baptist Churchr.11ay Camp for 7 to 10 year-olds were, pictured, not in order, Megan
Underwood, Michelle Underwood Scian- Asher, Michael Rogers,. Michael Siebold, Tyler Geib, Kyle Dean,
Geremy Harper, Jamie Stinett, Agin Cobb, Lauren I-fines, Andrew Taylor, Michael Swain, Catherine Settle,
Mallory Allgood, Michael Gary:ft- Brian Talley, Landon Barrow, Seth Barrow, Ryan Noland, Stephanie Finch,
Morgan Williams, Summer WitliaMs, Drew Jonas, Lora Hopkins, Angela Earwood, Jacob Caffas, Haley Leedom, Emily Seay, Adam Yezerski, Stephen Parker, Carley Faughn, Ashley Futrell, Ryan Walls, Clay Nowell,
Kori Tabers, Jared Tabers, Marshall Welch, John Wall, Patricia Ray, Shannon Ray, Amberly Paschall, Steven
Radar, Angie Radar, Jonathan Chapman, Jason Chapman, Megan.Haverstock, Elizabeth Jetton, Betsy Inman,
Jordan Steiner, Brett Steiner, Blake Hoover, Christopher Cornett, Joshua Cornett, Kathryn Stalls, Reigh Harris, Taft Adams, and Christy.
_4.

First Baptist Church of Murra
recently completed its 13th annual day camp program.
Their experiences included
nature Jed by Dr. Steve White;
music led by Shirley Wall and
Linda Stalls: Bible stores led h>
Keith Inman and G.T. Moody:
arts and crafts by JOCILI Kelly.
They also had time on the
playground and enjoyed swimming each day. Each week a
campout was held one night when

(hey enjoyed movies, snacks and
gaITICS.

Kelly, minister of preschool and children at the church,
directed the camps.
She was assisted by Pam Jetton, Traci' Walker, Autumn
ALott, Heather Wright, Melody
Elrod, Courtney Lyons, Jacob
Caddas, Brian Settle, Kimbetly
Stalls, Kellie Williams, Tina
Cooper, Wesley James and Matt
Garrison.
JOClia

Candidate for U.S. House of Represen-tatives

at the North Branch of Peoples Bank
7 p.m. • Thursday, Sept. 1

United We Stand America
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Almo reunion on Saturday
A reunion for all who attended Almo High School will be Saturday,
Sept. 3, at 2 p.m. at Calloway County High School Cafeteria, A
catered meal will be served. For inforamtion call Datha McCallon,
489-2403.

Homecoming at LBL Sunday
,

The annual homecoming of Land between the Lakes will be Sunday, Sept. 4, at the Walter Bilbrey place, across from the Buffalo Pasture in LBL. A picnic lunch will be served at 1 p.m.

SERVICE NOLES
NAVY, CHIEF PETTY
OFFICER GARY W. RAMSEY, son of Mary E. Hensler of
Almo, recently retired from
active duty after 20 years of
service.
Ramsey most recently served
at Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Fla.
A 1974 graduate of Calloway
County High School, Ramsey
joined the Navy in August 1974.
• • • •
ARMY PVT. JEFFREY NI.
DOWDY has gr4duated from a

'2 300 Letter H Jackpot!!!

helicoptCr" repairer course at Fort
Eustis Newport News, Va.
During the course,- Dowdy
learned to perform direct and
general support maintenance on
helicopters.
Also included were instruction
in safety practices, usage of
ground support equipment and
special and precision tools.
- Dowdy is the son of Max R.
and Betty J. Dowdy of Rt. 6,
Murray. He is a 1986 graduate of
Callaway County High School.
• • • •
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by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

A reunion for all who attended Brewers School will be Saturday,
Sept. 3, at 5 p.m. at Marshall County High School. A catered meal
will be served. For information call 1-502-354-6430 or
l'-502-527-8462.
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Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Dixieland Ctr. • Chestnut St.
753-8808

First Baptist Church • PUBLIC FORUM •
has two day camps
Ed Whitfield

Brewers reunion on Saturday
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BRIDAL REGISTRY
Cindy Byers & Timothy Weatherford
Allison Carr & Evan Beck
April Dumanski & Greg Jones
Holly Fishburne & Mark West
Shannon Page & Joey Harrell
Shannan Reed & Chip Adkins
Stephanie Sammons & Wade Balmer
Staci Tidwell & Greg Ridenour
Amanda Thomas & Todd Seargent
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• 14 Games — $100 Each

$500 Jackpot Each Week
• Letter "II" — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $2,300!
(Consolation Prize • $100)
• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%, 75%, and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

Beautiful Mums

Vo
;v41,1,:re-qm

Home-Cooked Meals Served

ta0‘

Tuesday-Saturday
Lunch Buffet 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet 4-8 p.m.

$2.99
li
1/2 Price il
_25% off

,r.:3740,4117711111211.111.1M."11.M.12111°
Hardy 1 gal.

. . . .?;,.
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Serveng Cafeter1.2 Style

Patio Umbrellas
Hammocks

New Fall Wreaths (Edible

for Birds)

New Prints & Mirrors Have Arrived
We Do Custom Designed Artificial
Floral Arrangements

759-4512
Hwy. 94 E. of
Murray
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Saturday 8-4
MIANDMIIIMINNIONErifil87111MD

CALL IN ORDERS: 753-2348
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SOS schedules
weekend events
•

Singles Orpnizational Society
(SOS) will have events on Friday.
Saturday and Monday. Sept. 2, 3
Ind 5.
The group will meet Friday at
'p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
It) go for western dancing at
\ Rieman Legion, Mayfield.
Saturday the group will meet at
% fl p.m. at Chamber to go to
Ryan's Steakhouse and -a movie at Paducah.
On Monday the SOS will meet
m 2 p.m. for a Labor Day picnic
,it Wildcat on Kentucky Lake
,.itti Daytha as hostess.
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and - social
group for single adults, whether
iThays single, separated.
divorced or widowed.
For more information call
Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
1;1-4414.

Lori Cook, right, top picture, Is winner of Lulu Young Recipient award
for 1994 of Murray High Tri Alpha, who Is being congratulated by 1993
winner Jennie Bell, left. Leaders of Tr Alpha for 1994-95 pictured, bottom photo, are, from left, seated, Sara DeMeo, Erica Rowlett, Mary Maddox, Tracy PervIne, standing, Rachel Cella, Lori Cook, and Angela
Fairbanks.

GERALD WALDROP of Murray found this photograph in the collection of his mother, the late Mrs. Anna Lee
Miller Waldrop. This Is the student bode of Lynn Grove School In the year 1912. Gerald would like to know
the identity of those people In the picture. Anyone able to give any of the names Is asked to please call
Waldrop at 753-1712.

Single Too plans
special activities
Single Too- will have activities
on Saturday and Monday, Sept. 3
and 5.
Saturday the group will meet at
JCPenney parking lot at 6:15
p.m. to to to Honk Kong
Restaurant to cat and then to
Maggie's Jungle Golf.
On Monday, the group twill
incet it -6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's
Restaurant to plan October activities, collect dues of $3 month,
celebrate .September
birthdays.
This is a support and social
group. for all single men and
women whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed.
1 -,or more information call
'51-7663, 753-0251 or 753-8205.

Antiques and Folk
Art event planned
i he Second Annual Amaques
Ad' Folk. Art Festival will be
saturday, Sept. 17. This event
be sponsored by Mayfield
; ,tirisni Commission.
Applications are available at
he Commerce Ccnteer, 201 East
0,11ege St., Mayfield. Booths
be 10x20 and will be $25
r or more information contact
Ahrth.a Babb, 1-502-247-6101, or
Scay, 1-502247-4108.

Sesquicentennial
Shop lists hours
open for business
The Sesquicentennial Shop,
located on South Fourth Street
next to Yours, Mine & Ours, on
east side of courtsquare, is open.
Business hours are 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., Thursday and Friday, and
10 a.m. to noon on Saturday.
The store is also open by
appdhitment by calling 753-3649.
Items available include t-shirts
with the official city logo, note
cars, posters, Jam and jellies, and
Christmas ornaments all depicting the cite, of Murray's 150th
birthday. Special orders are available for home banners.

Cook named recipient
Lulu Young Memorial
Lori Cook, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Gene Cook, will serve as
president this year of Murray
High Tri Alpha.
Serving with Cook will be the
following officers:
Erica Rowlett, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Rowlett, vice president; Mary Maddox, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Gene Maddox, secretary; Tracy Pervine, daughter of
Dr.. and Mrs_ Bob Pervine,
treasurer;
Sara DeMeo, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs., Tony DeMeo, chaplain;
Rachel Cella, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Ron Cella, service chairman; and Angela Fairbanks,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth

Fainbanks, social chairman.
Cook has also been named
recipient of the Lulu Young
Memorial Award, which is in
honor of a—Uormer member and
given to the student who in the
opinion of other club members
best exemplifies the Christian
standards of the club.
The name of the winner is
engraved on a plaque which is on
permanent display at the school.
The Murray Tri Alpha is a service club associated with the
state YMCA with membership
open to junior and senior girls.
Mary Ann Russell is the school
sponsor.

Band Boosters to
meet on Monday

U S Senate photo

SEVERAL YOUTH AND THEIR LEADERS from First Christian Church,
Murray, had the opportunity to meet with Senator Mitch McConnell
while in Washington, D.C., recently attending the "Youth for Christ, D.C.
'94" Rally. Pictured with Senator McConnell are, from left, seated, Tommy Durham, Carrier Griffiths, Christine Griffiths, John Drennon, Derek
Vander Moien, standing, Senator McConnell, Judy Phelps, Eddie
Phelps, Laura King, Annie Forrester, and Gary White.

Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Monday. Sept. 5, at
5:30 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade,
South 12th Street, Murray.
Persons are asked, to please
note that the day of the meeting
has been changed for this
month's event.
Dan Galloway, Band Booster
president, urges all members and
persons interested in the band
programs at Calloway County
High School and Calloway County Middle School to attend.

3ET INTO THE SWING...
Welcome Back Faculty & Staff
Calloway County Schools
Murray Independent Schools
Murray State University

Back to
School Special

I0%
Off
any item purchased
by school faculty
or staff

Sept. 1-30!

.•

The

TREASURE HOUSE

Of Gifts

Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798
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By SEX GRAVES
Public Library Director
Fall is coming on fast and
bringing hunting season with it.
The young Daniel Boones and
Davy Crocketts among us are
going to need to know how to
read animal and trail animal
tracks.
• • • •
Well, help has arrived! It's
Tracking and the Art of Seeing
by Paul Rezendes, a professional
tracker, photographer and wildlife consultant.
Tracking isn't a complete
guide to the wilderness by any
means, but it tells more about the
eating, sleeping, and bathroom
habits of woodland creatures than
any book you've seen recently.
Rezendes tracks 'em all, from
grizzly bears and bison to mice,
chipmunks and squirrels. And
you have the benefit. Find out
how to see and appreciate the
wild world around you.
Check out Tracking and thc
Art of Seeing and you won't be
disappointed. Oh, did I mention
that the photographs in the book
are incredibly beautiful? Don't
miss this one!
• • • •
Now, you wouldn't want to say
that Patrick McManus would tell
stories that weren't true, but he
certainly works with a more colorful reality than the rest of us.
How I Got This Way, his latest
book of short pieces, is one of the
funniest things you'll ever read.
For those of you who aren-'t
familiar with McManus, think of
him as the Outdoors in Idaho
equivalent of the late Lewis Grizzard, Only funnier. 1-10.t4, I Got
This Way is guaranteed to make
you laugh..Highly recommended.
• • • •
On the other hand, if you're in
the mood for something with a
little more substance, try out Larry McMurty's Pretty Boy Floyd.
It's a novelization of the life of
the famous Oklahoma outlaw for
the author of Lonesome Dove.
Floyd passed the random reading
test with ease. Open it at random,
read a page and you're hooked.
Now THAT'S good writing!
There will probably be a waiting
list for this one so sign up now!
• • • •
Speaking of westerns, how
about Hell With the Hide Off by
Jim Miller? Now this is a western! Old Asa Wilson's two boys
are cooling their heels in the

Hogtown- Jail on a murder charge.
Asa says that they're- innocent,
but it looks like the crooked sheriff's going to hang 'em anyway.
In comes will Canton, a U.S.
Deputy Marshal who used to ride
with the Texas Rangers. Will and
his boys head into town to spring
the Wilson brothers and the fur
starts to fly! Hell with the Hide
Off is in Large Print.(Small print
just couldn't handle this kind of
action.)
• • • •
While we're talking about
action, Daniel Pollock (Lair of
the Fox, Duel of Assassins) has a
new book out.
Pursuit into Darkness follows
international trouble-shooter Sam
Warrender into the rain forests of
South America in a desperate
attempt to locate the kidnapped
daughter of a mining magnate.
The company has the mineral
rights on a rich deposit of iron
ore, but it, turns out that the deposit is also the Site‘of an important
pre-columbian civilization. The
site and the antiquities are
defended with passionate 'zeal by
the internationally respected
arehieblogist, Dr. Lopez.
Tensions are mounting, the
company's getting a LOT of bad
press over this thing, but there's
a LOT of money to be made by
mining the ore.
Suddenly, a former executioner
for the Colombian drug cartel

4,

41,

41, 41,

st4Iks up in the company of two
Amazonian rain forest Indians
and kidnaps the girl. Tben things
RELLY get exciting. This is
absolutely first rate reading.
Highly recommended.

Carr and Beck
wedding will be
here on Saturday
The wedding of Allison Faye
Carr of Murray and Evan Lyle
Beck of Madisonville will be
Saturday, Sept. 3, at 6 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Country Club.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
Miss Carr is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David Carr of
Murray.
Mr.-Beck is the so of Dr. and
Mrs. James Beck of
Nladisonv ille.
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Of Murray

MANAGEMENT TEAM.

Dedicated Professionals Striving to Make Your Shoney's Experience Pleasureable.

t

Fritz Frank
Asst. Kitchen Manager

•adIP

Jimmie Lamb
Relief manager

Charles Frank
Asst. Store Manager

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346 .
KENTUCKY CURET

MIRAN RESOURCES)

Kathy Herndon

Karen Crouch

Dining Rm. Manager

Asst. Supervisor

L.
Janet Cone
"Asst. Southern Belle"

a

0
litSO iiiiP111
191
White Glove Detailing
and
Love's Auto Repair
404 N. 4th
MURRAY, KY
759-2200
$5.00 OFF "
$10.00 • OFF
I
I I
I I
.1

I.

Full Service
Detail

a
1

a

a
1

Vicki Barr

Alichael Bankes

Kitchen Manager

General Manager

* * * * ** * *** * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * *

MON. - FRI. 8:00 - 5:00 • SAT. 9:00 - 4:00

Any Detail
Service

SUPPORT OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY
a
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Aikin

Shannon Leigh Page and
Joel Lee Harrell to marry

Dana J. Glass and
Dr. Ben Eads Baldwin to marry

Couple will celebrate
Glass-Baldwin wedding Page and Harrell vows their 45th anniversary

01

to be event of Sept. 24 will be said on Oct. 21

N1r. and Mrs. Lloyd Glass of Calvert City announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Dana J. Glass, to Dr. Ben
Eads Baldwin, son of Dr. and, Mrs. Stanley Baldwin of Madisonville.
The bride-elect is a 1983 graduate of Marshall County High School
and a .1993 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree. She is currently working on her Master of Business
Administration at Murray State.
The groom-elect is an undergraduate of the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, and a 1985 graduate of the University of-Louisville Dental
School. He is associated with Baldwin Dental Group at Madisonville.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, Sept. 24, at 7 p.m. at First
United -Me4hodist Church, Madisonville.
A reception will follow at the Madisonville Colintry Club.

•

WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!

-AWNINGS -PLUS
Pick and cnoose from many
colors and shapes
Designed to fit-your business.
or residential needs
104 S. 13th St. Murray, KY
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993

/
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Mr. and Mrs. William E. Page of Murray announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Shannon Leigh Page, to
Joel Lee Harrell, son of Mr. and Mr.s Philip N. Harrell, also of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Katherine Rickman
and the late Woodrow Riclunan, and of Mrs. Myrtle Rhea Page and
the late Ernest Page, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs..Treva Jones and. the late
Holman Jones, and of 'Alvin Harrell and the late Mrs. Myra Harrell,
all of Murray.
• —
Miss Page, a 1987 gradilate of Murray High School, is a 1992 graduate of Murray State University with allachelor's degree in Home
Economics. She is currently employed at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Harrell is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He is presently employed at Hutson's Agricultural Services in Hazel.
The wedding will be Friday, Oct. 21, at 7:30 p.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
A reception will follow at the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
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TODAY

Affiliated with Bill's Upholstery

Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Aikin of Rt. 5, Murray, announce the celebration of their 45th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Sept. 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Aikin were married Sept. 4, 1949, at First Methodist
Church, Seymour, Ind.
After residing in Denver, Colo., and San Diego, Calif., they moved
to Murray upon retirement.
Mrs. Aikin, the former Barbara Ann Sargeant, is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Earnest W. Sargeant of Seymour, Ind.
Mr. Aikin is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Aikin of
Mitchell, Ind.
They are members of First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Aikin have two"Sons, Andrew Wells of Ramona,
Calif., and Stephen M. Aikin of Sah Lake City, Utah. Their grandsons
are Justin Wells of Denver, and Trevor Aikin and Stephen Aikin of
Salt Lake City:

Anniversary on Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Richardson of Aurora will celebrate their 40th
wedding anniversary on Monday, Sept. 5. Mrs. Richardson is the former Mary Frances _Weatherly of Murray.
The Richardsons owned and operated Rich's Market at Aurora from
1954 until 1983, when they closed the store so that Mr. Richardson
could join the company of Invirex Demolition.
For the past 12 years, he has worked as asbestos removal supervisor
and they have lived and worked in many stares.
In late August, Mr. Richardson retired and they are returning to
their home in Aurora and plan to enjoy fishing and golfing.
They have three children, Willette, Richie and Roy, and five
grandchildren.
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SUPERSHOES
SUPERSAVINGS
SUPERSALE

r,

Friday, September 2 & Saturday, September 3

Buy 1st Pair at Regular Price,
Get 2nd Pair at 112 Price!
(on all in stock shoes only)

Originally engraved by
Joseph S. Wyon,_
(Their Engraver of
I ler Marsty's Seal
London, England

When it comes to
children's shoes,
Confederate States of America we go toe to toe
with anyone.
NOW
AVAILABLE!

1

Prrint of the Official Seal of the

We feature Civil War prints by Artists: .

G. Harvey + John Paul Strain +

Mort Kiinstler

...plus Civil War Photography
305 N i2th

"The Home of the' Ultimate in Custom Framing"

University Square

ALLERY,

Ift

Murray, KY
759-1019

Children's Shoes

Southside Shopping Center • Murray, KY • 753-4383
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Thursday, Sept. 1°
Murray State University first football
game of season/6:30 p.m. at Eastern
Illinois.
Murray Planni
Commission/5
p.m./City Hall.
Murray Middle School PTO Back to
School Night/7 p.m.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/7
p.m./club house.
Calloway County Football Little
League Make-up date for registration/
5-6 p.m./Old Fieldhouse at Calloway
County High school (east end of high
school parking lot).
Pottortown Fire District Finance
Committee/7 psn,/Wildcat One Stop
Store. Public invited.
Shawnee Trails Boy Scout Council
Chickasaw District Roundtable/7
p.m./L.D.S. Church, 8th and Farthing,
Mayfield.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Piggly Wiggly,
Murray/12:30-3 p.m. '
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIES Ed Whitfield,- _Republican candidate
for U.S. Representative/speak and
INTERNATIONAL held Its August answer questions/7 p.m./North Branch
meeting at Shoney's Inn. Faye of Peoples Bank.
Wells, bottom picture, presented a PAWS meeting/3 p.m./Calloway Counclass on "Elementary Parliamen- ty Public Library.
German Shepherd Dog Club of Westtary Procedures." Officers for ern
Kentucky/7:30 p.m./Calloway
1994-95 are, top picture, from left, County Public Library. Info/436-2858.
corresponding
Sharon Wilson,
TOPS KY #469 of Murray/6.
secretary; Terri Mardis, CPS, trea- p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public
surer; Jama Galloway, recording Library.
secretary; Mary Ann Hargrove, Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p.m.,and Enrottment/8 p.m.
CPS, vice president; Laura Lohr, Prime Time of Memorial Baptist
president-elect; and Belinda Church/4:30 p.m. to go to Carmack's
Woods, CPS, president. The chap- Fish Barn.
ter meets each third Monday. For Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
information call 753-4926.
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
Shiloh General Baptist Church
study/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day OuV9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Early registration forms are Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
available at Bikeworld or call 20th
Richard, 759-9994.
Steve Meiners, 1-502-442-9865, Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
according to Chris Loftis, public- senior citizeas...._activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
ity chairperson.
senior citizens' activities.
Singles Friertslship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314,
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 .p/.m./St.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 John Episcopal Church. Info/
Free and Accepted Masons will 753-0781.
meet Saturday, Sept.)3, at 7:30 Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
p.m.
Membership drive of Murray Civic
Work will be in the E.A. Music Association now in progress.
degree. Barton Jones, master of Info/753-3257.
the lodge, invites all master Mery Griffin Theatert3:45 and 6:45
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
_masons to attend.
Casino,
Metropolis, III.
The lodge is located on High- Info/1-800-935-7700.
way 464, approximately two Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
miles east of Almo.

Misaligned Minds Century
planned by Reaction Club

wed
the

rt of

Chain Reaction Club of Paducah will host the fifth annual
Misaligned Minds Century on
Saturday, Sept. 17.
A highlight of the cycling season, it has been rated as one of
the top 57 best organized rides by
Bicycling Magaine, and draws
about 200 area cyclists each year.
Rides are designed to appeal to
every level of cyclist.
Beginning at 8 a.m. at Heath
High School, riders will ride
along the scenic backroads of
McCreacken, Ballard and Carlisle
counties.
The 25 and 40 mile routes are
extremely flat, staying in the bottom land ,along the Ohio River.
The 6'(- Metric Century) mile
route starts flat and encounters
gently rolling hills.
Century (100 mile) riders will
enjoy flat sections, rolling hills
and some challenging climbs.
A registration fee of $10 per
person, $20 per family if. paid
before Sept. 10 (late registration
of $12/$22) will entitle riders to a
map, rest stops with home baked
cookies, sag support, ride bag
with frecbes, an advertisement
free t-shirt (two per family) and
marked routes.
Ride day registytion begins at
7 a.m. Riders may pick up packets and preregistcr at Bikeworld,
Cardinal Point Shopping Center,
Paducah, between 6 and 8 p.m.
on Friday, Sept. 16.
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Temple Hill Lodge
to meet Saturday
at the lodge hall

_Thursday, Sept. 1
Natioaal Scouting Museum opent9
a.m -4:30 p.m. In1o/762-3383.
- Friday, Sept. 2 •
Murray Board of Zoning
AdiustmentsinooniCity Hall
Sesquicentennial Shop open/10
a.m.-3 p.m 'east side of courtsquare
Info/753-3649.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m ./for
sent
citizens' activities.
Brea sV8 30 a.m Bridge Club.'
p.m
Country Dance/Hardin Community
Center/7:30 p.m
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./National Guard Armory
Public invited.
Bingo Play/7 p.m. at Wishing Well,
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p miopen to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p milodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St/open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-Tlat
St. John -Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Bible Study/7 p.m.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Line Dancingi7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 430 p.m.
Membership Drive Murray Civic Music Association now in progress.
Info/753-3257.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 and 6:45
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
Metropolis,
HI:
Casino,
Info/1-800-935-7700.
Land Between the Lakes events
include City of Stars/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-800-455-5897.

'

FIFTY YEARS AGO today, Sept. 1, 1944, these men were inducted into
the United States Army from Calloway County in the draft call by Local
Board No% 20 of Selective Service. They are, from left, top row, Clayborn Crick, Artelle Venable, bottom row, Hubert Newberry, Jessie Clay.
ton Harrell and Wilford Brandon.

TODAY

Special scenic
drive is on Blue
Ridge Parkway
FRONT ROYAL, Va. (AP) —
The Blue Ridge Parkway, a
470-mile mountainous route
through Virginia and North Carolina to Tennessee, has been
called "America's most scenic
drive."
Following mountain crests
from Shenandoah National Park
in Virginia, past Waynesboro and
Buena Vista to Roanoke, the road
proceeds via Blowing Rock and
Cherokee, N.C., to the Great
Smoky Nlountains National Park
in North Carolina and Tennessee.

1/2 ct
"Marquise"
Solitaire
REF $1,999

$999.
"CLEAR NOT
1 Ct*
MATCHING
DIAMOND RING
with purchase of 1/2 ct Marquise Solitaire
$150 VALUE

FREE

,

CLOUDY"

"Grand Marquise" Cluster
REF $490 $17 PER
MONTH
0•
4
S899•

DiAmon• & Sapphire

Tulip Cluster
Sapphire $39
Sept. Birthstone

Teddy bears may
be collector's
valued items
LONDON (AP) — Teddy
bears, introduced in 1902 in tribute to President Theodorei
Roosevelt, can sometimes be valuable as collector's items.
At a recent auction here, a
13-inch-high teddy bear named
Elliot, created by the Steiff Co. in
1902, sold for a record $74,250
three times over the preauction estimate.
What makes Elliot unique is
his distinctive blue fur.
Instead of being brown, this
unusual teddy bear was a specially colored sample made up by
Steiff in 1908 for a London
department store but never
produced.
Purchased at the auction by
anonymous bidders, Elliot's new
home is in Canada.

VOLUNTEER
1-800-LUNG-USA

t

AN/EWAN LUNG ASSOCIATION.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.

NtiD11\0101/41.
Offl.
SSCrlo
40:31c)
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Solid,Gold
Multi Diamond
Tennis Bracelet with
$500 minimum Christmas Layway

• COORDINATES
• 2-PIECE DRESSING
•
• CAREER FASHIONS • BLOUSES
• PANTS • SKIRTS • BASIC & NOVELTY KNIT TOPS
• SHORTS • PLUS SIZE FASHIONS
• BODY SUITS • HANDBAGS • JEWELRY

ALL SUMMER DRESSES NOW $20.00 TO $45.00
Central Shopping Center.- Murray

• Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991

JEWELERS

Chestnut Hills Shopping
Center • Murray, KY

BEST VALUE
BETTER QUALITY, BIGGER SELECTIONS, GUARANTEED
CREDIT
* = APPROXIMATE TOTAL WEIGHT ** = WITH APPROVED
DETAIL
r

753-4461
-•••

LAYAWAY
FOR
CHRISTMAS
NOW!
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turning embassy
Satellite course set at Murray State -Russia
Into hotel, health club
a concise, yet effective way to help "Financial Accounting and Reportthem prepare for and pass the
ing"(Part 2)- Oct.25; Nov. 1,8,15,
examination.
22 and 29; Dec. 6. No
The review sessions will take
Note: A special session tided
place on the Murray Stale campus in "Ethics" will be conducted Saturday
room 211 of the Collins Center for
morning, Oct. 8, from 9 to 11:30
Industry and Technology. Classes a.m.
wilj be held on designated Tuesdays
•Spring 1995 semester: "Ecofrom 6:30 to 9 p.m. CDT according
nomics, Finance and Management"
to the following schedule.
(Pan 1) - Feb. 7, 14, 21 and 28;
.Fall 1994 semester: "ManageMarch 7, 14, 21 and 28; April 4;
ment Reporting. Analysis and Be- "Decision Analysis and Information
havioral Issues" an 3) Sept. 13, Systems"(Part4)- April 11, 18 and
20 and 27; Oct. 4, 11 and 18; 25; May 2,-9, 16 and 23.
Distance education has become a
valuable option available to the
industrial market. Systems now in
operation allow feedback from the
off-campus sites by phone and FAX
modem that encourages distance
students to become involved in class
discussions via the two-way audio,
one-way video system.
Registration fees for the CMA
Examination Review Course are
$200 for each part,or a total of$675
Kentucky Lake Oil is pleased to announce the addition of Kenny
for all four. Persons wanting to
Collins to its staff. Collins, born and raised in Calloway County is a
register shoud dial (610) 758-3935
1975 graduate of Murray High School. He worked as an EMT in 1976
and ask to speak to Joanne Walker
for the Angel of Mercy Ambulance Service where he received his EMT
in Lehigh's office continuing, discertification from the Paducah Red ,Cross. In 1980, the ambulance
tance and summer studies. Addiservice moved to Murray Calloway County Hospital where Collins has
tional general information may be
been employed for the last 14-years. Collins also worked as a part-time
obtained by contacting John B.
deputy sheriffsince 1986 and is a past member of the Calloway County
Griffin at 762-2160 or 1-800-669Rescue Squad.
7654.
Collins is married to the former Pam Lassiter and they have two
children: Heather, 10, and Matthew, 5.
"Collins will be a very valuable asset to our company," Mr. Baker said. "He will be responsible for
servicing all new and existing accounts. We are a full line SHELL lubricants jobber and his job will be a
orv busy one," he added.
Collins invites all past and new customers to visit him at Kentucky Lake Oil. He's ready to assist all in
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
dnswering any questions and in choosing just the right SHELL products for their needs.
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford praised
Congress for helping boost the
economy while reducing the fed753-1323
4th St.
eral deficit, but said it hasn't
found a "clear consensus" on
health-care reform.
Speaking to the Green River
Area Development District's
annual meeting, Ford pointed to
new jobs and construction, helped
by low interest rates. He said
Monday that Congress has a
"newfound fiscal restraint" that
has lowered the deficit.
Ford, the second-ranking
Democrat in the Senate, said the
democratic process eventually
worked with the passage of the
crime bill last week. But he said
( Jack
the process was more painful
Daniel's
than it needed to be because
Country Cocktails)
some members of Congress
Bacardi Breezes°
became "more quotable than
Jose Cuervo s
cooperative."
••••rgta ma'
s)

The Center for Continuing Edu,-OM and Academic Outreach at
lurray State University has been
..Atorized as downlink coordinator
a satellite course broadcast from
iios at Lehigh University in
!s,..itilehem, Pa. The course tided
,rulicate in Management Ac-.
inting Review (CMA) will be
•!':red by satellite beginning with
'!.. fall 1994 semester. Lehigh has
the CAM course on their
. t pus since 1979 and was one of
first locations selected to feature

the course.
The course consists of four parts
which will be spread over an entire
year, allowing participants to concenyiate on two sections each
semZster. All of the featured instructors have extensive teaching
experience,-are familiar with the
CMA exam and will review the
major points of material covered by
each test section and assist participants in developing self-study techniques. Students will find that the
course is specifically designed to be

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
welcomes

KENNY COLLINS

Shell

to their staff.

Shell

Ford praises
fiscal progress

•

"Serving the West Kentucky Area for Over -60 Years"
south

GEORGETOWN, Guyana (AP) — Russia's embasly is going
from Marx to muscles and from revolution to room service.
Trading the Cold War for cold cash. Moscow is leasing most of
its sprawling oceanside diplomatic building to a botcher who will
turn it into a health ctutr. -hotel, btu and apartments.
The 10-year deal, the first of its kind, is part of a worldwide plan
to .cut Russia's diplomatic costs.
"This is now the policy of the government." said Ambassador
Mikhail Sobolev in an intertiew. He noted Russia closed its embassy in neighboring Suriname in 1992 for financial reasons.
The former den of diplomats will soon house a health club, a
banquet hall and a 140-seat auditorium, Sobolev and local hotelier
Nails Khan told The Associated Press on Tuesday.
The former Soviet diplomatic staff of 35 Amities has been
reduced to six. allowing Khan to lease 16 apartments. He Plans to
rebuild other areas as an auditorium, bar and restaurant.
He laughed when asked if the bar would be designed to recall
Soviet salad days, with red stars. Lenin photos and long lines for
rationed drinks.
"We haven't gone that avant garde," Khan said, "but we'll
probably serve borscht."

Postal Service's two largest
unions join contract negotiations
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Postal Service and its two biggest
unions are sitting down to negotiate new contracts, determined to
reach a settlement rather than the
arbitration that was needed the
last time around.
"We will come to the table
with one objective, that is to
negotiate a contract. We have no
interest in going to arbitration,"
said Vincept R. Sombrotto, president of the National Association
of Letter Carriers.
Postmaster Marvin Runyon
agreed that the two sides "need
to reach a negotiated agreement.
"We need to determine our
future together, rather than leaving it in the hands of others," he
said today as an array of union
and postal lawyers and executives
faced each other across a long
table at a Washington hotel.
Parallel'negotiations were getting under way a block away with
the American Postal Workers
Union, where union President
Moe Biller declared: "We seek
to empower our workers and to
reach a collective bargaining
agreement that is fair to the
workers, fair to the Postal Service
and fair to our customers."
It was the first time that the
agency's two largest unions have

chosen to bargain separately
rather than as a team, reflecting
differences over how to cope
with modernization and the threat
of how their members jobs will
be affected by automated
machinery.
The Postal Workers represent
314,344 clerks and other workers
while the letter carriers union has
223,012 members.
Their contracts expire Nov. 20,
as does that of the 53,I87-member National Postal Mail Handlers Union. Talks with that union
began Aug. 9. They are legally
barred from %triking.
Last year, the post office
reached a separate agreement
with its 44,780 rural carriers,
which remains in force until Nov.
20, 1995.
Currently, postal workers'
average pay is'$15,60 per hour,
or $20.53 including the value of
benefits and overtime.
That was not the case last time.
The agency and its unions had to
resort to arbitration in 1991 after
months of fruitless talks.
The post office is facing a deficit of $1.3 billion or more in this
fiscal year. It is seeking a 1.0.3
percent rate hike for next year
that would raise the cost of a
first-class stamp to 32 cents.
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lhe Party Mart
Paducah's Most Interesting Store
Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd.
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With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest at
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Tracy D. McKinsey

Jim Fain

$8.95,
10 oz. Ribeyes $7.95

All You Can Eat

Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY

Tiger sophomore Salim Sanchez looks for rushing yardage in last Friday's game against Calloway County.

701 Main Street

753-5273

Good Luck
Tigers!

I.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
753-2411

GO TIGERS!
Free Estimates

M&T Painting
Contractors
753-9382
Reid MAUR

753-0487
&UPI y

WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

GO
TIGERS
GO!!!
ony Boyd
Certified IneuranceCnuneeler

RUDY'S

753-1632
Court Square • Murray
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30-2 p.m. / Fri. 5:30-9 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday Closed

MURRAY-HIGH (1 0)
GO
TIGERS

VS.

Trigg County (0-1)

Compliments of

201 S. 3rd St.

3 Pc. $6.95

"Over 45 Years Service"

Friday, Sept. 2 — 7:30 p.m.
, Ty Holland Stadium

GOOd

"This will be the best Trigg County team that
we've seen in my five years here. They're bigger and stronger than us, they have more
players and they can match our speed.
They're saying that this is their payback year
for all the teams that have beat up on them
the last few seasons. They think they're going
to be hitting right up there with Russellville for
the title over there (Second District). They
beat Webster County And Madisonville in
scrimmages and they gave the game away
against Marshall last week, so I think we will
have our hands full and -then some."
Rick Fisher
(Tiger coach)

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

I CALL. TODAY AND SAVE!!

SERVALL

nature I PEST CONTROL CO.
Managar - John Hutching
Phone 7534433 Murray, KY
*Serving You Since 1963'
When You've Tried Them All Cell SERVAL.

ANN&

1••

(90
Low 1NAPAO
MEI®

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
1300 N. 12th St.

753-4424

J.T. LEE
Jeweler
Vivf
w\
Jewelry Repair Specialist• Custom Design
"Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold"
Dixieland Shopping Center
On Chestnut St.• Murray, Ky • 759-1141
VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER

Good Luck
MONEY $ $ From All
$ $ SAVE
Your Friends At
Why Pay More for * Monthly Pest Control Service
WE ALSO OFFER:
-FREE TarmIta Inspactlons
-Complete Undarnaath Structural RapaIrs
•Molatura Barriers
%Automatic Tamp-I/ITU; Installed

East Main 753-3540

Coach's comments:

753-5842

on your home when we can offer you a quarterly
service for $25.00 every three months fully guaranteed?'
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SPORTS
Baseball strike could stretch into 1995
not solving this problem is
worse."
The baseball strike completes
its third week today with no
movement. Federal mediators met
Wednesday for three hours with
management negotiator Richard
Ravitch and for 15 minutes with
union head Donald Fehr. They
found there was no reason to call
another bargaining session.
"They're out of ideas at the
moment." Fehr said.
Ravitch said owners never

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — As the
chance of completing the 1994
season dwindles, the likelihood
of • the baseball strike extending
into 1995 rises.
"It's a grave source of concern," acting commissioner Bud
Selig said Wednesday after federal mediators failed to call for bargaining to resume. "But as bad
as the short-term pain is — and
it's had — the long-term pain of

would abandon their insistence
on getting cost certainty.
"I'm very disappointed," he
said. "The mediators are there to
determine what the give and take
is. If they (the union) are not
willing to talk about costs,
there's nothing to talk about."
Fehr said owners never would
get a salary cap and said every
proposal management suggested
would restrict players.
"As far as we can figure out,
,when they use terms like 'aggre-

gate salary costs,' 'cost controls,'
'cost certainty,' etcetera, they are
merely euphemisms for salary
cap," Fehr said.
In the event there is no more
baseball this season, the union
expects owners to impose a salary cap. Ravitch said no decision
has been made but said thoughts
would turn to 1995 very .soon.
"No,later than the beginning
of October, we're going to have
to sit dow%and figure out how to
put next season together," he

up with a new B1S1‘.
said.
Agreement."
In that event, the strike would
Fourteen more games were
continue, threatening the start of
next season. The union has canceled Wednesday, increasing
threatened litigation if owners the total to 260 since the strike
began Aug. 12. Fehr said he
impose a cap, and even Ravitch
believes owners are trying to
seemed to realize an imposed cap
break the union and test players'
would be meaningless.
resolve, a charge Ravitch denies.
"Strikes don't make the game
"Whatever calendar or clock
work. Implementation of conthey're on, it hasn't gone off
tracts unilaterally don't make the
yet," Fehr said of owners.
game work," he said. "The only
thing that will is sitting down at
the bargaining table and coming •See Page 13A

Spurrier wants fans
to enjoy Gators' stay
at top of football poll
•

4.•

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — Steve
Spurrier probably raised a few
eyebrows when he called his
Florida Gators' season opener
with New Mexico State "one of
the biggest games ever here at
Florida."
After all, the Gators are ranked
No ,1 ia The nation and go.into
the game as a whopping seventouchdown favorite.
The coach does have a poinL
'There is no guarantee that we
will have another game here as
the No. 1 team in the country.
Our fans can honestly yell 'We're
No. l' for one night."
The Gators were ranked No. 1
once during'the 1980s, after winning a game at Auburn. That
ranking lasted only one week,
when Georgia upset Florida in
Jacksonville.
.The New Mexico State game
marks the first time the Gators
have carried a No. 1 ranking onto
their campus turf — Florida
Field.
Spurrier also knows that simply beating the Aggies might not
he enough to persuade poll voters
to keep his team atop the Top
Twenty-five poll. Nebraska
:limbed from No. 4 in the preseason poll to No. 2 with an
impressive Kickoff Classic victory over West Virginia last
Sunday.
The Aggics won't be able to
.top Spurrier's "fun-and-gun"
Attack. Florida 38-3.
Elsewhere around the South:astern Conference on this first

Getting out
all the kinks
Chang adjusts game;
wins U.S. Open match

COLLEGE FOOTBALL POLL
The Top Twenty Flee teems In The Assodeled
Press wipe loots. pd. WM lird-piane votes in
parentheses records through Aug. 29. total points
Need on 25 points tor a trot dace vow through one
point for a Nth oleos vote, and ranking in the ominous pot
Record Pis Pr
1. Fiends (14)
0-0-0 1,466 1
2. Nebraska (23)
1-0-0 1,449 4
3. Notre Dents (12)
040 1.417 2
4. Florida St. (6)
04-0 1.362 3
5. lAchgan (1)
0-0-0 1.264 6
6. lAard (1)
04-0 1,201 6
7. Manna
040 1,146 7
I. Colorado
0-0-0 1,076 I
9. Pirdl St.
0-0-0 1,007 9
TO. Vrisconern044 SIT 10
11. Alabama (1)
0-04
921 12
12. Auburn
044
904 11
13. Tennessee
044
612 13
14, UCLA
0-04
9117 14
IS. Texas AIM
0441
577 15
16. Oldshorna
0-0-0
563 16
17. Southern Cal
04-0
545 17
IS. North Carolina
0-0-0
523 19
19. Texas
0-04
503 111
20. Ghlo St
14-0
457 20
21. Virginia Tech
26e 22
0-0-0
22. Illnois
0-0-0
249 21
23. Washington
164 23
0-0-0
24. Clemson
114 25
04-0
25. Stanford
040
96 —
Others receiving vol..: Gita 91, Brigham
Young 119, Virginia IS. Boston Co1.g. 43. Kansas
Slate 41, CaMoinla 31. ligoNgen Stele 211 Syria-me
21, Masisegyi Seale 15, Well Virginia 14. Kansas
13, South Canalne S. Arizona Stale S. Indiana 5,
George Tech 4, LouleMils 4, Arkansas 3. Utah 3.
Baylor 2, Kentudry 1, Western Michigan 1

(e)

Saturday of the 1994 season:
— Alabama vs. TennesseeChattanooga at Birmingham: The
check will give a big boost to the
Mocs' athletic department
revenue. The results won't help
build any confidence going into a
new season. Alabama 49-0.
— Arkansas vs. Southern
Methodist at Little Rock: Danny
Ford's Hogs had a tougher-thanexpected battle with the Ponies
last year before finally winning
10-7. SMU won't stay as close
this time. Arkansas 17-3.
-- Auburn at Mississippi: A
Jefferson Pilot regional telecasts
III See Page 13A

GOLF

Lakers, Tigers tie;
Hoptown girls win
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
In high school golf action Wednesday, Murray's and Calloway
County's boys tied in a four-way match that included Hopkinsville
and Christian County, while the Murray and Calloway girls finished second and third, respectively, behind Hopkinsville.
On the boys side, both Murray and Calloway wound up at 150,
21 strokes better than Hopkinsville and 26 strokes ahead of Christian County.
Individually for Murray, Ryan Haverstock shot a hot 33 with just
, 12 putts for nine holes; Jacob Rayburn fired a 35. Drew Holton
shot a 40 and Ryan Pickens carded a 42. Others competing for
Murray but not figuring in the scoring were Jeremy Spencer at 48
and Anderson Howard at 52.
Individually for Calloway, David Greene shot a 36, Adam Haley
shot 37, Brad Clendenen turned in a 38 and Jesse Rooker totaled
39. Other competitors were Buzz Paul, also at 39. and Brad Wilson
with a 43.
In girls play, Hopkinsville shot a team total of 202, led by Saral
Allen with a 46. Murray was second at 210 while Calloway finished at 254.
Individually for Murray. Robyn Myhill had a 47, Rachel Celia
shot 50, Carrie Griffiths totaled 55 and Leigh Haverstock carded a
58.
For Calloway, Nikki McMillen had a 58, Krisy Whitfield shot a
63, April Rooker shot 66 and Becky Greene turned in a 67.

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd

* 7h i3. 1 1 1 1

Associated Press photo

Michael Chang's adaptability to playing surfaces and conditions helped him win his second
round match at the U.S. Open.

By FRED LIEF
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — He had just gone
four tough-sets, and Michael Chang decided
this was no time to sit down.
He had put in a good night's work — a.
4-6, 6-2, 6-3, 7-6 (7-3) victory Wednesday
-over MaliVai Washington in the second
round of the U.S. Open — and wasn't about
to take any chances.
He stood for his post-match news conference after midnight, doing whatever it took
to keep his legs 'from cramping.
"I'm just trying to make sure," he said.
"It's pretty chilly out tonight, so it's easy to
stiffen up."
One of tennis' more famous bouts of
cramped legs involved Chang. Five years
ago, he was playing Ivan Lendl in the round
of 16 at the French Open. Late in the match,
his legs cramped.
- So Chang got cagey. He served underhand; he stayed close to the service line, daring Lendl to pass him. Amazingly, the
'strategy worked. Chang won in five sets and
would go on to win the title. This from a kid
who was all of 17 at the time.
In capturing the French, Chang was
branded a clay-court player. But his game
now zips on all surfaces, including the hard
courts of the U.S. Open, although as Boris
Becker said after his first-round exit, the stadium court is not playing especially fast this
year.
Chang, seeded sixth, has adjusted his
game as tennis has become a launching pad
for big hitters and supersonic rackets. He has
been working on his,service, growing more
confident of holding itrVe. He has tinkered
with his technique and toss, and added
muscle to his upper body.

QB situation good at Alabama
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) —
Gene Stallings considers it a
pleasant dilemma rather than a
potential problem: two players
with the credentials to start for
No. 11 Alabama, but only one
position.
"Do I have any problem with
having two good quarterbacks?"
the Crimson Tide coach asked.
"The answer is no. I wish I had
five."
For now, senior Jay Barker has
been tapped as the starter, whish
should come as no surprise. He
has directed Alabama to a 23-1-1
record and the 4992' national
championship in three years as
the No. 1 signal-caller.
On the other hand, Barker
wasn't handed the job until the
start of the week when Stallings
named him the starter over Burgdorf, his undeistudy the past two
seasons. Burgdorf, a junior,
entered the fall as the starter
based on his MVP performance
in the Gator Bowl last season, a
game, Barker missed with a
severe' knee injury.

much pressure on Homer (offensive coordinator Homer Smith)
and I don't want to do that."
For Burgdorf, who passed for
two
touchdowns and ran for
and that was - basically it."
After Landry made the deci- another in the 24-10 Gator vicsion to start Staubach, Morton tory over North Carolina, the
was traded to Denver. He frustration is obvious.
"It's tough," he said. "I'm a
directed the Broncos to the 1978
competitive
guy in whatever I do,
Super Bowl, where they were
defeated by the Staubach-led whether it's at quarterback or in
the classroom. I like competition,
Cowboys.
and
I'm disappointed not to be
Stallings doesn't have the
option of trading one of his the starter. TOt's something I've
potential starters, so he'll try to always wanted and something I
create enough playing time for strive for each day."
Still, he agrees with Stallings
Thoth. That may not be hard considering the Tide's cupcake sche- that two quarterbacks are better
dule, which also includes games than one.
In fact, having someone like
against Tulanc, Southern MissisBurgdorf
standing on the sideline
sippi and Vanderbilt. .
might
the starter to push
prompt
"Regardless of what I say, that
could always change," Stallings himself a little harder.
"I feel like I can be more
said. "A lot of times that's a feel.
You can make all the plans you aggressive out there," Barker
want to, you can say, 'OK, I'm said. "I realize if I get hurt
going to play this one the first again, there's a guy who can step
quarter,' and then all of a sudden in and get the job done."
That's little solace for Burgthings- happen.
"All I'm saying is our plans dorf, who has been rumored more
are to play both of them. How than once to be considering a
much? That would be putting-too transfer but now says his roots
are firmly at Alabama.

Two have ability to start
"Both of us are going to get
playing time in that first game,"
Burgdorf said of the season opener against Division I-AA
Tennessee-Chattanooga. "If I
play well Saturday, we'll see
what happens after that.
"It's not been made clear to
me (that the job is still open). But
I feel like whoever moves the
team, that's the one they're going
to have out there."
Does this have the makings-of
a potential quarterback controversy? Stallings is "somewhat of an
expert on that subject, having
been a Dallas Cowboys assistant
in the 1970s when Roger Staubach and Craig Morton battled
for the starting .job.
"Sometimes the players like
players just a little bit more than
they do others ... so the camp
divides a little bit," Stallings
recalled. "And it came to the
point at Dallas where coach
(Tom) Landry said one person
was going to be the quarterback,

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
* Financing 'Available *
Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer'

liCA Pioneer • Itiacht • Carver • Urucler • Toshibaq?SP

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

SOUND DESIGNS

Call 7534563

AUDIO/VIDEO

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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FROM PAGE 12A
Selig and Ravitch said fear of
canceling the World Series for
the first time since 1904 wouldn't
change management's stance.
Many players predict a long
strike and say they are willing to
outlast the owners in a war of
attrition that extends into next
season.
"I certainly have too much
respect for the players to think
they did this quixotically,"
Ravitch said. "I hope very much
that they didn't do it because
they were told that the owners
were going to behave as they
have in the past and fold. If that
was the reason for striking on
Aug. 12 it will have proved to
have been a tragic strategic
error."
Ravitch said that whatever
revenue the owners lose this year
would be saved next year in the
form of lower salaries.
"It doesn't come out of thin
air or out of the fairy godmother," he said. "It comes out
of the total revenue of baseball."
Fehr convened the union's
executive board in a telephone
conference call and discussed the
players' strike fund, which totals
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David Barron made a hole-in-one on the 13th hole at Sullivan's Par 3
Golf Course in Murray recently. Barron's playing partner for the day
was Ken Steelman.

Fall soccer registration winding down
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Fall 1994 registration continues through tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the park office
on Payne Street. Registration ends tomorrow so that teams can be
drawn.
Registration is open for both boys and girls who are .between six
and i4 years of age as of Aug. 1. Younger participants will require
a parent to assist as a coach. The cost will be $30 for the first child
in a family, $20 for the second and $10 each for any additional
children. Additional charitable donations to improve soccer facilities would be greatly appreciated.
Any soccer equipment belonging to MCCSA can be-brought to
registration or turned in to Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods. For
more information, call Bill France at 753-6524.
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FROM PAGE 12A
officially opens 'the SEC race
with Auburn seeking its 12th vietory in a row. Auburn still can't
win the SEC title in this, its last
year of NCAA probation. Auburn
10-7.
— Georgia at South Carolina:
Brad Scott gets a look at one of
the nation's top quarterbacks in
his coaching debut with the'
Gamecocks. Eric Zeier begins his
march toward the SEC pass yardage record, one that should be
his sometime around midseason.
Georgia 21-17:
— Louisville at Kentucky:
Sev„enty years have elapsed since
these two teams last met on a
football field, with Kentucky
stretching its series lead to 6-0.
Howard Schnellenberger would
love to win this series renewal,
but the Cards don't match up
with Bill Curry's 'Cats. Kentucky
17-7.
— Texas A&M at LSU. It'll be
interesting to see how the Aggies,
the rower of the Southwest Con-

CLEVELAND (AP) — In the first trade since the baseball strike
began Aug. 12,- Dave Winfield was acquired by the Cleveland
Indians from Minnesota for a player to be determined later.
The deal was announced 30 minutes before the midnight dead- .
line for acquiring players from other organizations for postseason
rosters.
Winfield, a 12-time All-Star, is in his 22nd major league season
and this is his sixth team.
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Jordan to play in Chicago Stadium again
CUICAGO(AP) — Michael Jordan may play one last basketball
game in the soon-to-be-demolished Chicago Stadium, newspaper
and broadcast reports said.
The reports said it appeared Jordan would join some of his former Chicago Bulls teammates in a charity game Sept. 9.
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By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
EL SEGUNDO, Calif. (AP) — At he's (loin so many times in
the past. Tom Rathman will be starting at fullback Monday night at
Candlestick Park. Only this time, he'll be doing so for the visiting
team.
Los Angeles Raiders coach Art Shell announced-Wednesday that
Rathman will start against his former teammates when the Raiders
face the San Francisco 49ers in the first game of the season for
both teams.
Rathman, 31, was a stetter for most of his eight seasons with the
49ers, although his playing time was limited last year by injuries.
He signed with the Raiders as a free agent earlier this summer,
another victim of the salary cap, and was listed as a backup to
Napoleon McCallum throughout the exhibition season.
"I'm just another squirrel looking for a nut," Rathmin said
when asked about being elevated to starting status. "I'm very
excited about starting, especially against the 49ers. It's exciting,
but it wouldn't have mattered if they started Nap."
Rathman gained 20 yards on seven carries and caught three passes for 17 yards this summer. McCallum gained 41 yards on 11
carries and caught two passes for 10 yards.
Shell and McCallum also said the starting assignment was no big
deal, and Shell said the fact that the Raiders were opening against
the 49ers had nothing to do with' his decision.
"We do things based on what's good for our football team,"
Shell said. "Napoleon McCallumi is still a key member of our football team. There are places for him, there. are places for Tom
Rathman."

SCOREBOARD
ference, reacts to being on probation with no bowl trip in sight.
LSU should be a little better this
year. Even so, the Tigers aren't
good enough to post an upset this
week. Texas A&M 21-10.
— Mississippi State at Memphis: Last year when the Tigers
were called Memphis State, they
went into Starkville and stunned
Jackie Sherrill and his Bulldogs.
The Tigers are simply going by
Memphis now, having dropped
State from their name. Mississippi State 20-10.
— Tennessee at UCLA: Grab
the adding machine, lock the
gates and watch the football fly.
This nationally televised (ABC)
game from the west coast will
produce a lot of offense and very
little defense. Kicker Johnleasvoort maims the difference. Tennessee 38-35.
— Wake Forest at Vanderbilt:
The Commodores haven't won a
season opener since 1988: It's
time to win again. Vanderbilt
13-7.
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Sunday's Genies
Atlanta at Detroit. noon
Cleveland at Cincinnati. noon
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Kansas City at New Orleans, noon
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Philadelphia at New To* Grants, noon
Seattle at Washington, noon
Tanga Bay at Chicago. noon
Anzona at Los Angeles Rams. 3 pm
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New York Jets arButtalo, 3 pm
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$175 million to $200 million.
The union wilt mail -its first
checks to players on Sept. 15 if
the strike continues that long.
He has said many times that
the strike will go on "as long as
it takes." He said if owners
believe players will crack if the
World Series isn't plfyed, the
walkout could continui into next
year.
"The only thing that will dissuade them is the passage of
time," he said.
Fehr also took another shot at
Ravitch, saying: "Dick doesn't
have a lot of credibility with
players."
There were rumblings of activity away from formal channels,
which Ravitch denied and Fehr
said weren't productive.
-"I'd like to-put those rumors
to rest — at least the ones I've
heard — there's been no change
whatsoever in the owners' position,". Ravitch said.
Fehr downplayed the informal
contacts. Player and management
sources outside the negotiations,
speaking on the condition they
not be identified, said the owner
Fehr was referring to was Jerry
McMorris of the Colorado
Rockies.
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LAKER
FOOTBALL

OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas

•

CAR
WON'T RUN?

CALL #1.
cClard's
753-9132
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Woodmen offers a wide variety of
life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax-deferred interest features.
To find the plan that meets your
needs, contact:

Racer's

eCoaital Mart
753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray
All Major Credit Cards

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why Pay More tor a Monthly Pest Control Service
on your home when we can otter you a quarterly
80111C8 for $25.00 every three months fully guaranteed??

WE ALSO OFFER:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-.Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
•Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

Ok Woodmen

SERVALL

of the World
Life Insurance Society
ii0IBC

Mike: Chealui. flebraelui

TERMITE II PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager - John 'Hutching
Phone 753-6433 • Murray, KY
'Serving You Since 1963'
When You've Tried Them All Cell SERVALL

John W. Hammon.
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
759-9730
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
•

Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 66
years.

.ct

Keep for 2 days

PARKER
-MERCURY
LINCOLN
FORD
701

753-5273

Laker senior Tyler Bohannon (9) and an unidentified teammate try to bring down Murray's James
Foster in last

Friday's game.
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4We Si;tcialize In
Kitchens & Baths

'Interior & Exterior
Door Units

'Wood Mantels &
Wood Moldings

*Formica & Conan
Counter Tops

'Installation &
Design

*Stop By Our Showroom
For Free Estimates

L/IUNDRY

South Hopkins (0-1)

KINTRIOWWWWIE

759-1002

Su

1918 Coldwater Rd.
Murray. Ky.
(..
Norsworthy. Owner

Authorized Dealer
For Sun Windows

CLEANERS

•

wistiow
191--

GEE
PLUMBING

Friday, Sept. 2 — 7:30 p.m.
South Hopkins High Schoo

605 Main • Murray • 753-2552

Coach's comments:

Your Plumbing Specialist
Bert Gee - Owner

753-3008
Rt. 4 Murray
Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance."
•

•••

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington illinois

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

"South Hopkins is a blitzing type of team.
We've got to protect (quarterback) Sam Arnett
and give him time to throw, and we feel like
we can. They will try to get penetration and on
the film we saw of them, they put seven and.
eight people on the line and they had 10 people within a three-yard radius of the ball.
We've got to make sure our gameplan is
sound because if we're on and clicking we'll
be able to move the ball pretty good, but if
we're not, we'll struggle."
Billy 'Mitchell

GO GETEM
LAKERS
From Your Friends At...
MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES

(Laker coach)

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE
105 N. 12th (Nest to

Call Now For Your
All Sports Special!

311Noini4ili Street • Mutrow KY 42071
75'1 4612

mco..i.r.)759-9888

Set's. eesWe Off('r
Oil Cjiange
& Filter

$13.95

*Tune Ups • Balance & Rotatel'ires • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filters, Seals &
Bearings• Brakes • Universal Joint Work •Fuel &
Water Pumps•Radiator,Hester Work •Drive Shaft
• Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tires • Full &
Self-Service Gas • Make Service Calls

RUTHIE'S
UNIVERSITY RP STiVrInt4

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Dees Bank of HazelMember FDIC

Hours: Mon.-Fri.

Set. 94

Five Points, Murray • 7634789

Hazel, KY

Good Luck
Laker!

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
This
Page

Compliments of

492-8136

201 S. 3rd St.
I

753-2411
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302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY
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Due to our large, over stocked condition, we must at this time
make very drastic price reductions!
,

HELD IN TWO LOCATIONS - Our Main ShowTHIS SALE IS
room at 302 Main and across the Highway at our Warehouse at 313
Main. Every item at both locations will be clearly tagged with the
lowest prices to be found anywhere!

SPECIAL HOURS:
Friday, Sept. 2 • 9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 3 • 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 4 • 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday, Labor Day • 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Do yoursett,a favOr
intend
year
1.4

•

•

Here Are Only A Small Sample Of The Savings...

41
[

LI

52

King Size Set
Dreamline Box
& Mattress

Traditional Style Sofa &
Love Seat
GreentPlnk floral
Reg. $1886.00

Warehouse Clearance Price

$299
TAKE YOUR P/Cla
4 Sofas To
Choose From

,

For Both Pieces

Hurry - 1 Set Only1

Metal Bunk Beds
Blue Or Red

Values Up To $898
Now

$199

RECLINERS!
MASSIVE PRICE
REDUCTIONS

(Mattresses Extra)

Sofa 8c Love Seat
2 b Choose From
Trciditional Style
Reg. $1198

TAKE YOUR CHOICE -

486

Starting At $69
3 Piece Dark Pine Finish
Bedroom

Queen Size Sofa Sleeper
with matching love seat

by Armstrong
Reg. $998

green leather
Reg. $1899

Now Only

$477

Now

'888
•

Twin Size.,
Hide-A-Way Bed Sofas

3 Only!

Now

5 Piece Wood Dinette Set

144
HUGE SELECTION
Of odd,slightly damaged,
mis-matched or slight soiled
mattress & box springs: twin,
full & queen size available
Prices Vary - Too Many To List
per piece.
- Starting at
AU Cherry Bedroom By
American Drew

1/2

Price!

3 Piece Black Bedroom
Suite Reg. $749
OUT IT GOES!

7 Piece Cherry Dining"'
Room Set
48'' pedestal tcble with 24''leaf and
6 large bow back chairs
Reg. $1648

OUT IT GOES - 1 ONLY

6 Sets Of Sofa &
Love Seat
Combinations
AllMust Go Now!
Your Choice 19t:
3 Piece Living Room Suites
Deep Tufted, Pillow Arm Style

Odd Love Seats

$149
3 Piece Modern Style
Bedroom by Florida Fun
Reg. $1048
Clearance Sale Price

HUGE SELECTION OF
Queen Anne Chairs &
Swivel Rockers
Lots of fabrics & colors

Includes Sofa, Love Seat
and Chair
Choice ofColors!

(Must make room now!)

3 Piece Bedroom Suite,

KING SIZE BED

Heavy poster bed, dresser &
mirror and 5 drawer chest
by Singer
Reg. $1848

Cherry wood & finish
by Singer

Now 4*

Starting At

(Includes Headboard, Footboard &

Reg. $1298- 1 ONLY,

78

5 Piece Solid Wood
Dinette

Warehouse
Sale
313 Main

bow back chairs your choice
of natural or white & natural

$266

302 Main
Beshvay Furniture

•
•

4

FURNITURE & MATTRESb
I.

302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, KY
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Friday
and
Saturday
Only!

Friday
and
Saturday
Only!

September 2 & 3

September 2 & 3

A

. Murray

Chestnut. St.

Visit Murray's Pier 1 This
Friday & Saturday
For Our Annual

LABOR DAY SALE!
For Two Days Only You'll Find Savings Of

ibp

TO
TO REV.!DE JA

,.-

Take Advantage Now Of Our Last Storewide
Sale Of The Year. Plus...Save On Lots Of New
Fall Merchandise...Now In Stock!
Don't Forget, Sale Ends Saturday At 5:00.
We'll Be Closed Sunday & Monday, September 4th & 5th
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Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00-6:00 * Sat. 9:00-5:00 * Sun. 1:00-5:00
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(excludes sale Items)
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"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut street • Murray • 753-8844
, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Saturday

University Plaza Merchants Will Be Closed 11
September 4th 8 5th To Observe Labor Day.
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ARTS
Country legend to perform

Popeye
sails to
Murray

cartoon makes it a fascinating experience for audiences of all ages.
For information call Fav Rogers at
753-7743.
Tickets are $5 for children and $6
for adults,or can be purchased at the
door.
Murray Civic Music Association
107 North 17th
Murray. KY 42071

MCMA drive
t‘i
ends Friday;
shows begin
in October

Jim Tate (left), owner of Murray Auto Auction, is pictured accepting the first
"Arts Patron Award" from Robert Valentine, president of the Business
Council for the Arts. Tate was nominated for his business support of the arts.

Murray Auto Auction honored

4111

ledge it as an "Arts Pattron-.-"- The
new sticker was specially designed
by graphic artist Linda Pierce.
The BCA is a nonprofit committee of the Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce. The purpose of
the council, as stated in the mission
statement,is: "To make the businesses of the Jackson Purchase area
more aware of the value of the arts
to our communities, and to educate
the public to the fact that if the arts
are to continue to enrich our communities, we must continue to enrich the arts."
"Besides the annual Betty Lowry
Award, we feel that this is an
e.xciting new way to recognize some
of those many businesses who do
support local art and artists," says
committee chair Pamela Dawes.
"We hope other businesses will
follow the good examples set by
businesses like Murray Auto Auction."
The RCA meets on the third
Friday of each month at noon at
Pagliai's Restaurant in Murray. For
more information about the Business Council for the Arts, contact
the Murney-CalloWay Chamber of
Commerce at 753-5171.

Murray Civic Music Association's membership drive for the
upcoming 1994-95 season continues until Sept. 2.
Memberships can be purchased
from MCMA volunteers or by calling 753-3257 or 762-4516. The
offerings of this season include:
Marian McPartland Trio, Saturday
Brass Quintet, For a Song, and the
Louisville Orchestra.
MCMA members also receive the
benefit of reciprocity with several
regional associations as part of their
membership: Paducah Community
Concert Association of Union City/
Obion County, and Carbondale's
Concert Series.
On February 21 at 8 p.m. MCIVIA
will present it's third offering - "For
a Song", with Katherine Terrell,
soprano, and Lewis Dahle Von
Schlanbusch, baritone.
These artists have enjoyed a 12
year association that has led to
repeat performances with the major
symphonies in North AmeLica including the Los Angeles Philharmonic; Chicago, Toronto, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Vancouver, Montreal and Winnepcg
symphonies and the National Symphony Orchestra in Washington
D.C.
Terrell and Von Schlanbusch
have been lavishly praised for their
outstanding theatricality, their compelling chemistry and their beautiful, sonorous voices.
Displaying an incredible range of
vocal and acting techniques, these
versatile artists choreograph, program and narrate their concerts in
such a fashion that audiences rise to
their feet time after time.
This season is funded in part by a
grant from the Kentucky Arts Council,a state agency. All performances
are accecSiblt to the handicapped.

r

On April 11, 1945, the American
Army liberated the Nazi death camp
of Buchenwald, reaching it just
ahead of the SS troops who had been
dispatched to murder all the remaining captives. Among the bodies
awaiting incineration were some
inmates who were still alive.
One,found unconscious and sick
with typhus, was the Hungarian
artist, Gyorgy Kadar. During his
imprisonment, Kadar had made
sketches of death and life in the
camp, -even though it would have
meant his life had he been caught. "He could not do It any longer" uses Pitt-crayon to depict an event at
Once free, he began his first cycle Auschwitz-Birkenau. Kadar explains: "I knew this doctor. We knew If we
holocaust drawings as touched the tench we would die, and this was the simplest way to do it."
of 57
catharis and testimony. In 1988,
be exhibited in th MSU Curris year-long program by the MSU
these drawings were acquired by
Center Gallery from Sept. 7 - 9 nd Humanistic Studies College Forum
Vanderbilt University as the core of
Committee to use the 50th anniverOct. 9.
its Holocaust Art Collection, which
sary of the end of World War II and
be
held
will
The
formal
opening
probe
the
again
to
moved Kadar
at 9:30 p.m. on Sept. 6, and will of the liberation of the Nazi death
horror of his experience and profeature a discussion of Kadar's art camps to draw attention to the
duce another 16 drawings.
by MSU art historian Prof. Peggy increasing incidents of genocide
This, ICadar's second cycle, entitled "The Haunted Imagination,, Schrock. The public is invited. occuring today in Africa and the
The Kadar exhibition begins a Balkans.
New.Images the Holocaust," will

of

reg.

8.95

500
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Super Flat
Economical, attractive fiat
finish for walls, ceilings
and woodwork

Paint Roller Set
ru •K;S:E

POPEYE AND COMPANY
audience. The boy becomes Aladdin and the girl becomes Jasmine.
They then go through magical adventures, climaxing with a ride on
the Magic Carpet.
The fact that all this .is live on
stage and not a movie or a TV

ARTS PATRON

The Business Council for the Arts
is proud to announce Murray Auto
Auction as the first recipient of the
Arts Patron Award.
The owner of Murray Auto Auction, Jim Tate accepted the award.
The business was nominated and
selected by a special committee
from the Business Council for the
Arts for their support in the arts
through the purchase and display of
works by a local artist, Jerry
Speight, in their renovated, expanded facility.
This new award is given periodically to identify and recognize businesses or arts volunteers foi their
support and contribution to the arts
in Our community.
Selections are based on donations
of time, nioney, business expertise,
in-kind donations, providing space
for displays or performances of
public art, enhancing the aesthetic
quality of our community environmein through landscaping and architecture, and various other contributions to the arts industry.
In appreciation, owner Jim Tate
was honored during the regular
monthly meeting of the council and
pretented with a special sticker,for
display in his business to acknow-

TAMMY WYNETTE
on their remake of "Silver Threads
& Golden Needles" off the HON KY
TONK ANGELS disc. In 1992, she

scored a number one hit in 18
countries with the worldwide smash
"Justified & Ancient," which she
recorded with the synth-pop band
The KLF. The video for that song
brought her much exposure on
MTV and other pop outlets.
Earlier this year, Wynette had a
miraculous recovery from p recurring bile duct infection which kept
her in the hospital close to death for
almost a week. Since then, she has
resumed a busier-than-ever schedule of touring and special appearances which is making 1994 one of
her busiest years ever.
Television viewers ill be able to
catch Wynette hosting seven episodes of the new weekly series
"Legends" this fall on The Nashville
Network.

Holocaust
exhibit opens

oo•

3

Tammy Wynette is scheduled to
perform Sept. 24 in Benton, Ky., at
the Marshall County High School at
7:30 p.m.
Some 25 years after earning the
title as the First Lady of Country
Music, Tammy Wynette remains at
the forefront of popular music with
chart hits, number one videos, and
numerous concert and television
appearances.
A new album due in October,
WALLS, should
WITHOUT
further strengthen her position as
one of music's 'all-time greats.
Last year, Wynette enjoyed a hit
single and a number one video with
pals Dolly Parton and Loretta Lynn

•.a e

The live stage production of
"Popeye the Sailor in Fantasyland"
is coming to Murray on Sept.6,at 7
p.m. at Murray Middle School Auditorium. The show is a professional production on a national tour,
licensed by King Features Syridicate,owners of the "Popeye" copyrights.
The local engagement is being
sponsored by Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club as a
fund-raiser for their civic projects.
Last year's production of "The
Adventures of Popeye the Sailor"
was so enthusiastically received that
the producers agreed to bring out a
completely new and different "Popeye" show for 1994. Ingenious
masks and costumes again transform cast members into exact duplicates of Popeye, Olive Oyl and
Bluto in a series of hilarious new
comedy skits.
The "fantasyland" element adds a
completely new dimension to this
year's show, including.a number of
startling special effects and magical
illusions. In one scene,a boy and a
girl are invited on stage from the

Marshall County
hosts Wynette show

7-Ntio
reg. 188.88
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Skill Model 1605

Ryobi TS254 - 10"

Plate Joiner

Miter Saw

257.99

BUDGET BARN
Unmatched Economy, Free Delivery & Set-Up
- Limited 5 Yea.- Warranty Single 4' Wide Door

Bernard closes unique exhibit
ArtiSt Eve Bernard, represented
by the Brownsboro Gallery in
Louisville, closed a month-long
show at the Brownsboro Gallery last
week.
Nickole Brown an critic for "The
Leo, Louisville's Excentic Ob-

server," said that Bernard's waterccF
lors depict indealistic scenes detailed with fine tune realism.
An intriguing oil painting,a large
work entitled "Eve" displays Bernard's craftsmanship, for realism.
The mast minute a details are
magnified wall crisp sliar' p lines and

8 x 8
64 sq. ft.

vibrant color.
Although this show may intrigue
some or bore others. It is surely a
refreshing counterweight to other

$700

kinds of art found in today's serious
and hectic world, according to Bernard.

$875

8 x 12
96 sq. ft.
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Mark Collie comes to Owensboro
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY

Mark Collie will be appearing at
the Executive Inn Rivcrmont in
Owensboro, Ky., for two shows on
Sept. 3 at 8 afid 10:30 p.m. in the
Showroom Lounge.
Tickets for the Mart Collie pert

formance are $18.90/VIP and
$15.90/general and can be purchased by calling the Executive Box
Office at 1-800-626-1936 or 1502-926-8000, or any Ticketmaster
outlet.
The Rivermont also offers a spc-

cial weekend package for two for
$125.00 (plus tax) which includes
room .accommodations for two
nights, two show tickets and two
Sunday brunches in the Showroom
Lounge or two breakfast buffets in
the Patio Dining Room.

.11....lhoomommon.11.06
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759-1390
- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884 Monday-Friday 7:30-6 / Saturday 8-4
Lake City
$ale Prices Good at Murray Mote OW • Other Liteatiomn IfiatitotiI
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NO GIMMICKS!
Recliners

At Purdom Furniture
we sell merchandise

EVERYDAY AT
THE LOWEST
PRICE POSSIBLE.

Twin Site

Choice
of Colors,

No Gimmicks!
No Hidden Costs!

Artist John Goodell signs reproduction posters from a painting he made of the courthouse and the Confederate Memorial. The posters are on sale at the Sesquicentennial Store located on the east side of the Courtsquare. The store is open from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Thursdays and Fridays and from 10 a.m. to noon on
Saturdays.

Jury duty list is announced
The following people are to report for jury duty in the Calloway
Circuit Court beginning, Tuesday,
Sept. 6, at 9:30 a.m, in the Miller
Courthouse Annex, -201 South
Fourth St., Murray, Ky.

Sofas
Little Profit
For Us....

As Low As

Hurry In Now...
Selections Are Fantastic!

$399

• 90 Days
Same As Cash!

BIG SAVINGS
TO YOU!!!
VISA
MC
DISCOVER

fro Oiddifiad Brim)

PURDOIVI

LAYAWAY
AVAILABLE

Furniture & Mattress

Patricia Wilson Allbritten, Gena Re
nee Allen,Darryl D. Anderson,Treva Anderson, Dorothy Cothran Baker, Brenda Gad
Baldwin, Cheryl Lee Banks, Barbara Ann
Bassford, Peggy Colson Bazzell, Lavelle
Steele Beall, Gaylor Tom Bell, Anita Mane
Billington, Heidi Willis Binegar, Charles
Todd Birdsong, Elizabeth Gregg Blodgett,
Mickey Allen Bogard, Sheila Gayle M.
Boggess, Richard Estill Bowling, Bobby
Gene Brandon, Beatrice 0. Bucy,J.T. Bucy,
Michele Rae Budde, Bradley Joe Cain,

HELP )tOUR
SAFETY
P TROL

202 South 5th St., Murray • 753-4872

TO REPORT LOCAL NEWS...CALL 753-1916

Bettye Ellen Calvert, Barbara H. Camp,
Libert William Canino, Katheryn Fraser
Carpenter, Joe Pat Carraway, Gerald Lee
Carter, Elizabeth Marie Causey, Reuben H.
Chnsman, Kevin R. Clark, Beverly Kay
Cosies, John Ligher Campton, Deron Ray
Conaway, Wilson Hughes Culver and Dana
Gail Cunningham.
Patnca Lee Dalton, Donna Faye Delaney,
Franklin H. Dibble, Lisa Michelle Dick,
Terry Lynn Dick, Mark A. Dimon, Joensen
Terezinha Disperati, Kell Dixon, Lynette
Mane Duff, Mavis Magdalene Duncan,
Thomas G. Durham, Vikki Gail Eaton,
Janice Kay Erkman, Leon Wilson Farmer,
Lola Jean Farmer, Brian Edward Ferguson,
Matthew John Ferguson, Nance Jane Foster,
Mary Lou Fo,y, Sheila Summerville Furchcs,
Thelma Edna Fund, Darlene Isabelle
Galen°,Cha rlene Mohler Garland, Eula Mae
Garland, Herbert Raymond Garling, Ken
Lynne Gibson, Douglas William Gould,
Joseph William Graves, Linda Joyce Graves,
Finis James Griffith, Edward William Gntzbach, Lowell Grubbs, Edward Owen Hale,
Brent Melton Hall, Mary Diuguid Hall,
James R. Harness, Juwana J. Harrell, Lisa
Renee Harrell, Cynthia Ann Hart, William
James Hartley, Lloyd Allen Hasty, Dorval
Mae Hendon, Linda Anita Hendrick, Denise
Gurley Henry, David Michael Holt, Neva
Scull Hopkins, Rebecca L. Homback, Elizabeth R. Hosford, Mark Steven Hosford,
Barry C. Howell, Melissa G. Huffman and
Cindy Hutson.
Sindin Robert Jobs, Alton Campbell
Jones, Dennis Lee Jones, William Everette
Jones,Tara L. Joyce,Joseph John Kaminski,
Margaret Josephine Kelsey, Richard King,
Jr., Jane Jones Knight,Joseph Komar,Rita R.
Kurth, Ray T. Lamb, Deborah Ann Lampe,
Annie Maxine Lane, Jacqueline C. Lee,
Marilyn Addington Lewellyn, Edwina J.

Lewis, Tracy Renae Littlefield, Anna Virginia Luffman, Joe Dabney Lyons,Terra April
Maddox, Regina Nell Minis, Bruce David
Marvin,Scott Warren McDougal,Bobby Lee
McGee, Dennis R. McKnight, Gloria Kay
Mardis, Joe Robert Meador, John Joseph
Murphy, IV., Angela Michele Napier, Melissa Frances Nesbitt, James Christopher
Neville.,Paisy Ann Nichols and Edith Divine
Noffsinger.
James David Osborne, Barbara Goetz
Owens, Phyllis Gloria Palermo, Edward Lee
Parker, Angelyn Brandon Parks, Frances S.
Paschall, Charles Patrick Patterson, Klara
Elizabeth Pawlowski, Bonnie Guthrie Perkins,Johnny M. Phillips,Cynthia B.Piuman,
Linda Faye Prescott, Jodi Leanne Price,
Jimmy Dale Pritcheu, Patricia Ann Puckeu,
Joseph Hosey Rearoat, Leslie Ridge, Marjorie Nell Riley, Marc A. Rogers, Thomas I.
Rogers, Patsy Ann Scarbrough, Eugene
Young Scott, Terrance Seymore, Gail Jewell
Shelton, Mary A. Shipley, Stanley Keith
Simmons, Antoine Lavel Slaughter, Kevin
Scott Smith, Rubie Eudora Smith, Jennye
Stubblefield Smock, Rosemary Lax Spiceland,Gene Dale Starks,Jane Harrison Steely,
Janice Kay Steffey, Charles D. Sturgell and
Olivia Louise Surovec.
James Ray Thomas, Kimberly Michelle
Thompson, Brenda Kay Thorn, Raymond
Thome, Kathleen Jean Tibbous, Frederick J.
Tobey,.Pamela Ryan Tress, Douglas Graham
Tucker, Darla Kay Turner, Pauline A.
Wainscoa, Mary Wilda Wall, Roberta Dyer
Ward, Melba Faye Washer, John Mark
Whittaker, Barbara King Wilkinson, Vernon
F. Williams, Stephanie Ann Wilson, Susan
Lynn Wilson, LC. Woods, Tamie Miller
Wyau, Julie Michele Yarbro, Cheng Wei
Yan, Vicki D. Yoak, Matthew A. Yusko,
Patrica Chambers, Dorothy Duncan, Danny
Wayne Kingins and Ruby Walker.

Don't be misled or lied to by out-of-town companies trying to sell cable programming!The only thing they
can offer you is a satellite dish, which is the same thing we offer, but we are a local business,licensed and
insured and we will be here after the sale. Will they?

Satellite Television Systems
It's The Very Best In Home Entertainment!

VALUE
PAKS

NW Celt..
6 HBO's
3 Clnemax's
2 DIsneys
2 ShowtImes
2 Moyle Channels
22 Sports Only
Networks

24 BASICS
• Headline News • ESPN • CNN • USA Network (E&W) •
TBS • The Family Channel (E&W) • Comedy Central (E&W)
• Bravo • A&E • El TV • The Learning Channel • The
Weather Channel • CMTV.• Discovery (E&W) • Lifetime
(E&W) --TNN • BET • American Movie Classics • E8PN 2

28 CHANNELS
22 Services
Now Includes...
The Family Channel (E&W) • The Weather Channel •
Lifetime (E&W) • Prime Network • TBS • Bravo • Comedy
Central (E&W) • American Movie Classics • TNN • CMTV •
CNN • Headline News • A&E • USA Network (E&W) •
DiscOvery (E&W) • Prime Time (ABC, CBS, NBC) 24 •
Nickelodeon (E&W) • TNT •

AGSO, YOH OCT
WHAT CABLZ
DOSS NOT OFFE/If
ESPN2 • Comedy pentral
The Cartoon Network
American Movie Classic
Spice 1 & II • Exxxtasy TV
Adam & Eve • Playboy

C nemax
$23.25 Mo.

$16.50 Mo.

'Come See The Satellite Professionals.",
COMING SOON!America's Talking. Military Channel• Romance Classics•Turner Classic Movies•Home &Garden TV• Eco Channel• Fitness & Exercise TV•Games Channel•Ovation Fine Arts Channel•
Horizons TV • Golden America Network • Jazz Channel • GOLF CHANNEL • Booknet - History Channel•TV Macy's • Viva TV • World African Network • CNN International • Catalog Channel • Gaming and
Entertainment Network • Talk Channel • Planet Central • New Culture Network • Therapy Channel and Talk TV

Your Local Connection

CALL (502) 759-1835
"Murray's Only Authorized RCA DSS Satellite Dealer"
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The 1994 Foundation Show is on
display through Sept.9 in the upper
level of the Eagle Gallery in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center near
the corner of 15th and Olive streets
on the campus of Murray State
University.
The exhibit features juried work
by students in the foundation classes
of drawing,two-dimensional design

and three-dimensional design in the
an department at Murray State.
The exhibit serves- a two-fold
purpose; it provides a student competition available only to beginning
students and because it is the annual
kick-offexhibit in the upper gallery,
it provides new students with examples of the type of work and the

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER , 1 .4y4
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Gene linked to melanoma

Library funding approved
athletics wouldn't be hurt under
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -the deal, but he declined to
The Urban County Council has
elaborate.
endorsed a complicated financial
Under state law, the athletics
plan to help the University of
association can't directly contract
Kentucky build its $58 million
with the Urban County Oovern-,
Commonwealth Library on a
ment to issue tate bonds. But the
30-acre site across from the main
alumni association can because
campus.
it's an independent public chariUK President Charles
ty, Harper said.
WethHgton said construction
could begin as early as November • lithe legislature approves paywithout using state _money.
ing for the project during its next
Although the council's action session, it could give UK addiwas unanimous Tuesday, some tional money to make tie bond
members had -questions.
payments instead of haVing the
Several asked repeatedly if payments come from the athletic
there were any way the Urban association, Harper said.
County Government could end up
Wethington asked the legislafooting the bill for the massive ture to approve a $46 million
project. Wethington said there
bond sale &ring the last regular
wasn't.
and special sessions. The state
UK has raised more than S21
House voted twice to approve
million in private funds for the
-funding for the library anda host
library building and a book
of other building projects. But the
endowment. Wethington said he
state Senate rejected funding for
wanted to go ahead with the pro- the projects. saying the state
ject, in part so the people who could not afford to issue more
, made the donations would not be "bonds.
let down.
UK badly needs' the new
Under the plan, the.UK Alumni
library *cause its current one is
Association, an independent taxexempt corporation, would ask, outmoded and far too small for a
research university, Wethington
the Urban County Government to
said.
issue $41 milliotfin bonds.
The new building "is designed
But it would be against the law
for the' Urban County Govern- to be 'a library for the future, one
that will be a communications
ment to put "one red cent" in
hub to serve the enthe commonHarper,
Spencer
said
the project,
wealth," he said.
a bond attorney who has been
It will seat as many as _3,000
advising the university on the
visitors at a time — more than
plan.
three times the number the
The alumni association would
crowded Margaret I. King
then use the proceeds of the bond
Library can hold.
sale to build the library. The
In making his pitch to the
alumni association wouldn't pay
council, Wethington pointed out
the estimated $3 million annual
payments on the bonds, however. that UK is Lexington's largest
The alumni group would contract employer, with more than 11,000
with the UK Athletics Associa- full-time and part-time eniploytes, and asked the council to
tion to make the payments.
think of the plan as..an economic
Wethington said he would
development project.
make changes in the budget so

s

TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) —
Typhoon Gladys battered Taiwan today with 78 mph winds,
killing six people and setting
off landslides and widespread
power disruptions.
A 22,000-ton Indian freighter ran aground off Yehliu in
northern Taiwan, but rescuers
fastened ropes to the vessel so
the 40 crew members cold
climb safely to shore, police
said.
Tons of oil leaked from the
ship, the Kalidas, and police
said they feared substantial
damage to the toast, known
for its beautiful rock
formations.
The typhoon forced the
cancellation of more than_ 300
domestic flights and triggered
landslides that closed highways. More than 300,000
homes were without
. ----electricity.
Five people died in Ilan in
eastern Tai,-an. A woman was
killed when an electricity pole
fell on her car, a man drowned
in a flooded river, and three
other people were killed by
falling objects, police said.
Another woman was killed
when strong winds brought
down her house in Taoyuan in
northern Taiwan, police said.
Seventeen people were
injured by shattered glass or
falling billboards in Taipei,
they said.
,Gladys is the fifth typhoon
to hit Taiwan since early July.
The storms - have •killed more
than 20 people and caused-millions of dollars in 'damage.

quality of work they will produce in
the Toundation courses.
• Gallery hours'are Monday, Wednesday, Friday from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m., Tuesday and Tbrusday fro 8
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Weekend hours
are Saturday from 10 a:m. to 4 Erin.
and Sunday from 1 tb 4 p.m. For
more information call Albert Sperath at 762-6734.

N
the gene was defective in 33 out
YORK iraP.
Soienof 36 people with melanoma.
detective
ios ha‘o idenattled
The second study WAS done by
.gene that appears to cause an
Alexander Kamb of Myriaq
inherited tendeno to the deadl)
Genetics Inc. in Salt Lake City
skin canter melanoma and may
with scientists at the University
alsi-play a rote in non-inherited
of Utah and elsewhere.
lilt'14001114.
'They studied 13 families who
In its normal state, the gene already appeared to have' a preacts as a brake on Lancer. But
disposition to melanoma, .from
people who inherit a defective
some abnormality "in the neighversion .tppareiiih lose part of
the proteLtion, 1113 king them a.borhood of the p16 gene. The
researchers found a defective p16
unusually s ulnerAile to melanogene in two of the families. They
ma. the researchers said.
found, no evidence of a deftctive
About. .(t() melanoma cases
pI6 gene in 38 other melanomaand nem ly 7,000 melanoma
prone families.
deatlis_are expected in the United
Nonetheless, the-Utah and NIH
States this scar. Only about 10
studies "really support each
percent of melanoma occurs in
people with•an inherited tendency
and it's unclear vthjt percentage
of inherited cases art because of
the gene.
Dei:ctive versions of the gene
may also be involved in many or
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Some
maybe even most cases of nonof the horror novels they sell
inherited melanoma, researchers
nowadays arc enough to turn
said. In those cases the gene
_sour stomach. With three copies
would he inherited in normal
of "Drawing Blood," you don't
ionn but later .damaged by suneven have to turn the pages.
light or other causes.
The three books, copies of a
Studying the gene ma) eventually le-a<14o ivcite.r'treatments- for .S50 limited edition of the novel
the non -inherited diseaSe', by Poppy Z. Brite, -were marked
up to S600 because they are
researchers said.
embellished with the odor of
More Ifilinedistrly, the diseovburned human flesh.
ery of a susLeptibility-gene could
Two sold less than a week
. he i.tt.stf to screen !iv people at
after the -plastic-wrapped offerrisk ior melanoma. They could be
ings were advertised in rare book
counseled - to lake steps like
dealer Barry R. Levin's- catalog.
'-too much sun, keeping
avoidTi''''
"Some books sort of sell
posLblv pre-cancerous
Lrack
moles and and using sunscreen, themselves," Levin said. "Books
take on a life of their own. They
re Neardicis said.
go through life and meet famous
The normal gene tells the body
or infamous people, they are
how to fluke a protein called
involved in famous or infamous
p16. which ht•Ips• regulate cell
events."
division. Prior studies suggested
The three copies of "Drawing
the pl6 gene is a so-called tumor
Blood" took on a death of their
suppressor that dis,:ourag'es deveown.
lopment. Pre ion Studies also
Last .Det. 24, a man walked
indicated detective versions play
into
Westwood Mail Services
a role in cancer.
with a container of gasoline and
The new work is reported in
set himself and the business afire.
the September issue of the jourHe died a few days later.
nal Nature Genetics by two indeThe man's motive was
pendent team. of researchers.
unknown.
Nichoby
done
was
One study
The fire gutted the lob* of the
las, DraLopolt iii the 'National
delivery
business, but didn't
Iii
Genome
flhsfl
Center ior
harm most mail awaiting delivResearLh, part of the National
Institutes of I ic.tl Lh in Bethesda, ery, including a package for Barry R. Levin Science Fiction &
Md., and colleagues at III and
Fantasy Literature.
el sew here
"We found the books were just
They found nine of 18
melanoma-prone lanolies •-they fine:" said Levin. ,"Except for
"
this smell
screened showed defects in the
„
What . was it like?..
p16 gene that appeared related to
"You really don't want to
the disease. In the nine families,

other, tundanientall • K.
said, noting that two type.
gene defects appeared ii
studies.Dracopli said Oh
bined results provide
strong" data linking (1(1,-;1.
the pI6 gene to melation ;
He and Kamb said di,:
ence in their results prokir
came from p16 gene detL, !t
escaped detection in ttL• re7e.ii. •
Dracopoli also said a
unknown stoceptibilit t., I.,- I
play a role.
Kamb theortied that tar:,ilf•
in the Utah study niay hav: .L.
more likely to have pit,
defects outside the portions ,+t •
gene the researchers in•p*. •

Book appeals to senses
know," said Levin.
cannibals in New cluine.1 •II
posedly call their favorite
cy 'long pig,' and it did h.:
sickly sweet odor."
-•• •
The publisher of .the
•
editions turned up hi's nose
find that really.
James Cahill._ whose huniiuiH
Beach company released re ir
300 signed ,copies ot tile
,novel in deluxe -hinds.,,:s
Author Brite. v.ho
New Orleans, said she
•happy about the lire hut
all squeamish about the
enhancement.
"I like that sort ot u dn:
said. "It's very appriv ,.
the book in question:*
She described "I- ,
Blood" as a "haulttAl h,,
story, with undergrotimi computer hackers, lam.
personal hells ... No one a,it;
burns tia,death in the course ii
; but there's a lot of death
story, a lot of pain."
Levin is giving the special cc
Lion profits to Westwood
Services to ease the cost
firc. •
"It seemed only fair
how," he said. "It's a 1,10in
!.. •
pop operation. They
wealthy people, and.they
everything wrapped up in tir
business." .
Brite has a caveat tor
tors: "The only problem trti
is ... if anybody reads
smell will dissipate, unIc.,,
rewrap it in plastii:. or keep
book in the fridge.-
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SUMMER
We got a deal and we're passing
it on to you!
Shop & Compare..

Figurines .0 Baskets 0
. Stationery
10 and 251. Boxes -0 Photo Albums

Invitations 0

Partyware :
0 1994 Date. Books -
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• Cycle at your own pace
• Enjoy the scenic beauty
of Kentucky backroads
• Visit. historic Shakertown
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• 2 or 3-day options
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AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION,
•-

(502) 363-2652
Louisville

(800) LUNG-USA
Toll Free

Students nix on longer school year
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Today's students like school
more than their older brothers
and sisters did, but they. still
don't want a longer school year.*
Weekly Reader, in its National
Survey on Education, asked students in grades four, five and six
what they thought about a longer
school year. Eighty-one percent
1.‘ ere against the idea. There also
was opposition — 77 percent —
to lengthening the school day by
an hour.
Fourth-graders were most
receptive to both ideas — 21 per-

.ent lassoed extending the school
year and 26 percent favored
lengthening the school day. the
survey found.
The findings were based on
written survey responses by about
19,000 students in the three
grades. '
Last spring, the National Education Commission on Time and
Learning said that lengthening
the school day and the school
year are just two ways that
schools can free themselves from
the "shackles of time" threatening to cripple American

ettuk.ation.
"The six-hour, 180-day school
year should be relegated to
museums, an exhibit from our
education past," the commission
said.
Since 19.85, when Weekly
Reader's survey was first conducted, there has been an 8 per,crnage point increase — to the
,.urrent 36 percent — in the proportion of fourth-, fifth- and sixthgraders wtio said they liked
school a lot. An additional 55
percent said they liked it some.
Girls still like school more

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * BenLon * Paducah * Flemins Furniture * Benton

'FREE FURNITURE"
NO DOWN PAYMENT 1
NO PAYMENT FOR

FuLow

NO INTEREST

'PAY LATER!'
'4(

LABOR DAY
SALE

Who says you can't have your cake and eat it
too! Well at Fleming Furniture you can. If you
just built a new home, just remodeled an
existing home or your old home furnishings
just need replacing, hurry in this holiday
weekend and **Pay Nothing for 1 Full Year.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday

9 to 5
9 to 8
9 to 5
10 to 4
Po 1
a0V 14°105°1
Ss-PAY LATER!
INTEREST RATES

GOING op?

AT FLEMING
FURNITURE
INTEREST RATES
ARE GONE!

YOUR IN LUCK THIS WEEKEND!!
Storewide Savings Up To 60% Plus...
Pay Absolutely Nothing Til September 1995
NO PAYMENT for 1 Full Year

NO INTEREST for 1 Full Year

Klan-linked man
is sentenced for
torching church

NO DOWN PAYMENT

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

Thomasville
Gallery'

nemm

Design
Assistance
Avairab
Not all MerchandiRe at all locations
similar
prices for
merchandise. These reference prices are
provided as a guide to the range of selling
prices In the markets across the country
they may change. The reference price Is
not our present or future selling price

'Comparable
4

4(

-111(

Broyhill

armaca5c
Gallery*

o uag * aantuind 'utinold-*14PonpP.

saducah * Flemin; Furni 'tire * Ben -o

'Ir.....

With minimum purchase of $499
and your good credit. 10% deposit
on all special orders. Offer does
not apply to previous purchases.

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
I I

451 8. 16th otreet * Paducah. icy 305 N. Main * Benton
442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224
527-3481 * 1-800-599-6224
OPEN DAILY 9 to * FRIDAY NIglIT UNTIL 8

than boys do — 12 percent to 29
percent — "but encouragement
is to be found in the steady overall rise among all students in
these grade levels in how much
they like school." the survey
said.
Forty-two percent of the students said math was their favorite
subject, up 10 percentage points
since 1989; 44 percent also
thought it was the most important
one for them to learn. Writing, on
the other hand, was their least
favorite subject and the one they
considered least important.
Twelve percent said science
was the most important subject to
study, but nearly 25 percent say it
is their favorite subject.
"Obviously, elementary teachers are making progress in science educaLion, as demonstrated
by the increase in the number of
students who enjoy it," said
Sandra F. Maccarone, Weekly
Reader's editor-in-chief. — But it
looks as if we need to find a better way to communicate its
importance, given the national
priority on science and
technology."
The National Assessment of
Educational Progress reported
Aug. 17 that students had begun
to make progress in math and science education but that their writing and reading -skills were still
lacking.
On other issues, the survey
said:
—Fifty-three percent of the
students said computers should
be taught in schools; 72 percent
viewed physical education as an
important component of
instruction.
—The most common problem
students run into in school is
"not the. use of drugs or of alcohol, not fighting or vandalism,
not even cheating; it is incomplete homework." Drugs, alcohol
and weapons in school were each
cited by 2 percent of the students
responding.
—Nearly all the students said
they planned to go to college.
"Statistically, however, not much
chance exists that more than 60
percent of them will actually do
that," the survey said.
—Nearly half the girls, but
only 13 percent of the boys said
they wanted to become teachers,
..a field predominantly female.
The Weekly Reader„ survey
also queried children in grades
two and three on some of the
same issues. The same subject is
surveyed every four years.
All of the children who
responded read the Weekly Reader in school. The newspaper is
used in about 70 percent of the
nation's school districts and is
read by more than 8 million
children. Since the survey did not
constitute a random sampling, no
statistical margin of error was
estimated.

111111

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
man convicted in the torching of
a church whose pastor had criticized the Ku Klux Klan was sentenced to 152 months in prison
on Tuesday.
U.S. District Judge John Heyburn sentenced Brian Tackett of
Bowling Green, who was found
guilty of taking part in a donspi- racy to burn the Barren River
Baptist Church on Dec. 6, 1991.
He was also convicted of burning
the church and of carrying a firearm while committing a crime of
violence.
Ernest Pierce Sr., a former
Klan leader, was sentenced to 51
months in prison earlier this year
for his role in the arson.

EARN
6.00%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-1)#.14 R RI I) SNNI 111
NATE GI 1R 1\ 114.1) FOR
0\1 1 514.
EARI.1*
R141-.‘1)1..R
CHANCES Al'I'l S.

i•dia

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

VISA

Also Available As 1.11.A.

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
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52,000 a day.
BOSTON (AP) — A new
By helping emergency room
blood test should help resolve
one of the most vexing and doctors keep patients out of
expensive dilemmas in hospital intensive care, the new test could
emergency rooms: sorting out lead to big savings.
"We estimate that you cadd
which . people with chest pain
have actually suffered heart save three or four billion dollars
a yea? using this test." said Dr.
attacks.
The test typically gives an ,Robert Roberts, one of the deveanswer within two .hours, not 12 lopers at Baylor College of'Medito 24 hours as is now required. If cine in Houston.
The Baylor team describe their
it is used the way its inventors
hope, the test could vastly reduce results from using the test on
1,110 emergency room patients in
the cost of treating heart attacks
by allowing doctors to quickly a report in Thursday's issue of
discharge patients with false the New England Journal of
Medicine.
alarms.
"Had this test been used as a
About 5 million people with
chest pain go to emergency screening test, we would have
rooms each year. While some reduced our coronary care unit
heart attacks are clearly evident admission rate by 70 percent,"
from the start, many are not; and
said 'Dr. Peter R. Puleo, the
ambiguous cases are routinely
report's principal author.
admitted to coronary care units
Often doctors can tell by elecuntil doctors know for surp.
trocardiograms whether people
As a result, fewer than 30 perwith chest pain are having heart
cent of those admitted to cardiac
attacks. But when these readings
intensive care actually turn out to
are normal, they frequently have
have had heart attacks. These
units are often the most expento wait until blood enzymes revesive in the hospital. Rates can be
al whether or not a heart attack

First 'faster-than-light'
object found in galaxy
NEW YORK (AP) — A group
of astronomers believe they have
found the first example in our
galaxy of what looks like the
impossible: an object moving faster than light. But don't chuck
those physics textbooks yei
It's just an illusion and the
blob of matter is really poking
along at only about 92 percent of
the speed of light. That's still a
record for the galaxy.
The faster-than-light illusion
had been spotted several times
before outside the Milky Way.
But because it's closer than previous ones, further study might
help scientists confirm their
understanding of the illusion,
researchers said.
The discovery is reported in
Thursday's issue of the journal
Nature by Felix Mirabel of the
Saclay Center for Studies in Gif% sur-Yvette, France, and Luis
Rodriguez of the National Autonomous University in Mexico
City. They did the work at the
National Radio Astronomy
• Observatory in Socorro, N.M.
They observed two blobs of
matter blasting away in opposite
directions from an object that
appears to be a black hole or an
ultradense neutron star. One of
the blobs appeared to be moving

25 percent faster than the speed
of light, which is 186,000 miles
per second.
•
But it's an illusion created by
the blob's very high speed and its
moving closer to Earth while
angling well away from a direct
path to Earth.
The object launching the blobs
is about 40,000 light-years away
in the direction of the constellation Aquila, or Eagle. A lightyear is the distance light travels
in one year, about 5.88 trillion
miles.
The fast blob is the fastestmoving bulk of matter ever
detected in the galaxy, said Galen
Gisler, an astrophysicist at the
Los Alamos National Laboratory
in New Mexico. Individual particles have been known to move
faster, he said.
Gisler said further study of the
object that ejected the blobs
might help scientists understand
much more distant objects that
pour out large amounts of energy,
like quasars.
A slight chance also exists that
scientists might be able to determine the object's distance very
precisely, which would help them
estimate distances to other celestial bodies in the galaxy, he said.

A Methodological Approach
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 6
p9876
• A 84
+ K Q 98
WEST
EAST
4 Q J72
498 5 4
KJ5
W 10 4 3
•QJ 10 3
•9 76 2
J5
+64
SOUTH
4 A 103
A Q2
• K5
4,A 10 7 32
The bidding:
North East
South West
1+
Pass
3+
Pass
646
Opening lead — queen of spades.

Dr Georges Benjamin, an
emergency physician at Holy
Cross Hospital in Silver Spring,
kid., called the new test a useful
tool.
Ideally, doctors would like to
know the monlent patients arrive
in the emergency room whether
tile!. have had a heart attack,.he
said. "Until something better
comes along, v.e can go with this.
I think •it's a step in the right
di rec tion."
Doctors say_ the test could also
guide doctors when deciding
whether to give clot-dissolving
drugs, which can stop a heart
attack by removing blockages in
the heart arteries. Doctors are
often reluctant to use them if they
are less than certain patients have
suffered heart attacks, since the
drugs can trigger strokes.
The Baylor study was financed
by the American Heart Association and the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute.
A commercial version of the
_test, which takes 20 minutes, was
recently introduced by Helena
Laboratories of Beaumont, Texas.
Vice President Joe Golias said 70
hospitals are using it, and the test
costs them about S40.

has occurred.
The heart constantly releases
very low amounts of this enzyme,
called creatine kinase MB. Levels
gradually rise after a heart attack.
But typically it takes a day or so
before they are high enough for
doctors to be sure a heart attack
has occurred.
The enzyme begins to break
down in the bloodstream soon
after its release. Ordinarily,- the
blood contains equal amounts of
the fresh and degraded versions
of the enzyme. Soon after a heart
attack, though, the ratio changes:
The fresh variety outweighs the
degraded type, even though the
total amount of enzyme in the
bloodstream may still be in the
normal range.
By measuring changes in the
ratio of these two kinds of'matine kinase MB, the new test can
reveal with 95 percent certainty
whether someone has had a heart
attack within six hours after the
start of symptoms.
Among those who actually had
heart attacks, definitive results
were available within an avdtage
of an hour and 15 minutes after
they arrived in the emergency
room.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The element of skill now enters
the picture. No declarer worth his
salt is willing to settle for defeat
merely because a card is badly located, Some effort must be made to
overcome the unfavorable lie, if it
exists.
Declarer should start by assuming that West has the king, because
there is no problem if East has it.
Next, he seeks a means to overcome
the presumed bad luck. The remedy
in this hand is an elimination play
which, if trumps break satisfactorily, is certain to nullify the luck
factor.
After winning the queen of
spades with the king,declarer cashes
the K-Q of trumps, both opponents
following suit. A low diamond to the ••.
king isfollowed by another to the ace
and a diamond is trumped. South
then plays the spade ace and trumps
Luck is undeniably an important a spade.
factor in bridge, but in the long run
With diamonds and spades havit is not nearly as important a factor ing been cleared from both hands,
as skill. An "unlucky"lie ofthe cards the nine of hearts is now led from
can often be overcome by skillful dummy and permitted to run to West.
play.
He wins with the jack, but is beyond
Take this case where the success salvation. He must either return a
of the slam appears to depend upon heart to South's A-Q or give declarer
the location of the king of hearts. If a ruff-diicard.
Either return makes the slam.
East has it, the contract is reasonably secure, but if West has it, the The actual location of the heart king ',;•-•
slam is in jeopardy because declarer at this point is of no concern to
could lose two heart tricks.The loca- declarer. The luck factor has been
tion ofthe king of hearts is,ofcourse, eliminated, leaving nothing to
chance.
simply a matter of luck.'
Tomorrow: Bidding Quiz.

hit-

1994 Chevrolet S10 Extend Cab
High output V-6, power package, LS decor. aiuminuM wheels.
5.200 miles

1993 Chevrolet Blazer
Four door Tahoe package,s, burgandy with beige c:oth, full
power. 36,000 miles.

1992 Cadillac Brougham
White with blue cloth, 26,000 miles. New Caailiac trace
1992 Cadillac Sedan DevIlle
Dark blue with blue leather, 52,000 miles 1 owner new
Cadillac trade.

1992 Chevrolet S10 Tahoe
V-6 engine, 5 speed, air, cassette, 22,000 miles. new truck
trade.

1992 Dodge Dakota Sport
V-6 engine, 5 speed, air, cassette, med gray, with grey c!oth,
30,000 miles.

1992 Dodge Stealth ES
37,000 miles. Automatic, sunroof, alloy wheels. brignt b ue
with charcoal leather.

1991 Cadillac Sedan Deville
White with burgandy leather, 35,000 miles. 1 owner new
Cadillac trade.

1991 Cadillac Seville
Fully loaded, 54,000 miles. White with burgandy leather New
car trade.

1991 Pontiac Grand Am
41,000 miles. 1 owner new car trade. Air, cassette, grey with
tiv4
grey cloth.

1991 Olds Calais
48,000 miles. Automatic, AM/FM cassette. 1 owner new car
trade.

1990 Ford Tempo GL
Full power. 1 owner, light blue. 60,000 miles. 1 local owner.

1990 Geo Tracker
Four wheel drive, silver with charcoal cloth, convertible.

1989 Mercury Sable GS
Maroon with grey cloth, fully loaded.

1989 Chevrolet K5 Blazer

BUILDING?
MODELING?
See Us First!

Dark blue with silver two tone. Hunting season is coming.
Short wheel base, V-6 engine, automatic, air, 66,000 miles.

1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme
V-8, 50,000 miles, white with burgandy cloth, brougham
package. 1 owner locally owned.

1987 Chevrolet Camaro
!ROC package, T-tops, new tires, 74,000 miles, red with
charcoal cloth

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

_

We carry a
complete line
of kitchen
appliances to
fit your needs.

allOr

:NTS

• Dishwashers
• Ranges & Stoves
• Cooktops
• Ovens
• Microwaves

CARS
1994 Mustang GT
Automatic, loaded. 1 owner. 3,000 miles.

1993 Grand Am SE
2 door, V-6, automatic, power locks, tilt/cruise, ABS. •

1992 Pontiac Sunbird SE
4 door, automatic, P.S., PR, air, power locks, AM/FM stereo, ABS.

1990 Chrysler Lebaron Coupe
Automatic, power windows, tilt/cruise, AM/FM cassette, trio
computer. 1 owner. Red.

1993 Dodge Dynasty
Automatic, 4 door, P.S., P.B., power locks, tilt/cruise, AM/FM
cassette. 1 owner.

1990 Pontiac Sunbird

Dishwashers
Refrigerators
Washers
7• Dryers
_II

13Frigidaire

We also do
Replacement
Installations
,
.

Convertible, air, AM/FM cassette, power windows & locks
power top, red, automatic.

TRUCKS
1993 Dodge Dakota LE

V-6, automatic, 17,000 miles. P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM cassette 1
owner. X-fer warranty.

1992 Chevy K1500 Extended Cab Z-71

350, V-8, auto., power everything. 1 owner. 39,000 miles.
Black.

1992 Chevy K1500 Silvered° Sport 4x4

N1-4 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

1992 Ford Ranger SWB

4 cyl., 5 speed, sport stripe, chrome wheels, slick truck, black.
39,000 miles.

1991 Ford Ranger XLT

90 DAYS
SAME
AS CASH

c C = = = == = cc

4 cyl., 5 speed, P.S., P.B., air, alloy wheels, 43,000 miles,
AM/FM cassette; blue.

ace

1991 Ford Ranger XLT Club Cab
V-6, automatic, AM/FM cassette, P.S., P.B., air. 50,000 miles
White.

1991 Chevy S-10 Blazer Ta,hoe
4 door, 2 wheel drive, 4.3 V-6, power windows & locks,
tilVcruise. 1 owner. Red.

Frigidaire

1991 Chevy S-10 Tahoe

V-6, 5 speed, P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM Stereo, two-tone paint 1
_
_
owner.

V-6, magnum, automatic overdrive, tilVcruise, AM/FM
cassette, air. 1 owner. New Dakota trade. Red.

•Ask About Our Builders Discount•

1992 Chevy 2500 V-8
' 5 speed, P.S., P.B., air, AM/FM stereo, sky blue. 31,000 miles.
Factory warranty

UPS
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

\31"?

I .1t ..A.
411 Maple Street

703

•

350 V-8, automatic, power everything. 1 owner. 51,000 miles.
White.

1992 Dodge Dakota Club Cab LE

UPS Pick-Up
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plata

PEPPERS

CHEVROLET
2420 E. Wood St., Paris
Geo.
cism°1:4*
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229"

Frigidaire0

No Payments!
No Interest Charge!

our Convenience Now Offers

Ship Weekly & Save Money

•

1988 Ford Ranger

Daily Monday-Friday
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Heart attack diagnosis now quicker

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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Support area farmers
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1212plczy Ash

TOAingE

753-1916

CALL

$5.00 Column Inch
Iro% Discount 2na Rum
sesa Discount 3ect tun.
e•1.1Adt MistIts Mae 6 Day liatcati
$1 76 per column inch were for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
in Memory
Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
040

Reader Ads

250 per word, $5.013 minimum
I it day.54 per word per day for
each additional consecutive 050
day. $1.75 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $200 *Oka for ,---11=2=1111.1
'90
Farm Equipment
blind box ads
..ivestock & %Wiles
370
390
Pouitty & Supplies
r_201.142-822-er-e0Jac'
A S203** wilt be toQuined to molt. 433
Prockice
ony changes to ad ones deacons
550
Feed & Seed

EMPIOYmEN1
Heir) Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

060
070
090
1DO
110

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280
Mobile Homes for Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
333
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
310
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

SERVICES
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230
250
290
530

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485

1,

490
495
533
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used ,Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

MERCHANDISE
120
Computers
For Sole or Trode
130
140
Wont To Buy
150
Aficles For Sole
155
Appliances
160
HOMe Furnishings
165
Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Mocrunes
195
Heavy Equipment
233
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
Muscat
220
240 .............Miscellaneous
T V & Rod°
260
Pets & Supplies
380

MasterCard

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Hornet For

365

Sole
For Sole or Lease

420
430
435
440
450
460

Home Loons
Root Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
... Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

270

•

ADJUSTMENTS

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

Advellsers am requested to
check Ste 11•11 liteedlon 44
Nteb ods toe any error. Murray
Ledger & Ames MI be responsible for only one Incorrect Yoseellon. Any error
should be repented Immediatety so corrections con be
made.

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon -Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
• Doadllowis ass 2 days
In °Ovaries!

•
020

•

020

020
Notice

Notice

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or College, their.
family group hospital 1
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers cOmprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates, For free information call: •

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
•9 tZfIJt,flSCf .11110

060
Notice

ATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES,
. LADES, STUDENTS
and anyone interested in
making extra money from
home in your
spare time Fun,
easy awl exciting Fast
growing, well known
Tenrvkssee company No
experience or investment
required
Call Now 1.0-5004303.

SEPTEMBER
BABIES

V.tSRAC10101.111111111 WIIILC011•0

ALLIANCE

r•I•cToF

tRUtI TRAMG J.TE,
E

•
F,nenc n
4.Et.ace
Ii

1-800-334-1203

Happy
Birthday
from Sherry
Jesse, Drew,
Ricky, Ray, Roy,
John, Eric, Phil,
Shelia & Sarah

BRAZILIAN BOY interMrs. Theresa, Reader & ested in Sports, Music.
Advisor. A true born psy- Other Scandinavian, Eurochic gifted from God pean, South American,
554 7904 call for Asian High School Exchange Students arriving
appointment
August Become a Host
Family/AISE Call Emilie
502) 833-3229 or
1 -800-SIBLING

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local claim scmce'

• By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques'& Gifts

"FALL HARVEST SALE"
Fri., Sat., Sun. Sept. 2-4
STOREWIDE SALE
Primitives, Pewter, Dried Wreaths & Ari tigernents. New Christmas Afthans.
121 So. to Old Salem ltd.
10 a.m.-4 p.m. • Sun. 1 p.m.-4 p.m.

Teeters
Snack Bar B Antique Mall
All New in Hazel

492-6111
Amaricas Second Car

Ugly Duckling

Images
Opening Sept. 12th
Bclr Shopping
Center
Gift Baskets
For Al! Occasions
Bridal er Formal Wear
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
Hot sandwiches, gyros &
nread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1800-649-3804 --

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Ok

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Electronic Repair On
Most Major Brands
Of Car, Home & Pro
Audio Equipment
1400-A Hillwood Drive

SPECIAL

at 7:00

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies to
give you the best possible rates, benefits, and
service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
CANCER INSURANCE

•

4 companies
7 companies,

ACCIDENT INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE

6 companies
3 companies
3 companies pi
5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of the
above insurance. Over 2,000 people already
have their inSurance with us and we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Nurray, KY
753-4199

••••

CABLEVISION has a permanent part-time evening
telemarketing position
available for the SUPER
MOTIVATED GOAL
ORIENTED & HIGH
ACHIEVER. *Base salary
plus commission Incentives & Bonuses. Apply in
person at: Cablevlsion 90
N. Main St, Benton,m KY
42025. EOE.

HOUSEKEEPER. Must
have own transportation.
Excellent pay. Call with references. 753-2667.
DRIVERS-OTR Drive for
the best! Get home.
guaranteed 6-10 days.
Earn top pay and have time
to spend it! No Northeast
freight! No-touch freight!
Min. 23, lyr OTR, CDL &
HazMat
req.
1-800-848-0405.
DRIVERS/Owner
Operators-Poole Truck
Line has immediate openings for drivers and 0/0.
Drivers starting pay up to
$0.28/mile with great benefits. TEAMS- A&E runs
available. Company sponsored training for those with
no experience. 0/0 exc.
package van or flat. Must
be 23. For more information, call 1-800-553-9443,
Dept BA-41.

ENGINEERS & GADD operators needed for Civil Engineering Firm. AutoCAD
experience a plus. Excellent pay & benefits. Send
resume to: Simmons Engineering, Inc., PO Box 69,
West Paducah, KY 42086.

FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators. No cash investment. Part time hours
with full time pay_ Two catalogs, over 700 items Call
1-800-488-4875.

BOOM BOOM
Fireworks

Jackson Auto Parts
will

be open from Friday thru
Wednesday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Hwy.641 South • Hazel,TN
PUBLIC NOTICE/OCCUPATIONAL 'THERAPY
The Purchase District Health Department is
seeking proposals for occupational therapy services for its Home Health Agency, to serve
patients in Calloway. Graves, Fulton, Marshall,
Hickman and Carlisle Counties. All services are
to be provided,in the client's home.
Proposals are sought from individuals and companies interested in providing part-time contractual services.

FisherPrice

BRENDA'S
BEAUTY SALON

Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5

DRIVER/OTR..Singles-$0.
37/m.i., Teams-$0.20 each/
mi. Late model cony, equip,
great benefits! Driving
school students welcome.
Great Coastal Express
800-444-4929 ext. 6604.
DRIVERS: Flatbed 48
State OTR. Assigned new
conventionals, competitive
pay, benefits. $1000 SignOn Bonus, Rider Program,
Flexible Time Off. Call
Roadrunner Trucking
1-800-876-7784.

EXPERIENCED irrigation/
landscape personnel. References required. Apply in
person Hoffman's Nursery.
DRIVERS- must be 18yrs
of age & have proof of
insurance. Apply in person:
Dominos Pizza, Murray. No
phone calls please.

/44111
2ast
CfSst3"--

Fisher'Price

Ho! Ho! Ho! Merry Christmas!! Christmas in summer-)
For employees of Fisher-Price it is. They are busy
toymakers preparing for the holiday season.
Fisher-Price, leader in infant and playschool toys
has openings on all shifts for seasonal production
operators. For those busy people who want parttime work we have work available 9 am -1 p.m.
and 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
If you would like some extra cash for Christmas
sleigh ride down to:

DRIVERS WANTEDNational flatbed carrier is
looking for experienced
drivers to fill our late model
conventionals. Excellent
pay and benefit package.
401 K plan. Rider program.
If your ready to make a
change call us today.
800-646-3438.

Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

NAIM/ff
,4oseuc4.4 patz•e-Tx.

DRIVERS-You're NEVER
FAR FROM HOME! OTR/
shorthaul opportunities,
home weekly (shorthaul),
assigned late model equip- ment, $750 experienced
sign-on bonus. BURLINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS:
1-800-JOIN-BMC. EOE.

DRIVERS- Learn to Dnve
with the best! If you're looking for a career as a professional truck driver, but have
no experience, training is
available. J.B. Hunt offers
its drivers an, average of ECK MILLER EXPAND$2,000 monthly plus excel- ING! Need flatbed comlent benefits. Inexper- pany drivers. All miles paid.
ienced drivers call: (New Scale) Life/Health,
1-800-845-2197. Exper- Rider/Bonus Program. 23
ienced drivers call years & 1 year experience
1-800-368-8538. EOE/ 800-395-3510. OWNER
OPERATORS ALSO WELsubject to drug screen.
COMED! Please inquire
about NEW opportunities.

FULL-time secretary/
receptionist. Computer
skills essential, accounting
knowledge helpful. Bring
resume to MiaoAge Computer Center, 314 Main St.

41.ti tiot tat ?toII

DRIVERS: Start $.24-$.28.
%AA to $.33. Home often! Assigned conventionals. Free medical-dental.
$1000 tarp bonus. $500
saftey bonus. Paid vacation. Retirement. $300 wkly
during Flatbed training.
Hornady Truck Line
1-800-648-9664.

EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home.
Start now, no experience.
Free supplies,free information. No obligation. Send
S.A.S.E. to: VISTA- Dept
79, PO Box 60650, -San
Angelo, TX 76906.

FULL-lime new& used car
clean-up person. Apply in
person at Purdom Motors,
see Roger

41161

We have outstanding management opportunities available. We are seeking
highly motivated enthusiastic individuals
W/ 1-5 yrs. restaurant or other supervisory
experience. We will give you the opportunity to grow rapidly with our co. & train
you to manage a million dollar business.
We offer:
•
$15,000+ trainee salary+ bonus plan.
$20,000+ w/experience+ bonus plan.
Advancement opportunities
Group insurance/paid vacation
If you are looking for an established co.
with growth potential & you're ready for a
new challenge, call our personnel office
for an appointment 501-735-6113 or send
your resume w/salary history to: 4 Paton
Place Marion, AR 72364

Got you down?

JOIN OUR TEAM!!

Donation For Play
In The Pork
•

West to Jornry Robertson Road. South to So
Ha* Road ilht on so Haie Road 1 ,4 rn,e

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 - In bonus
paid monthly, quarterly &
yearly PLUS TOP MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS.
Other paid benefitsVacation-Health and LifeDead head-Motel/layover.
Loading & Unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT
1-800-441-4394. Solos and
students welcome.

Also Stefano Dimera
style

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94

Help
Wanted

Bring coupon to
Lynn Elkins

HOWSE

Doors oper at 6001

Help
Wanted

For more information, contact Jeanetta Berry,
Home Health Nursing Administrator (502)4449625. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Peggy McCay hair
cut & set

06'11

Help
Wanted

(502)753-2031
STOLEN from Puryear
turday C8f20(94), Appaloosa Stud horse. Black
with dusting of white, white
on rear, approximately 15
Hands Man with bandana
seen riding him North on
641. 901-782-3495.

0611

060
Help
Wanted

CRAFTERS wanted for
AUTO mechanic needed. large craft mall downtown
Experience & own tools a Paducah. For more inforplus. Please apply in per- mation phone Cheryl at
ATTENTION Musicians! son, 200 N 4th in Murray or 502-554-5986
or
Sales positions available. call 753-6577.
502-575-0259.
No retail experience necessary. Call 753-3682 Mon- AVON! Earn money with DATA entry operator, fullFri. 10am-5pm to schedule avon. 1-800-847-5338 for time. Send resume to: PO
your starter kit.
interview.
Box 804, Murray, KY
CASHIER afternoons & 42071.
AVON Representatives urweekends. Apply at Hazel DO you net:id a GED? Do
gently needed. Extra bonus
C-Mart, Hazel, KY.
you need hope for the fuwhen
calling
1-800-SELL-AVON. Have COOK, dishwasher, bus- ture and help to get a solid
fun making Christmas boy, cashier needed. Day & career? We have 22 JOB
money- Cash up to 50%. night shifts. Experience openings for people 16 thru
Work your own hours. Free necessary. Apply in per. 21 that are not full time-high
training 1-800-735-5286.
: Ann's Country school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
Kitchen.
BABYSITTER wanted to
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
keep my children in my COSMETOLOGIST & This project is funded by
home in the Almo area. manicurist. Booth rental or the Job Training PartnerPlease call 753-2417 after commission. 753-3688, ship Act through the Ken4pm if interested.
489-2740 after 5pm.
tucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.

753-4582 Every Tuesday Night

Ofin

Help
Wanted

Class C fireworks & novelties

Audio
Services

Locations Coast to Coast

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

065

Help
Wanted

$100 REWARD
For information
leading to persons involved in
the theft and
burning of two
childrens
new
bicycles this past
weekend.
759-171.8 or
759-1066

Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department.
Start rate of pay is $5.44 per hour with an increase to
$5.77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days. Please
apply only if you are interested in working for a
progressive company whose "work is child's play."
Apply to:

Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
EC0.184 EfrIP/Ornent

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 10, 1994.

Caporiumy Envoys,

COUPON

a

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed).

-40 w.mkroroww tor
paters..e.

025

Name of Child

es.

Personals
SINGLE white Christian
male would like to moo
attractive white Christian
female Prefer widowed or
single. never divorced, between 30-50yrs old Please
send photo PO Box 154,
Paducah. KY 42002-0154
060
Help
Wanted
ATTENTION Murray
**POSTAL JOBS*** Start
$11 41/hr +benefits. For
agplication & info, call
17(216)-;324 - 5508
7am-lOpm, 7 days. -

Ticknor ArtisGlass Studio
Now Accepting Orders for

Name of Grandparents

Christmas Gifts!
Enclosed is $7.00 tat picture -116.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-address envelope for return of picture.

• Stained Glass Boxes for Men
• One of a Kind Glass Kaleidoscopes
• Window Panels & Lamps
• Women's Art Glass Jewelry Boxes
• Gift Certificates

Color Your Christmas Exceptionally
Beautiful with a 10indow of Art Grass

Hayloy *Wells lksisin
Grandparents
Craig & Karen Covert
Joyce King
Dart King -

- All Items Custom Made For You

753-0013

Bring in by September?
(12 noon,' to be published
September 10th.

Smid photo gaguiLaLguaAparenta name of rhilrl
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelops for
return of original photo and payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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HELP WANTED Full time
homemaker to work 30 40
hours per week providing
personal care services and
light housekeeping in the
homes of the elderly in
Calloway County Must
have own transportation
and possess a valid Ken
tucky drivers license Will
be required to have a physi
cal and TB skin test at own
expense For tea type of
employment State law re
quires a criminal record
check as a condition for
employment Starting sal
ary $5 55 per hour and
mileage reimbursement
Excellent fringe benefits
Send letter of application
to Barbara Koonce West
Kentucky Allied Services
Inc PO Box 736 Mayfield
Kentucky 42066 Applica
tion will be received
through September 9
1994 EOE

PART time neap wanted for
retail shoe store in Murray
Mail resume to PO Box
/040 1.4 Murray
PART time phoning(
telemarketer flexible
hours Call 753 4140
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light indust
ral workers in the Murray &
Paris TN areas Apply at
the Village Office Center
next door to Cams Jeep
Eagle on 641 N 9am 5pm
or call 753-0017
RECEPTIONIST part-time,
general office skills Send
resume to PO Box 804
Murray KY 42071
REFINISHING workers
needed Ginger s Antiques
Hazel KY

SEGRETARIAL Clerical
Part time position with flexible schedule Typing payIMMEDIATE opening for an roll & general office experiexperienced carpenter, enc required Send per8yrs or more Concrete ex- sorf51 qualifications &
perience helpful 753-0834 references to PO Box 1040
759 9835
0 Murray, KY 42071

WI

'S AND
11ngs for
leash inse hours
'wo c.ataarts Call

Ns.
Wooded

LANDSCAPE/Lawn Service laborers needed Full TOBACCO cutting help
or part-time Call for ap- wanted Starting Saturday.
pointment Forever Green, September 3rd
Call
753-6636 753-3705 after
753-3362
6pm
LICENSED LIFE &
HEALTH
AGENT WAITERS & waitresses
NEEDED Quality products. needed for day shift Apply
high commissions with ad- in person 2pm 5pm at Seavance before issue lead food Express Olympic
system, & benefits (Must Plaza
qualify fpr advances & benWANT 8 ball players for
efits)
Call
league play EiCA spon1 800 252 2581
sored Breaktime Billiards
NEW restaurant opening' 759-9303
Now taking applications for
kitchen help and servers WANTED barmaids waitApply in person at Christo- resses & dancers $500
pher's. formerly Delamar s, plus weekly Doll House
TN
Paris
721 S 12th between the Cafe
901-642.4297, 7pm 2am
hours of 3-8pm
WANTED Personal aide
NOW hiring Day shift only
Room board plus $200wk
Carhops & day cooks Must
388 2641
be highly motivated Apply 502
in person 1 30pm-5pm,
070
Sonic Drive Inn
Domestic
PAPA John's Pizza, now
& Childcare
hiring drivers Flexible
hours Minimum wage plus CLEANING. houses is my
tips & commission Apply in business Reliable and ex,
Penencedi references Call
person at Dixieland Center
Linda 759-9553
PART-time cake decorator
house cleaning top to
DO
at Baskin Robbins Experienced preferred Apply in bottom Call 474-2131
person North 12th, Murray. evenings please

-

used car
Apply in
Motors,

:retary:
3mputer

counting
if Bring
ge Corn
Main St

e'ner?
busy

)1 toys
Jction
partpm

istmos

'4WeVaVaoret-eaii

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistenCy ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for S160 g_month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details._

HOME & *nice chewing
Dependable experienced
References eyelet*, Cl
Sheri at 753 3638 Rage
,arty scheduled or one time
visits Flexible hours
MOTHER of two will
babysit in my home
753-1794
WILL clean houses Exper
enced reasonable rates
527 2236 or 527-5738
WILL do babysitting in my
home Experience references 759-4490
WILL sa with elderly or sick
Galr 753 4590 for
information

ALTERATIONS repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753 6981

Business
Opportunity
BE YOUR OWN BOSSPossible $2,500 parttime$8 000 fulltime monthly
Processing insurance
claims for Healthcare Providers Investment re
wired Software purchase
required plus computer Financing available
1 800-722 SAMS
DECORATING DEN Fastest growing interior decorating franchise is offering local franchise ownership opportunities Proven
business plan with training,
support & advertising Call
1-606-928-4033
EARN EXCELLENT PROFITS LOG HOME WHOLESALERS Join proven 18
year Log Manufacturer 16
Kiln dried log styles Exclusive territory Call Mr Buck
1-800-321-5647 Old Timer
Log Homes
INCOME Tax Franchise
Opportunity- We offer a
proven operating system,
proprietary software, a nationwide advertising and
public relations support
program Call Jackson
Hewitt 1 -800-277-FAST

plan
an

d co.
for a
Ace
send
'aton

are

•

J.

BOGARD trucking and excavating,inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759-1828
CONCERT ticket Eagles
Lawn seat Sept 27th $90
759-9906
EXCELLENT condition
Nintendo set Includes controllers, gun & running mat,
plus 4 extra games $1513
firm' Call 753-0896 after
9am & before 9pm
FIREPLACE insert Ashley
model AHIl B like new
condition used only 2'h
winters $600 ('/: of todays
priced new) 436-5684
HAND crafted solid oak
New England style wall
clock. has Westminster or
Whittington melodies The
chimes sound every 15 minutes with full melody on
the. hour Come see this &
more at Debbie's This-N That Shop. Hwy 94 East, 3
miles out on the right
Hours Wed, Thur. Fri, Sat
10am-5 30pm
Sun
lpm-4pm
HISTORY & media buffs'
Available now The Press
of Kentucky 1787-1994," a
200 page history book about the newspapers &
newspaper industry of Kentucky $1595 plus $4 shipping and handling Write
Kentucky Press Association, 101 Consumer Lane,
Frankfort, KY 40601 or
phone (502) 223-8821
HONDA PRESSURE
CLEANERS 2200 PSI
$629, 3000 PSI $899 Contractor series Lifetime
frame In stock We wont
be undersold COD/Credit
card Factory Direct Catalog 1-800-333-WASH(927
4) 24hrs

LOG HOMES Design services FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES,3855 Clay County
Highway, Dept CK, Moss,
Tennessee 38575 (800)
231-3695

NEW CD-ROM drive.
ONLY $99. FREE Installation. Call HAWKINS RESEARCH anytime,
502-753-7001.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901 644-0679

1502) 49241798
Hazel, KY

pnnted material

25IN cob( tv good condition,6100 753-7926

EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
HARD DRIVE FOR A LARGER & FASTER ONE.
CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR DETAILS
ANYTIME, 502-753-7001.

Action-Realty & Farris Auction
Max R. Dodd - Broker
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
P.O. Boa 149

CHILDS outside playhouse 753 7951

KING wood heater, good
condition, $75. 492-8769

On Lake Front Lots
Saturday, Sept. 10, 1994 — 10 a.m.
Location: Keniana Subdivision on the beautiful Kentucky Lake. From Murray,
KY proceed south on KY
Hwy. 1.21 to the N.e,w Concord
community, turn ler On to'
Hwy. 444. Follow 444 to
Blood River Baptist Church.
Turn right at the church,
watch for auction signs at the
first paved road to the left.
Follow Lake Shore Drive to
Lot #21. Auction conducted .
from lake front lots.
Open House — Sunday, Sept. 4, 2-6 p.m.
This beautiful tri-level home has been placed under contract
for sale by its builder and original owners, Bob and Agnes
Morris. After several years of being involved with the planning
and development of Keniana subdivision. the Morris' are
retiring to smaller quarters in town, creating this wonderful
opportunity for a smart buyer. In addition to this 105' of lake
front property some 22 lake area lots will be offered for sale at
auction. These lots are vacant and range in distance from the
lake from 300' to 1/4 of a mile. All of these lots are the last
remaining holdings of the Keniana plat.
This home features a treated wood deck on two sides facing the
lake, three patio areas, central vacuum, community water,
central heat & air, fireplaces,2car garage & a 12' x 24'finished
workshop. It also feattares.a community boat ramp & picnic
area.
Real Estate will be offered at 12:00 sharp on sale day with the
terms of 1.5% down day of sale with balance due at closing.
Personal Property: Office equipment including: desk.
chairs, filing cabinets, metal shelves, round table w/4 chairs.
bedroom suite, linens. Appliances:Kenmore washer & dryer,
vacuum cleaners, water cooler, sewing machine, Hotpoint
,side-by-side refrigerator. Farm:extra sharp Ford tractor 1700
4WD diced w/only 560 hrs., Rhino 1006'blade,Ford series 917
FLAIL mower. Collectibles: rocking horse, brass train bell,
Maytag ringer washer machine,cross cut saws,several 100' of
rope, scout masters' kit, oak office desk, brass lamp, stained
glass, glassware, sewing supplies, egg basket. Tools: radial
arm saw, circle saws, chainnaws, shop vac, hand tools,
wrenches, tool sets, Echo weed eater, braces & bits. AUTOMOBILE: Ford full size van, 8 cyl., runs the best. Personal
Property Terms: Cash day of sale.

Not responsible for accidents

DAYBED with white frame
good condition 489 2334

Computers

Real Estate & Personal Property

A

CASH paid for good used
rifts shotguns Orld pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

COLOR PRINTER, $175
502-753-7001.

Want
To Buy
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3 Bedroom Brick, fenced backyard, storage building, wall to wall carpet. 121 So,2
miles from Murray in Meadow Green
Acres.
753-9847 or 753-7761

Nemo
Furnishings

KING size waterbed
3'4 yrs old, waveless
436-5430

120

PC REPAIR- UPGRADESTRAINING AT YOUR LO_CATION. HAWKINS RE`EA RCN, 753-7001.

t op:king
Juals
isory
Dportrain
less.

Woo
Ts Buy

Announcements day of aale take precedence over all

MUMS FOR SALE Beautiful colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right, 1st house
on right 7-10am, 4-8pm
Mon thru Fri, all day Sat
435-400
MURRAY High School Annuals, Years 1915, 1929
1930, 1955, 1958 &
1964-81 Phone 753-3633,
ask for Larry
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
OAK & glass table, 4 chairs
Stove with top oven, portacrib, old built-in ironing
board, sail boat, 10 speed
with baby seat, luggage
rack, florescent lights
759-4663
OFFICE desk w/chair,
$100 753-6139
SAW dust for sale Will
deliver- $2 a running foot &
$2 a mile 502-472-1066
STRAW for sale,
$1 50/bale Call 489-2436 if
no answer, leave message
on machine
STORAGE Buildings 8X8,
$649 8X12, $799 10X12,
$999 Built on your lot,
wood or concrete floors
Call 901-885-7544
SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial-Home Units
From $199 Lamps
Lotions-Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1-800 462-9197
TOPPER for herb pick-up,
nice, $100 Call 753-6171
WHEELCHAIR, very good
condition Inflatable canoe
Air mattress Gas Coleman
lantern Durst 35mm black
& white enlarger, misc
darkroom supplies Everything reasonably priced
753-3505
YAZOO riding mowers
YR 48 s and YR 60's Call
Small Engines Sales & SerKY
vice, Danville
606-236-3447
160

Home
Furnishings
BEDROOM furniture, double bed w/springs & mattress, 4 drawer chest 6
captain chairs Antique
sunflower quilt Call
753-3442 after 5pm

011111111111M•ceis

WEDDINGS
OLD—
FASHIONED Candieught
ceremonies Smoky Moun
DINETTE sets chests
dressers bedroom suites 1 tam Chapel overlooking
river near Gatlinburg
also hand strip & rehnish
ale furniture Georg• HORSE DRAWN CARRIAGE Cabe-is Jacuzzis
Hodge 806 Coldwater Rd
Complete arrangements
FULL S420 box springs & No testswaiting Charge
mattress 753 1392
cards accepted HEART
LAND 1 800-448 VOWS
LIVING room group green
(I1697i
couch 2 floral chairs 2 end
tables & lamps 6 cociall
270
table $4150 Call 753-6974
Mobile
after 3prn
Hornes For $41441
MATCHING sofa loveseat
14X70 SPIR 1985, 2br, 2
& chair On white with blue
baths front & back porch,
mauve & green Call
stove refrigerator excel753-6550
lent condition 492-8761
210
Firewood

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
PRE-season firewood for
sale $25/rick 1st 10 customers 492-8254
220
klusical
ALTO saxaphone excelent condition
Call
753-4908 after 5 30pm
CLARINET for sale Excellent condition $320
759-9906
JUPITER trumpet, brass
plated with case & 2 mutes
753-9914 atter Erprn
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
240
filscellansous

1979 MOBILE home 2be 2
bath underpinning electri
cal service pole LP gas
heat water & stove all tires
for moving $5,900 or any
reasonable otter
435-4559
1988 14X70 2br. 2 bath
one wrjacuzzi, cathedral
ceilings custom kitchen ca
binets 753-8983 before
2pm 437 4748 after 5pm
2BR. 1 bath, central h/a,
$11,500 Must be moved'
498-8624
CLOSE-out sale on all
1994 models Buy now and
$AVE BIG BUCKS Quality
built, energy efficient
homes Dinkins Mobile
Homes. Inc. Hwy 79 East
Paris, TN 1 800642 4891
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles/
doubles Financing available Clean late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corporation/Kentucky,
606 - 223- 1 0 1 0 ,
1-800-221-8204

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH WEDDING Smoky Mountains Gatlin- MOBILE HOME LOANS
bug Chapels (Since 1980) Attn Sellers/Buyers/
No tests-No Waiting, Owners 1964/newer- 12'
Photograpy, Music, Flow- larger Green Tree Finaners, Suites We match any cial Refinancing Equity
price less 10% Christian loans Land/Home Realtor
calls
welcome
cermony Rev Dr Ed Taylor
1-800-221-8204 after 5pm
1-800-346-2779
1-800-895-1900
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL TRAILER & lot for sale
WEDDING in the Smoky Trailer is 16X80 & 1 acre
Mountains Gatlinburg's lot Call 753-1038 or
Little Log Chapel Charm- 753-0745
ing, rustic Borders National Park A dream wed280
ding to fit your budget
Mobile
1-800-554-1451
Homes For Rent
CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP Over 700 Re- 2BR, 2 bath, water & apsorts, $1-$2 night141. pliances furnished ColeMEMBERSHIPS—Valued man Realty, 753-9898
at $5000 Must sell, sacrifice
at $395. 1-800-207-2267.

2BR on large private lot, 7
miles East of Murray Call
Linzy Beane, 436-2582

CANDELIGHT WeddingsBe married by ordained mi- SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
nisters in a candelight electric or gas Walking dischapel ceremony or in a tance to college 753-5209
riverside gazebo No blood
test-waiting period' From SMALL trailer in county,
partially furnished Call
$891 1-800-729-4365
436-2332 before 2 30pm
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
(Gatiinburg's Original Wedding Chapel) Free parking
Mobile Thoughtful service is reHome Lots For Rent
ndered through music,
flowers, photographs, vid- MOBILE Home Village, waeos and receptions. er furnished, $80/mo. Col1 - 6 1 5 - 4 3 6 - 7 9 0 3 , eman RE, 753-9898
1-800-922-4573.
MOBILE home lots for rent
GATLINBURG Summit Newer model homes only
Breathtaking mountain-top $85/mo 5 miles South of
views, fireplace, balcony, Murray Call 492-8488
kitchen, clubhouse pooljacuzzis Call Regarding
300
Specials' Individual units
Business
rented by Scbweigert EnRentals
terprises Free Brouchure
DOWNTOWN
office space
1-800-242-4853, (205)
available across from
988-5139
courthouse $95/mo includROMANTIC CANDELITE ing all utilities 753-1266
WEDDINGS
Smoky
Mountains, Ordained Mi- RETAIL or Office Space in
nisters, Elegant Chapel, S Side Shopping Center
Photographs, Florets, Li- 753-4509 or 753-6612
mos, Videos, Bridal Suites SHOP on 280 $225/mo
with Jacuzzis, No Waiting
Deposit 753-8848 before
No Blood Tests Gatlin - 9pm
burg,
Tennessee
SMALL business bldg high
1-800-933-7464
visibility location at 4th &
SEACHASE Free Funday 1 Sycamore Perfect or office
Four nights for the price of or small business.
three Luxury beachfront 753-8809
condominiums Offer good
September 6.through De
camber 31, 1994 Reservations 1-800-523-2409 OrApartments
ange Beach, Alabama
For Rent
SMOKY MTN MEMO- 1
2.3BD apts Furnished
RIES. Beautiful chapel in
very nice near MSU No
Gatlinburg-Weddings
pets
753 - 1 25 2
simple to elegant days,753-0606 after 5pm
Photographs, Flowers, Videos, Lodging, Limo - 1 & 28R furnished apts
Ordained Minister-No available now Downtown,
no pets, deposit required
blood tests, No waiting
Starting at $195/mo
1-800/242-7115
753-4937 8am-5pm. m-f

Classifieds
Office Open
8 am.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-12 Noon
Saturday

1BR furnished apartment
Partial utilities paid, 16044
Miller Deposit & references required 753-0932
or 753-5898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts:
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek lust off the Blood River
Embayment The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home. Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wingo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m.

.

Per Mot

For Neat
1 ROOMS tor rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen Wing MOT
6 bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR 16 bath townhouse
central ha nice neighbor
hood appliances turn
ished $425mo Coleman
Realty 753-9898
2BR 1 bate 1402 B Mi
cheat) Great neighborhood. Low utilities Stove
refrigerator. dishwasher
microwave wal hook up
$450/mo, includes mowing
Lease deposit, no pets
753-8734
28R duplex
759-4406

n
—1

$340 mo

eBR duplex oentral ha
iv d hook up Available
now' 753 4640
2BR near urwversity Stove
refrigerator dishwasher
w d hook up No pets De
posit required 753 0661
2BR very nice cenual h a
appliances & lawn mainte
nance furnished Coleman
Realty 753 9898
3BR 2 bath great location
$425/no 753 4342 leave
message or 435 4214

KENTUCKY Lake _
Land Westly
apartment
i. i Lt.
chided rent basuo
come 555 bider nano. L.a,
disabled Equal Haus, g
Opportunity
502 354 8888
LARGE 2br apartraar
Sally furnished 1604 Mile,
Lease & deposit required
plus references 753 093'
or 753 5898

3BR apartment partially
furnished
$450 mo
753 4301

LARGE 2br
:
university Cenva • a
hook up water
•
No pets
753 3949

NEW 2br duplex with garage. quiet neighborhood
Available end of Septem
ber Call 753-1323

NOW renting 1
rnents, 1608 Co.-.
Rd
$210-fro
753-6716 after 7pm

Labor Day Auction
Farm Equipment and Horse Drawn Tools • Furniture
Monday, Sept. 5th, 1994 at 10 a.m.
mr.Ovie"Pete"Henson has quit farming and will sell his
equipment.
Super nice'51 or'53 3/4 ton flat bed with sides 50,000 actual miles.
r
pole- nice 35 Massey Ferguson tractor - 6 rotary cutter -J.D. manure sprt-adur
cycle mower - 3 point grader blade. 3 point 8' disc - 2 bottom plows - tractor
seeder - tractor spray rig • 21rubber tired wagons - Team Tools: 2 row J.D.corn
drill .turning plow - disc - wheat drill -team drag.section hire. pond scoop • 2
turning plows - team harrow • bull tongue - hay rake ;one row planter cultivator - lot of single trees - raster - 7 horse collars - saddle - brass knob
harnes. This equipment has been in shed and in good condition.(2) 10' gates.
50 or more metal fence post - barbed wire - new 48" woven wire - new barbed
wire - fence stretchers - approx. 1000 tobacco sticks - 10 pieces 8' long
fiberglass siding 'enough wood tobacco scaffolds to house 2 acres - 150oak 2 x
4" milk cabs post hole diggers - log chains - orchard spray - step ladder aluminum ext. ladder .saw horses - rotary tiller -8 h.p. riding mower - push
plow .5 gal. milk can -(3) wash kettles - cross cut saw- wheel barrow - logging
tongs - corn scoop - utility cart - nail keg - house jack - T-model tools - wood
block & tackle - well pulley - pig crate - push mowers - gas cans - shovels &
rakes - hoes - pitch fork - corn knives - axes - brass blade fan - old rocker primitive table - egg basket - wash board - old wardrobe buffet - library table Goodrich sewing machine.wood boxes - stone jugs .old mantel -old froe & can
hook -tea kettles - 24- elect. fan - well bucket & pulley and much more. Folks
this is a partial listing. A _collection of 2 or 3 generations. Auction held rain or
shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information
and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Sept. 3rd 1994 • 10 a.m at the late Mr.& Mrs. Elmo
Boggess home. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 Ea,
:t
approx.9 miles to Hwy.1551. Follow 1551 approx. 1 mi.to auction. Watch for auction signs.

Will offer this nice 3 bedroom house, I bath, living roor
kitchen, utility room,storm doors & windows,outside storage, • bay shop on approx. I acre of land.
Color t.v. - couch & chair - stereo - coffee & end tables 'table lamps odd chairs - magazine rack - radio - recliner - odd bed & dres'ser tables - 4 piece bedroom suite - corner what not - corner cabins t electric sewing machine - old lamp table - knee hole desk - n ce
breakfast set - electric cook stove - frost free ref. - small kitchen
appliances -other odd bed & vanity - chrome breakfast set - odd chest office desk - bookcase - old ice box - metal cabinet - apartment size gas
cook stove - washer & dryer - pressure canner - some old glass & china
- fox horn .luggage - fold up walker - yard chairs - hand & yard tools bench grinder - battery charger cut off saw - shop air compressor metal cabinet - air side grinder. drill motors.shop vise - shop creeper
- air grease gun - tool box - wheel barrow - manual tire changer wrenches & tools - fans 'elect. fencer - Sun tune up machine - 60.000,
lb. press - acceline set with tanks - old school bts camper.3 old care '50 model Buick - '53 Ford pickup - steel barrels - 3-point blade - step
ladder -log chains - many otheritems not listed. Auction held rain or
shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
Real Estate Terms: 10% down selling price day of auction. Balance in
30 days and passing of deed.

Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Broker 753-5086

Dan Miller Associate
435-4144

PUBLIC AUCTION
Fri., Sept. 2nd, 1994 at 12 Noon
From Murray, Ky. take 11,5y. 121 So. approx. 5 miles to State
Line Road, turn south follow approx. I mile to auction. Mrs.
Pauline Grubbs has sold her house and will sell antiques,
collector items and good used furniture.
Nice old glass door pie safe made in Chatanooga, Tenn..small gla..s
door pie safe - small tin door pie safe with drawer at bottom - 2 drawer
oak chest - 2 old 1-looser kitchen cabinets - oak dresser base - wood
breakfast set with four chairs - (2) old trunks - old lamp tables bookcase - corner cabinet - knee hole desk - straight chairs - wo,(i
stove barrel -nail keg - other old dresser - dove tail box -daisy churi,
old wash board - old rocker - old chifferobe - odd vanity - nice wood
dining table & chairs - nice china cabinet -(2)3piece bedroom suite
table lamps - couch & chair- kerosene lamp - large upright freezer.
washer & dryer -electric cook stove - electric sewing machine - old
wringer washer - chest freezer - fans & heaters - nice Warm Morhing
gas heating stove - vacuum cleaner - wash kettle & racW --dinner
kettle - old red & black line porcelain pieces & coffee pot - water bath
canner - apple butter bucket - bridal basket - carnival glass - butter
mold -old radio - razor strap - blue fruit jars - some old glass & chino
small kitchen appliances- pots & pans - porch swing. shoe last house - milk cans - pressure canner - bedspreads - golfclubs - fire ext. iron bed - shaker set- metal handle hand saw - chain saw • metal shelf
- shop vise - bench leg vise - push mower - Sears riding mower wrenches & tools - wheel chair - walker and much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. For more information and your auction needs phone 4354144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall Auctioneers
"My Service Docsn't Cost, It Pays"
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AAUR CAL Apartments now
accepting apprications tor
1 2 and 30r apartments
:,none 759 4984 Equal
--_,Jsing Opportunity
V. :1, AY Manor Apart
, accepung applo
3*
c for 1 2br apart
Apply in person
Mon Fri
rn 4pm
• Ouligiud Dr
2br duplex apartgas heat w d hook, ,i„phances f ur nished.
; 'S available July 15th.
$4-5 riio lyr lease depoit. required Cat 753 4873
,
Allen
a:ter,_. 6 30pm
r- rL en's&
,
5.E-W 2br duplex w carport
r2a.rihridge Estates
5.a. 7951 after 5pm

REDUCING breeding
stock, Cockatiels Para-,
keets & Finches Call
759 4119 alter 5pm
REGISTERED blonde
Cocker Spaniel limo old
shots spayed 753 0932
days 753 5898 after 5pm
TOP QUALITY AKC RE
GISTERED DALAAATION
PUPPIES $125 ea
TN
McKenzie
901 352 2416

...INHOUSE apartment,
' bath huge kitchen
- -icter bedroom Call
or 753-4573.
r 1st'
2br 1 bath du. :-.;_.phances furnished,
-••a; ha $425,mo 1
• ieposit. 1yr lease.
•
753 2905

417
Houses
For Rent
.se near downtown
753-4109
•garage on 121 S
:14
' oath house on cor,t at 1625 Catalina,
ri a fenced back yard
mb Call 759 1594 at" om
house off 280 No
$295 mo. wid inDeposit No pets
3513 or 753-8848 be-

GARAGE SALE
1610 Sycamore St.
Murray
Sept. 2 & 3
7 a.m. • 2 p.m.
ladies
Colored t v
clothes shoes. ladies
Adolia wig, lamps,furniture. 14 kt gold Jewelry,
silver jewelry f3eautiControl make-up

Produce
NE,

FALL apples McKenzie s
Orchard Call ahead to con
firm order & pick up time
753-4725 or 753-9468

Sal*

'f.1/AATE neded. townnear MSU. clean,
no 753 2429

YARD SALE
Highway 299 In
Kirksey, Across
from Feed Mill.
Fri. & Sat.
8-?
Fishing equipment,
bunk bed frames, kids
kitchen center, kia5
air hockey table, kids
and adults clothes,
shoes, and misc.

Ann

FUTRELL Farms has a
NOW taking applications good late crop of green
t;ection 8 low rent hous beans Bushel & a bushel
-T"Apply in person at orders only Call 753-8848
,...thsocle Manor, 906 for placing orders ask for
St Extended. be- Jon
8am 12noon No
•
All A
o ,e calls please Equal
Public
i-Oppcirtunity
'-'fAATE & helper for
& marine work on
- 5min from campus
travel, young &
.tic $100 /rho
-762

GIANT 5 PARTY
YARD SALE
Hwy. 641 N, house on
north side of Memonal
Gardens Cemetery
Friday and Saturday
Sept. 2 & 3
7 a.m. till ?
hp riding lawnmower lawn
swing furniture patio label
crusarens mires oxi records
bicycle. glass items McCoy
ponery odds and ends galore
and much much more

COMMUNITY
YARD SALE

2 PARTY
YARD
SALE

At New Concord
Across from Post Office
Thurs, Fri., Sat, & Mon.
7:00 to ?
Storm
windows, quilt
pieces cookware arid Jars,
typewriter, two bows and
arrows, exercise machine,
tool box. 1981 Toyota car,
clothing of all sizes

1605 Wiswell Road
Fri. 9.294
7 am.-?

Call 436-2350
Lots of miscellaneous

Garage Sale

CARPORT
SALE

#4

1537 Oxford Dr.
Canterbury

121 N, turn right
on Roy Graham
Road, second
house on the right.
Friday
7 till ?

Thursday, Friday,
Saturday

Ole p.cture trans*. old Iker.
osene lamps, quOts,
k•Ithen norm. cpasses, Fran-

8:00 - ?

oscan E arthware, eiecinc tan,
clothes, lawnmower, exercise
bee. goll clubs, and balls.

Breaking lip
Housekeeping.'

Rain or Shine

4 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 mi. east on Hwy.94
1st house past Conoco Station
Sewing supplies, vacuum bags, used sewing
machine, patio furniture,
books, dishes, crafts,
lots of misc

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
153-1916
5 PARTY
YARD SALE
Friday
7 till 7
North on 641, turn
right on 1824, go
past Almo Food
Market, past
Thwreats Service
Station, and It's the
3rd house past
Thwreats.
Couch and Chairs, exercise bicycle, summer and
winter clothes, something
for everyone.

trrn

,

-re °pal

._,BR older farm house next
to East Elementary School.
i.?$t--mo Call 753 8848
,
tore 8 30pm
711P,,BF1 house on 1713 Oakhill
$500, mo Available
/-J1 tst 759 4406
Range refrigerator,
.! furnished Near hospi•
$110/mo 753 4444
AKEFRONT cabin on KY
3br completely turnall appliances includ:.
washer & dryer Private
Responsible parties
$500/mo, 1yr lease. 2
,r-ths damage deposit
Office 753 3153, home
753,7900

, ;- Kr!

' -s7 SEE TO BELIEVEII
MSU. 2br house,
''ices furnished.
painted. carport,
753-1266
•

For Rent
Or Lease
,./IEW Self storage
,Jses on Center
behind Shoney s
mo 759-4081

YARD SALE

TERED Polled
bull approx
200lbs 2yrs old,
132 8759 or after
492 8587

121 North
5th house from
Graves County Line

Friday, Saturday,
Monday
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

clothes,
jewelry,
shoes, knick-knacks,
stereo, tools, microwave, lots of goodies

Name brand clothes,
crafts, sporting equipMent, books, desk,
antiques, jewelry, lots
more

Real
Estate
NDIVIDUAL will pay cash
orlhat mortgage you hold
Will beat any other offer you
have Call me last
1-800 746-2842

DUPLEX 2br 1 bath Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings. Also remodeling. Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

474-8267

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.
t..

WOOD WORKS

'11‘s

'F- 1.1TiON feeders/stock
8 9 acres of hard
%.ret corn Will yield 70-90
hiishels per acre Real
rioall 753-8848 before
'Srom

753-2378

ARGE bull Y. Charl
Piaci. Angus, 6yr old Good
hr,rd bull 753-4657

IRON HALL

01811)
4

382-2306

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant

AMERICAN Pit Bull puppins 1 male 2 females
16wks 753 2470 after
5pm

•V•

CHOW Chow puppies
. $75 759 1427 753-4444

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

FOR sale a German
Pointer & '4 English
Pointer pups 3mos old
$5.0/ea 753 1165 or
435 4444
.
a

.
• • --•11;' •

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
HIMALYAN Persian male
3yrs old Has been declawed & neutered $150
489-2529
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753 2915

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CuSTOM w000wORK1NG
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
end

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom
409 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Bread)

753-5940
1-v•ing•rib"----...611\

•• NW A.• 4w N.••

.t

t

•

FREE color brochure o
LAKE BARKLEY, KY bar
gains, 2 18 acres-$.5,900
Nicely wooded slake access near state park On
& proteccountry rd
tive covenants 1, acre
lakefront from $39,000
Perfect for vacation/
retirement home near lake
Excellent financing Call
800-858-1323.Ext 822
Woodland
Acres
8 30-8 30. 7 days
HALEY Appraisal Service,
Bob
call
Haley
502-489-2266

Real
Estate

William Duncan
Building Contractor

'ire's

•

Yard Sale

Hwy 641 N next
to Wiggins
Furniture
Friday Only
8 a.m.-12 p.m.

•I T ,lWOOD Storage
oy has units avail
••
Call 753-2905
r
••
E;35

Livestock
& Supplies

Homes
For Salo

Used
Cars

S•rvIcss
Oilseed

Services
Offered

NEWIbr 2 bath W'P tub
oak cabinets 1280sq Pt Iry
Ing garage Priced upper
%Os 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722

1994 FORD Taurus opal
loaded with all options
8 XXX miles 753 6808
days, 753 2212 after 5pm

BAChr-'OE Service corn
piete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Con
struction Phone 492 8516
pager 762 7221

D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489 2296

Public
Sat.

Apanm•ni•
For Rent

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are th nking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

NEW house for sale,
2400sq 11 under root 1950
living sq ft. 3br 2 bath,
kitchen, family room dining
room utility, 2 car garage,
gas heat, central air Great
buyl Call 753-7435 days,
753 3966 evenings
SMALL acreage & lots adjacent to watershed
beautiful building sites
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492
SOUTHWEST Villa Practically new 3br. 2 bath Great
room with cathedral ceiling
gas fireplace 6tt privacy
fence in back, dryva exterior 2000sq tt living 3100sq
ft total 753-4117

Motorcycles
r-

,990 PACE American box
trailer, $1,200 753-4832

age
Used
Cars
1977 OLDS 98, good condition, 71,XXX actual miles
753-0609 after 5pm
1978 OLDS Cutlass, $500
obo 753-7370
1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
sunroof, am/fm stereo, all
leather. fuel injection
$2 495 753-8096
1980 Z-28 4sp Al parts
can 753-6139

1981 PONTIAC LaMans,
8, 4dr, auto, p/s, pfb,
prwindows- door locks,
runs & drives good 78,XXX
miles $900 or best reasonable offer Call 753-3859

502 753 8220
1986 FORD Escort station
wagon, 5sp, $1,500 1964
Barracuda 4sp. $300
1972 Duster 340, 4sp,
$300 1972 Dart Swinger,
must see. $2,000
759 9105 after 5 30pm

.
1988
EAGLE Premier ES,
78,XXX miles, excellent
condition, loaded $4,200
obo 753-2816

1989 EAGLE Premier ES,
V-6, dark blue, 66 XXX
miles, artilm cassette
Power windows, doors &
seats Cruise control, a/c,
$5,300 753 3577 after
2pm
1990 FORD Taurus. auto
V-6, tilt, cruise, air bag, one
owner, 75,XXX miles Runs
& drives excellent $4,100
Phone
Frankfort
or
502-875-4050
502-875-1844 (nights)
(dealer)
1990 STS Cadillac SeVille
pearl white, 4dr, loaded
Sharp' Call 492-8250
1990 TOYOTA Camry. 4dr,
white, 78,XXX miles, good
condition Asking $7,800
Phone 759-9262

727 SOUTH 4th St corner 1991 BUICK Century. bur
of Glendale & South 4th
gundy, cloth, loaded, new
753-8298 10am 5pm. Ores, brakes, V-6, mint con753-6194 nights
dition
$5,500
9 5 ACRES surrounds this 502-875-4050 (dealer)

1977 CHEVY 4X4, $2,400
753-2861
1988 GMC 'I. ton, extended cab 5th wheel,
great condition $7,500
759 1823 after 5pm

1991 FORD Explorer XLT,
4dr very clean, $12,900
75e34433
after 5pm
Call
1992 ISUZU Rodeo, dark
blue, air, 5sp, 28,XXX
miles, $14.500 753-3587
after 5pm
FULL-size short bed aluminum truck topper Mid size
long bed aluminum topper
with sliding window Like
new 436-2364
510

14 FT Hydrostream
w,100hp Johnson power
tilt & trim new seats,
$2000 753-1217 days,
436-2317 nights

USED boats motors, trailers & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
pair, Hwy 121 S
502-436-5464

ServicesOffered
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling,
moving, clean-up. odd Jobs,
tree trimming, tree removal,
yard mowing, mulch hauling Clean up sheet rock &
other building materials
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744
1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling tree
trimming, tree removal, &
cleaning out sheds, attics,
odd jobs, & will haul &
spread mulch Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
Lamb
1 1 1 1 1 HAULING, tree
trimming, mulch & dirt hauling, clean out sheds &
bushhogging Free estiPaul Lamb
mates
436-2102
1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
trimming tree removal Joe
436-2867
1 1 1 A all around mowing,
trimming. hauling Mark
436-2528
Al. Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683'
1-fall
AIR Conditioning Ron .
Heating. Cooling and
Electric Co Service, unit
replacement and complete
installbon Licensed gas installer Phone 435-4699
ALL home repairs, sheetrock finishing & ceilings
sprayed Over 30yrs experience Small Jobs welcome
Licensed & insured
474-8377
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

1991 HONDA Accord LX
Coupe, auto, a/c, gold kit/
wheels Excellent condi
bon Call 753 5270

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment 759 1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways. hauling foundations,
etc 759 4664

DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Residential Commercial EXPERT painting Residential & commercial 25
753-5934
yeas experience No job
BOB S Plumbing Repair
too big or too small Free
Service All work guaran estimates D&J Painting
753 1134 or
teed
753 7040
436-5832
GERALD WALTERS
CARPORTS for cars and Roofing vinyl siding painttrucks Special sizes for ing Free estimates 18
motor home boats RVs
years experience Local re
and etc Excellent protec ferences 753 2592
bon, high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
GUARANTEED Amway
Products for every need are
CHIM Chim Chimney
a „phone call away
Sweeps has 10% senior lust
Phone 759-4490
citizen discounts We sell
HADAWAY Construction
chimney caps and screens
Remodeling, vinyl siding
435 4191
vinyl replacement winCOMPUTER SERVICE
dows, vinyl flooring
TRAINING. 502-753-7001. 436-2052
COOPER Lawn Service
JIM'S Garden Service
Call Gardens- breaking, disNew & existing
502 435-4588
king tilling Lawns- seeding
& fertilizing new or existing
COUNTERTOPS custom
Blade work & bush Homes trailers, offices
hogging Reasonable
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
rates 753-3413
436-5560

Services
Ottered
PAINTING interior & ester
Kir All types of home repair
Free estimates Cali
436 5032 anytime
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

RILEY CONSTRUCTION.
remodeling additions pox
ches decks vinyl siding &
trim rooting garages&
Phone
framing
502-489 2907
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEAL driveways'fill cracks
753-6223
SEAMLESS gutters installed,residential or corn
mercial Semen Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674 Stella KY
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsrnan 492-8742

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
cotors, free estimates
Wulff s Recovery. Murray,
KY 436-5560

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

LEES'S CARPET CLEANING. For all carpets and
upholstery Free estimates
Call 753-5827

DAVID'S Cleaning Services We specialize in vinyl
siding, concrete driveways,
blacktop driveways, boats,
mobile homes Fully insured & completely mobile
759-4734

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753,7203

Campers
1966 AIRSTREAM 30'
New aic, brakes, toilet &
awning New turn & carpet
Call Chris 436-2292

1991 CAMARO Z28 red
28 XXX miles, loaded,
$12.000 753-2861

BY OWNER 3br, P/i bath
brick ranch Eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room, Irving 1991 MAZDA 626, 5sp
753 1527 after 5pm
room, family room with 'A
bay window Central gas 1992 BONNEVILLE SE,
heat & air, wall to wall car- loaded new tires, excellent
pet, ceiling fans. Jacuzzi, condition, $17,000
14x14tt storage bldg Lot 753-5227 days, 753-9909
75x150 adjacient lot avail- nights
able Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell, mid
$70's Call for appt. 1992 GEO Metro, air, auto.
new tires, 34,XXX
753-4359
great gas mileage. $4,500
LAKE home Anderson firm 753 5182
Shores quiet, private Ideal
1993 BMW 525 IT, take
for young or retired couple
Nice lot $34,000 negoti over lease 29mo left
able 554 5680 442 3864 $598/mo 753 3400

• •

1983 CHEVY van Mark III
conversion 350 auto full
power excellent condition
plush interior $3,000
753-3920

53A
1987 BMW 325 IS, loaded,
auto, sun roof, average mileage,
$9,900
502-388-2511 after 6pm

ABSOLUTELY last lot for
sale in Preston Hts Located on Carol Dr Just oft
Johnny Robinson Rd All
underground aty utilities
with no ary taxes $14,900
Call 753-2339

als-410p,•••.."•••
,
-• - a sr- as

1981 CHEVY van good
condition 759-9247

1985 CADILLAC Fleetwood De Elegance excel- 1991 17FT Javelin bass
lent condition, high miles, boat with 90hp Evinrude
service verified, all power, $7,500 753-7823 after
CB radio 436-2522, 5pm
474 8119
1993 20FT AINVekt alumi1986 CHRYSLER New num bass boat, 150hp
Yorker $2,300 obo 1984 Johnson motor, tamden
Oldsmobile Cutlass Su- axel trailer, 56Ib thrust trolloppreme $1.850 obo 1986 ing motor, all available
Chevy G20 conversion tions, like new 753-3125 or
247-5035
van, $5,800 obo

1988 TOYOTA Corolla FX,
white, 78,XXX miles, good
condition, $3,500 Call
753-9362 or 759-1212

3br, 2 bath cedar home
Extras include heated
playhouse, volleyball court
guest house two bay shop
with office Call Robin
753-1492 Century 21

Vans

1981 FORD Fairmont
good condition Must sell
$7001 Call 436-5577

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities reduced 753-4873
after 6pm

4 NEW 3br houses on city
water & sewer Will consider trading for other property Priced in the $70's to
low $80's 753-3672 after
5pm

ii515

.
SPACIOUS 3br. 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out, 1989 FORD BRONCO ll
beautiful kitchen, breakfast 4X4, V-6, blue on blue,
room, separate dining auto. pis, plo, air, stereo
room Lots of extras, coun- Looks and runs nicel
try club view Call for your $5.650 502-875-4050
(dealer)
appointment today
753-2905. 753-7536
1991 CHEVY S 10,
38,XXX miles 5sp
470
759 4631

1988 FORD Taurus,
90.XXX miles cruise good
condition new transmission (90 day warranty),
$3,900 (502)762-4786

1-, STORY brick 2394sq
ft 3 4br 2 ceramic full
baths, cella windows fireplace Edinborough Drive
753-6648 after 4 30pm

530

530

530

•
•

PAINTING. Qualityservice- value Free quotation, no obligation Van
Smith at 753-4233

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 912,1-5
Mon Fri 753-0530

HOROSCOPEt
FRIDAY,SEPTENIBER 2. 1994
i For your personaltied dail!. leant: 1)i ti in horoscope. based on )our own
date of birth. call I -91)0•9sti-77SS. Your phone eompany ss ill _hill you 99
cents a minute. I
HAPPY BIRTI1D.X1 ! IN THE not be disappointmiL
N.IRGO tAtig. 2,L Sept, 221: Not
NEVI. YEAR OF VOL R HEE:
a good das to pr) into other people's
ill hring on
• silq! popti I.irt I
he atIerniion C0111111enCes
all airs. -1:
more ins itations than sou can
on a luipp note. thanks to joyous
accept. \lake a dramatic hicat, s It Ii
the past. Bet2inninl.,_ in Nos ember, uless S. Home lite could he a bit
on sk ill teet- nion.• confident :thout
the future. Handle financial inatter
55 it Ii care. Patience and the passage
ol time kX, ill ans\\ er a dillicult
romantic question. A cash %% nW all
is likely nest summer. Spend it on.
tinsel or education.

unsettled tonight- Avoid no1 NY gatherings or partiec.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221:
AllhOugh our ideas are escellent.
You ma‘ not get all opportunity to
act on them. A fletible schedule is
important. Yl/l1 have always been a
CELEBRITIES BORN ON free spirit! Asoid saddling yourself
With too mans obligations.
THIS DATE: tennis star Jimmy
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 r
Connors. a,:tress Linda Purl. actor
Your popularil could sis rocket in
K Callll Rees Cs. 1(141111C1- HaNi211;111
the weeks ahead: he ready to eviCommissioner Peter t •eherroth.
k RI ES (\larch 21 -April 19 I: A l:1114e on some s cry interesting
opportunitics..Coming on too strong
MO11111112 telt:1+0W Call kk ill jog' our
could frighten I prospective mate.
mentors. Keep in touch ‘‘. tilt 0‘erTake a light-hearted approach to
seas clients. Strong rapport ‘‘ ill] an
ronrance.
allfactl‘ e newcomer NtIs our hlood
SAGITTARIUS I Nin. 22-Dec.
racing. II unattached. ‘ citi could he
21 I: ID(I not espect other. to enthuse
tead‘ for a tress romance.
TAURUS I April 20-May 201: (wen sour ideas without first asking
questions. Fast-mos Mg events tempt
ents could.. keep on on
Toda
sou to run for the money. An artistic
the run. An actise search could proendea‘or could Niost your income.
duce topnotch results. Your hard
Read about ...Pnsesunents.
work pays off w ith a promotion or
CAPRICORN IM.c. 22-Jan,
raise. IL Tuttle your image h\ invest19): Stop tving afraid of change: it
ing in some 11ClA
keeps things fresh and etching! Be
GEMINI I Ma'. 21 -June 20i:
more 1111105 alis e iii the lN(Irk,place.
Thanks to some well-timed business
mo‘es. work is a pleasure instead of Show higher-ups how well ydu -can
handle a group. A well-cakulated
cht)re. Leant more about comput.7
risk will pay off nicely.
er:and ads anced technology .
tJap--20-Feb. 18):
i.ng your heart on your sleeve could
A behind-the-scenes chat is . interestsIMA
make you villnerable.
right
CANCER (June 21 -ink 22): ing hut ma‘ mil lead an
assay. Be patient! Relationships
What you accomplish today could
require constant adjustment.--Avoid
bring ress aids hir Sears to come, it
with someone IA ho feels
quarreling
not
Do
through.
things
to
think
P5
under the weather. Romance will
he enticed by unusual ins estment
test sour maturity.
proposals. Keep your long-term
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
goals in sight at all time..
domestic interMixed trends all
140 1.Itily 23-Aug. 22):
Although your day could start with 'est,. Although there is.some support
for Your Plans. your spouse or
..isings, good luck Alm,s
priS ate mi,4_,
ani it her l'amil‘ member could have a
\ott 10 make escellent .joh and titianproblem. Do more listening than
.al progress. Thoughts of a secret
talking. A sympathetic approach
rende/vous fill you lk
will create new rapport.
i011.
Cs ellls ssmll

TODAY'S CHILDREN: Even as \ oungslers. these hright Virgos ill
\ and inentall \ tabulating es er‘thing v,ithin sight. Their thirst for
he
(now ledge and strong anal‘tical skills should he praised and encouraged.
Calm. dependable and self-reliant. they want to feel needed. Count on them
to otter a helping hand whenever they see someone in trouble. Their good
manners make them \\011h1Clf1,11 hosis and guests. 'Nes alSs ay s go that e\lira
mile to set others at ease.

LOOSE BRUCE HOTDOO CABOOSE
(CABOOSE SPECIAL)
Buy 2 Chili Dogs &
Receive A Free Soda
•
North 12th • Boone's Laundry
Tues.-Fri. serving 10a-2:30p
•
Downtown Murray
Mondays Only 10a-2:30p
coupon must wooderpeny ordec EaPetall Waal

a

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
600 Main St

•••--••••••••••11
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Tea years ago
Today is Thursday, Sept. 1, the 244th day of 1994. There are 121
The New Concord Post Office
days left in the year.
Today's
highlight
in
history: has been relocated to the new
On Sept. 1, 1939, World War H began as Nazi Germany invaded quarters after the May 17th fire
Poland. Great Britain and France declared war against Germany two destroyed the office and New
Concord Grocery, housed in the
days later.
On this date:
same building. The new post
In 1807, former Vice President Aaron Burr was found innocent of office is now in the former Spicetreason.
land Grocery building, owned by
In 1878, Emma M. Nutt became the first female telephone operator Gene Lovins, directly across the
street from the former location.
in the United States, for the Telephone Despatch Company of Boston.
In 1894, 100 years ago, a raging forest fire destroyed Hinckley,
Ann Can of Early Childhood
Minn., and about a dozen other towns, killing more than 400 people. Development Center at Murray
In 1905, Alberta and Saskatchewan entered Confederation as the State University spoke at a meeteighth and ninth provinces of Canada.
ing of Sigma Department of MurIn 1923, the Japanese cities of Tokyo and Yokohama were devas- ray Woman's Club. tated by an earthquake that claimed some 150,000 lives.
Pictured is the 1974- graduating
In 1932, New York City Mayor James J. "Gentleman Jimmy" class of Calloway County High
Walker resigned following charges of graft and corruption in his School at its 10-year reunion at
administration.
Executive Inn, Paducah.
In 1942,-a federal judge in Sacramento, Calif., upheld the wartime
Births reported include a girl to
detention- of Japanese-Americans as well is Japanese nationals, strikMr. and Mrs. Crandall Woodson,
inedown a challenge brought by the American Civil Liberties Union.
In 1945, Americans received word of Japan's formal surrender, --Aug. 22; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Cunningham, Aug. 24.
ending World War II. Because of the time difference, it was Sept. 2 in
Tokyo Bay, where the ceremony had taken . place.
In 1951, the United States, Australia and New Zealand signed a
mutual defense pact, the ANZUS treaty.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Dear Abby
Ten years ago: The astronauts aboard the shuttle Discovery
is on a two-week vacation. Following is a selection of some of
launched their third commercial satellite in three days, sending TeMar
her favorite past letters from
Three into space.
early 1970s.) the
Five years ago: Baseball Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti died of
a heart attack at his summer home in Martha's Vineyard, Mass., at age
DEAR ABBY: I am 39 and
Edwin is 40. We've been married for
19 years, and I'm not saying our
One year ago: The Pentagon unveiled a five-year defense plan to
marriage has been a bed of roses,
further shrink the U.S. military in favor of a lean, high-tech force.
but then, whose has?
Louis Freeh was sworn in as director of the FBI.
About a year ago, Edwin tried to
Today's birthdays: Former Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird is
run me down with his car, but I was
72. Actress Yvonne De Carlo is 70. Texas Gov. Ann Richards is 61. too quick for him. Of course he
Conductor Seiji Ozawa is 59. Comedian-actress Lily Tomlin is 55. denied it — said the brakes didn't
Singer Barry Gibb is 48. Singer Gloria Estefan is 37. White House
hold, but he was lying.
A few months ago Edwin was on
Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers is 33.
the roof fixing a leak, and I was
Thought .for today: "There are no warlike peoples — just warlike
down below turning on the garden
leaders." — Ralph J. Bunche, American diplomat (1904-1971).

Thirty years ago
Douglas Shoemaker, Calloway
County Court Clerk, said he will
would keep his office open until
p.m. on Sept. 4 and 5 for the
onvenience of those persons
who wish to register in order to
be able to vote in the November
General Election. The last day to
register is Sept. 5.
Mr.-and Mrs. Floy Jewel have
been visiting their son, Stanley
Jewel who is a midshipman at
United States Nava/ Academy at
Annapolis, Md.

ntenty years ago
record 27 ladies will participate this year in the Red Cross
Volunteer Program at MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
according to Jean Blankenship,
executive secretary of Calloway
Co`unty Chapter of American Red
Cross, and Kathryn Glover, chairman of volunteers.
A

Serving as officers of Calloway County High School Chapter
,of Future Business Leaders of
America are Russell Hopkins,
Stanley Anderson, GlerLda
Roberts, Mary Beth Cavanaugh,
Patsy Kirks, Patricia Barnett,
Martha Outland, Shelia Downs
and Paula Williams.

Mr. and Mrs. E.L. (Ezra) Bar- nett will be married for 50 years
Sept. 6.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Lonnie Brittain.
Emmett Erwin was honored on
his 82nd birthday with a family
dinner at Murray, City Park.

Jan Cooper and Ronald D.
Taylor were married Aug. 18 at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.

hoseMlenhetrwidtodropahea\y
metal toolbox on my head It iiiii'ii
me by a hair.
I just don't know what he will
pull next. Abby. I hii‘Li heard
rumors about him and a neighbor
lady whose husband is gone for
months at a time-working on a ship
If Edwin wants to be rid' of me,
why doesn't he say so? If I didn't
have nine kids. I would leave him
tomorrow. .

local legal aid society. Better to
be suspicious and alive, than
the dead "victim" of an "accident." 1P.S. If he asks you to go
hunting, fishing, boating or
mountain climbing with him,
don't go.)

DEAR ABM: Will you please
set Ile iii argument between my
husband and me?
Wewereinvitedtodmneratthe
home of s1)111C new friends, and alley
dinner it was suggested that we
play cards. which we did.
After the game started, our hostess brought a book to the table and

SUSPI( - 161'S
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: If you
suspect Edwin is trying to get
rid of you, beat him to the
punch and get rid of him. If you.
can't afford a lawyer, see your

BLONDIE
11

Lisrem,YOU!
1:7tON'1' I...
WHAT 'T-IE HECK
S THIS THING?!
IT DOES WHAT?
THIS REALLY
WORKS?

I KEEP TELLING THAT GUY
TO STAY AWAY FROM HERE,
BUT FOR SOME RF-ASON
HE KEEPS COMING

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

DEAR ABBY: Have you ever
picked up a women's magazine in
the beauty parlor and started to
read something very interesting,
only to find that some stinker has
torn a recipe out and left a big hole
in the page? This infuriates me.
Why are some people so selfish and
inconsiderate? Please put this in
your column. Some women need to
learn that this little stunt is dishonest kid imitating. •
IRRITATED

11

):

CALVIN and HOBBES
TlATS TOO SMALL. WE
IAEA.° 45 TO ‘AOLD TillS
TAPE kECORDER . SEE, I'VE
MADE RECORDINGS FOR 11-lE
BoT
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DEAR IRRITATED: I have
been there, and I agree, it is
irritating. Ladies and gentlemen,are you listening?

St cLICV..*
140N MAI I
EA% 'IOUR
LIFE, 01{
GRA.ND
EXALTED
MASTER?
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Di?. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My nephew has
been diagnosed with porphyria. What
is it?

CATHY
TM NOT GOING
TO PRESCHOOL
LOOKING LIKE
A DOM( MOM.

THIS WOULD
BE A NiCE
PLAY OUTFIT
FOR SCHOOL,
ZENITH

SILLY int.. Of COURSE
I RESPECT YOUR
RIGHT TO MAKE
CHOICES. DO YOU LIKE THE DUCK PATTERN OR THE BUMBLEBEE PRINT ?

I KNOW THAT DIS(CMO '
'
s ...191090Vitt
AGREEMENT IS A
STILL
DOE'
HEALTH') ExPRES5lok)
MARCONTROLS
OF SEPARATION
THE
TENS!
BUT...
MONEV!)

L16HT

DEAR READER: Porphyria is an
inherited defect in certain of the'
body's enzymes, causing either

'
(10uR SON
.j IUST ATE
A PAIR
Of NIKES
WiLLIBAT
BE COW?
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WE HAVElb F1140 HER
f3E.FacE-,
kNot.O ,
8^9Me1ffING HAPPENS!
I tkiEFINI WHAT IF SHE.
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GARFIELD

35 Alternative
word
Answer to Previous Puzzle
36 Gleam
OE DEVON OML
38 Sunburn
39 Forerunner of
AR
ELUDE MMO
CIA
HYMNAL AVALON
40 Empire St
ILO
IONIC
41 Paddle
IND
SUNO SPA
42 Let it stand
ARENT AMP GOA
43 Fragment
A UM
45 Night bird
EMM U
SA
46 —and aah
STA OAT OCUET
47 North of
YEGG UNA ROSA
Mass
OAM TREED
48 Possess
HOUSES DOSAGE
49 Ally —
TIM
RUNON
52 Vast period of OTT
time
NEARS EGO
POI
54 Black
9-1 © 1994 United Feature Syndicate
56 Alcoholic
beverage
11 Heave
3 Engraver
57 California
16 King —
4 --and polish
wine valley
18 Merman ID
5 Footed vase
58 Renew
21 Trajectory
6 With (pref )
59 — horse
0 22 Containing
7 Buckwheat
nitrogen
8 Opp of NNW
23 Musical work
9 Sound of
DOWN
24 Mountains of
1 "Alley —
hesitation
Europe
10 Coin
2 Charlotte 25 Spanish gold
26 Hockey org.
10
11
6
9
4
5
28 Mel —
29 Fled
14
13
30 Portion
31 Formerly
/8
19
33 Vessel's
curved
21
planking
34 Vehicle
Will
37 Profit on bank
26
25

1 Crude metal
4 Draw into the
mouth
8 Similar in kind
12 Grain
13 Type of boat
14 Pintail duck
15 Jelly base
17 Observe
19 Foch ID
20 Chalet
21 Electrical unit
22 Lawyer
(abbr )
23 Fat around
kidneys
25 Anglo-Saxon
money
26 Australia's
neighbor
(abbr.
27 Hockey great
Bobby —
28 Sphere
29 — Island
32 Sodium
symbol33 Passive

Alt4.14

an
ch

proceeded to read w hilt. playing
cards. Most of the'time she was so
absorbed in the tx.ik she nearly fOrgot about the card game.
After we got home. TM husband
said she was the rudest woman he
ever met — that she might just as
well have told us to go home earlY
the way she read that hook in our
faces all evening. He also said if
the' everinvite us back, he will
refuse to go.
Abby. I agree she wasn't very
polite, but I can understand how
she could have started a book and
become so fascinated with it she
could hardly wait to get back to it.
so I don't hold it against her.
Do you agree with my husband
that we shouldn't ge back'there
again? I really like this woman.
OUTPLAYED IN DETROIT

eAcK

11-

'It

Forty years ago
Murray Training School will
open for classes for Grades 1
through 12 on Sept. 8, according
to Esco Gunter, school director.
Murray City Schools will open
for classes on Sept. 7, according
to W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
schools.
Dr. Walter Blackburn, head of
Physical Science Department of
Murray State College, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Lions Club.
He discussed the chemical and
industrial development of Calvert
City.
Ruth Ray Rowland and Rudy
Roberts Holland were married
Aug. 25 at First Methodist
Church Chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Adkinson
and children of Charlotte, -N.C.,
have been the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawton
Alexander.

DEAR OUTPLAYED: If you
like her, see her on your own
time. I agree with your husband.

ill

to
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DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
WAS THAT THAT SAME
SALESMAN AGAIN ?! I
?OLD HIM TO STAY AWAY
FROM HERE!

1994

LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

19,
on-

THURSDAY,

2

1

3

12
15
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20
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11

54
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58

Of,

39 Ones left
41 Proprietor
42 Wooden tub
43 — — even
keel
44 Ms. Perlman
45 Cry of pain
46 Two words of
dismay
48 "— — Clear
Day"
49 Turf
50 OvVing
51 —Sumac
53 —art
55 "Let It —"
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extreme sensitivity to light or nerve
damage.
In the first instance, sun-damaged
skin is paramount, whereas in the
second, more serious symptoms
appear. These include periodic
'attacks of abdominal pain, disordered
digestfon, paralysis, hypertension,
respiratory failure, and others.
In most cases, porphyria is diagnosed by a special analysis of the
urine; blood testing may be necessary.

The treatment includes avoidance
of alcohol and other drugs that may
worsen symptoms, prompt therapy for
infections, transfusions, surgery to
remove the spleen, and other techniques.

Although patients with this disorder
cannot be cured, much can be done to
prevent attacks and relieve symptoms. Patients with porphyria should
be under the care of gastroenterologists or hematologists.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been suffering from hypo-manic episodes for the
past 15 years. Can you suggest something that will make the affliction
more bearable?
DEAR READER:"Hypo-mania" is a
psychiatric term indicating that you
have recurring episodes of inappropri-

ate elation and high energy that may
cause people around you to say that
you are "wired." Hypo-mania is not as
serious as full-blown manic-depression, which causes marked excitability and agitation and is associated with
rebound periods of numbing depression and helplessness.
Like its more serious cousin, hypomania is often successfully treated

with lithium, a prescription drug that,
in my opinion, should be administered
by a psychiatrist. Therefore, if your
hypo-manic episodes disrupt your
normal life and cause you distress,
you should be examined by a psychiatrist, who may choose to prescribe
lithium.
-'To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Mental and Emotional
Illness." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O..
Box 2433, New York, NY 10163. Be
sure to mention the title.
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Disco shuts down
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MURRAY LEDGER I 11MES

TOKYO (AP) — A Japanese
disco that set Ws craze for dirty
dancing closed its doors Wednesday, less than a year after authorities stripped it of its claim to
fame.
Three years ago, Juliana's disco began admitting sexily clad
women for free, and gave them
an elevated stage to dance on.
Soon, hundreds of young
Japanese women with boring,
dead-end office jobs were spending their nights gyrating in Gstrings and miniskirts — before a
crowd of men who paid a $55
cover charge to take it all in.
Last November, though, police,
pressured the disco to ban the 0strings and stage dancing. They
claimed some women were using
the fire escape to change from
street clothes into their skimpy
outfits.
The club's owners, Juliana
Tokyo Ltd., spent $500,000
remodeling to attract a different
type of crowd, one used to the
more common, staid nightclubs
where hostesses and karaoke
sing-alongs are the norm.
It didn't work. Attendance
dropped to 250 a night and the
owners announced plans to close.
In its final week, the disco
offered free admission and put on
a male striptease show. On Tuesday night, more than 6,000 people showed up.
In Juliana's heyday, up to

DEATHS

3,000 people a night would pack
the club, many of them middleaged men, according to Shinji
Koyama, a spokesman for the
disco. The dim-dancing trend
terms like
helped popular
bakku," describing the view of a
G-string from behind, and "bodikon," denoting skintight sheath
dresses.
The Juliana's craze also set off
debate over whether the young
women were allowing themselves
to be used as sex objects — or
exercising a rare bit of power
over men in male-dominated
Japan.
"I was on the stage once and I
noticed this guy down there who
looked like my boss, but his
expression was just like a little
boy," Reiko Omori shouted over
the blaring house music Tuesday
night. "That was fun."
Others said the trend served to
underscore the limited options
available to young women in
Japan.
"They're basically weak people, and feel they have nothing
better than flesh to offer the
world," said Hiroyoshi Ishikawa,
a professor of social psychology
at Seicho University.
At Juliana's, men mourned the
end o[ an era as they got a final
eyeful.
"They're great to watch," said
disco-goer Ken Higa.

Employees get back pay
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Employees at Lockheed Support Systems Inc. in Madisonville
will receive more than $270,000
in back pay, plant officials said.
The money comes from a
S2.20-per-hour raise for workers
in the Madisonville plant and
some former employees, including part-time summer help, plant
manager Jim Mitchell said
Tuesday.
The,raise is retroactive to May
29.
Lockheed employees at other
remote mail barcoding sites have
already received their promised
raises, which came following
arbitration between.the U.S. Postal Service and postal workers
union.
The postal service will take
control of the Lockheed barcoding operation in Madisonville in
April 1995.
The Madisonville raises were

held up because the contract
cycle began June 4 instead of
May 29, as it did at other sites,
Mitchell said. He said some
employees will he entitled to
about S1.000 before tax
deductions.
'Lockheed has about 110 fulltime and about 180 part-time
employees on its hourly payroll.

HOG mmuaa
Federal State Market News Service Sept. 1, 1144
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 36 Ed. 11111 Barrows &
KLAN lower
GUIs S1.0111-$125 lower Saws deady
S34.14-36 75
US 1.2 2311•254 lbs.
/33.90-3530
US 1-2 2111-234 lba
S3530-300
US 2-3 2316.2441 &a.
53435.35.51
US 3-4 201.2711
Sows
US 1.2 275-351 lbs.----------$22.110-23.00
US 1-3 3011-4••
S130024.00
US 1-3 410-525
527.00-2910
US 1-3 525 aid up lba.---$20.00•22.00
US 2.3 345-50 lba
Boon 519.0020.116

Mrs. Hilda Clyde Hart

Mrs. Era Buchanan

The funeral for Mrs. Hilda Clyde Hart will be Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H..Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Roger
Banks will officiate. The song service will be by Glendale Road
Church Singers. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Hart, 83, Rt. 4, Murray, died Wednesday at 4:15 a.m. at the
home of a daughter, Mrs. Betty Tusa, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenu. Her husband,
J. Dan Hart, pharmacist, died May 6, 1976.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Betty Hart Tusa and husband, Dr. Vince C. Tusa, Rt. 5, Paris, and Mrs. Ann Hart Chrisman
and husband, Don G. Chrisman, Las Cruces, N.M.; six grandchildren,
Mark, Brian and Karen Tusa, and Ben, Kacrand Matthew Chrisman;
several cousins.

William H. (Bill) Wilkins
William H. (Bill) Wilkins, 73, Florissant., Mo., died Sunday at a
hospital there.
A retired carpenter, he was an Army veteran of World War II and a
graduate of Lynn Grove High School.
Born Oct. 12, 1920, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
William C. Wilkins and Gertie Jones Wilkins. One sister, Kathryne
Holley, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Pace Wilkins; one daughter,
Mrs. Sheila Williamson and husband, Doug, Highland, 111.; one son,
John Wilkins and wife, Nora, St. Louis, Mo.; three grandchildren,
Leah Williamson, Amanda Wilkins and William Wilkins; one sister,
Mrs. Betty Jackson, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
Funeral rites were Tuesday in the chapel of Hutchens Mortuary,
Florissant, Mo. Burial was in Jefferson Barracks Military Cemetery,
St. Louis.

Mrs. Era Buchanan, 86, Rt. 1, Hazel, died Wednesd,ay at 1:35 p.m.
at Hillview Nursing Home, Dresden, Tenn.
She was married Sept. 13, 1923, to Tom V. Buchanan who died in
November 1968.
Born May 30, 1908, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of the
late Jock Herndon and Ola Taylor Herndon.
Mrs. Buchanan was a member of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Mary Carson, Glen Ellyn,
III., Mrs. Minnie Dirck and husband, Leroy, Independence, Mo., and
Mrs. Lola Diggles and husband, Al, Texas; three sons, Thomas
Buchanan and wife, Mary, Rt. 1, Farmington, and James Buchanan
and Noel Buchanan, Rt. 1, Hazel; 14 grandchildren; 29 greatgrandchildren.
,Services will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Saturday.

Stock Market Report
Prices As Of 9 a.m.

Mrs. Dorothy Jean Pounds
Mrs. Dorothy Jean Pounds, 65, Byrd Road, Paris, Term., died Wednesday morning at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A member of East Wood Church of Christ, Paris, and of Eastern
Star Chapter No. 364 of Royal Oak, Mich., she owned and oeprated a
dry cleaning business in Centerline, Mich..,She also was a Mary Kay
Cosmetics consultant.
She was married Nov. 21, 1946, to Curtis Wimberley who died Feb.
I 1, 1982. Born June 13, 1929, at Buchanan, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Roy Porter Williams and Francis Cowan.
Williams.
Survivors include her second. husband, John Pounds, to whom she
was married on July 14, 1984; two daughters, Mrs. Linda Jean Toupin, Utica, Mich., and Mrs. Libby Roodvoets, Spartanburg, S.C.; five
sisters, Mrs. Helen Freeman, Mrs. Joanne Baker, Mrs. Nancy Greer
and Mrs. Betty Castel!, all of Paris, and Mrs. Patricia Luckinbill,
Modesto, Calif.; one brother, John Williams, Nashville, Tenn.; one
grandchild, Austin Dakota (Cody) Roodvoets.
The funeral will be Friday at 11:30 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway ,Morticians, Paris. Roger Banks and Randy Stephens will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jim Freeman, Mike Baker, Scott Herman, Mike
Diaz, Josh Moon, Ricky Williams and Bob Fogerty, all nephews. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Thursday).

•

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..........-17.4B
DJIA Previous Close.......3913.42
+ 1/.24
Air Products---.----.493/t 5414 - 1/2 •
K U Energy..................263/s • 14
A T&
1/4
Bell South .......-.......--591/4 - 14 Kroger ....... ........---281/*
Briggs & Stratton........ 763/4 - 3/1 L G & E.
l'Is
Bristol Myers Squibb-573/4 +
Mattel .......
CBT Corp. Ky.*.........421/2B 45A McDonalds...... ..............281/4 unc
Chrysier.—......................473/s 341/s unc
Merck
Dean Foods...............unc J.C-: Penney...-...............521/s - 1/2
Exxon ...............---........5914 - 34 Peoples First*...... 2I34B 223/4A
Ford Motor...................2934 + 14 Quaker Oats........-........793/4 - 14
691/s - 34
50'4 + 14 Schering-Plough
General Electric
501/4 unc Sears ............
- 1/2
General Motors
-4734 - 14 Texaco.
..617/s unc
Goodrich
.35 unc Time Warner.................373/4 - 34
Goodyear.
.
.673/4 - 3/4 UST
3114 - 14
I B M
243/4 + 14
Ingersoll Rand.-----373/4 - 34 Wal-Mart
maker In this stock.
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Hilliard unLy"Lnsoiss a
Court Square

market

HIWARD
LYONS

• Murray, KY 42071
- (502)
753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.I.B. Hdhard, W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE *Id SIPE_

NO
Gimicks, Games or Contests

JUST
Old Fashioned Bible Preaching, Praying and Singing

AT
Murray Baptist Mission
201 S. 6th St.
(Next to Human Resources Bldng.)

D We are proud to use,q4\
VD recycled newsprint.

Sunday School
Preaching

Murray
10:00 A.M.Sun. Eve.
10:45 A.M.Wed. Eve.

5:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

Parvin Hall, Pastor

Wiggins Furniture
Just drive two short miles. North of Murray on 641 four-lane, across from Memorial Gardens.

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
753-4566

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Salo Items Cash & Cony

•
We now have the biggest selection of Living Room Furniture in stock. Best
quality covers, colors & frames. Check us out Our prices are fantastic!!
All BerklIne Reclining Mechanisms are guaranteed a lifetime._
also, springs & frames - It's the best guarantee In the industry.
Reg Price $64500

2MYERS umber Co.
Good Thru 9/6/90

500 South 4th, Murray

SALE PRICE
Sofa $59995
Love Seat $54995

SALE PRICE
$29995

(502)753-6450

SUPERDECK.
FOR PRE1SURE TREATED WOOD
[TIMOR 1111ANSOVINIFIVT STAINS

Superdeck

$1499

Gal.

tierldine• Reclining RockA-Lounger• with
Touchatetion•"Festhersikte" mechanism1

THE PROBLEM:

Making a floor
stiff, sturdy and
squeak-free

Reg Price $88500

SALE PRICE

THE SOLUTION:

It's a problem builders and architects face all too often:
floors that are not as stiff or quiet as they should be. The
solution is Georgia-Pacific Wood I- Beam".
• Greater load-bearing capacity than conventional
lumber and most other I-joists.
• Unsupported spans up to 48' are possible.
• Available in lengths up to 60'.
• Won't twist, shrink or bow, and resists warping.
The end result: a stiff,
sturdy floor that is built to
be seen but not heard.

Solveit with G

G-P Wood I BeamTM

4
1Goorgiafiscific

Reg Price $4995

SALE PRICE
4.1/.

• September Specials

$995"
•

'4171
111""
)

Triox

ORTHO
mos.
vTZ
"

On All In-Stock Sofas, Chairs & Loveseats

Vegetation
Killer

For all your household furniture check...

•••

Wiggins Furniture
"Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price"
FREE DELIVERY

•

$

4
99 Gal

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.

TERMS TO SUIT YOU!
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